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INTRODUCTION 
The development from Duryea's motorized carriage to the modern 
American automobile has been primarily evolutionary. That evolution 
resulted from the interaction of improvements in such areas as speed, 
reliability, comfort, efficiency, style, control and safety. The 
horseless carriage was considered controllable if it could precisely 
follow a desired path. However, as vehicle speeds increased, the 
driver's preferences concerning his feeling of security and comfort, 
steering ease and precision, as well as the vehicle's response time, 
became more important. The concern for the driver's subjective 
evaluations as well as steering precision resulted in vehicle handling 
research. Although subjective evaluations are difficult to quantify, 
the feeling of security associated with lateral stability is one 
common goal of vehicle handling research. 
The earliest automotive handling research centered on response 
measurement of vehicles driven through a variety of maneuvers over a 
wide flat surface. Analytical substantiation of these experiments 
lagged for many years and then, when developed, relied upon a simple 
abstract vehicle model with zero track width and no suspension 
characteristics. This model is usually referred to as the "bicycle 
model". The development of computers afforded opportunities for the 
evaluation of more complex and sophisticated models. Researchers 
recognizing these opportunities began to simulate multi-degree of 
freedom models. 
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The increased computer utilization yielded results which were 
difficult to verify by analytical methods. Also, as the models 
became more complex, the additional computer time and central storage 
requirements increased dramatically preventing exhaustive parameter 
variational studies. Thus, general information concerning vehicle 
behavior and the significance of individual parameters is difficult 
and expensive to obtain. 
The purpose of this study is to partially span the gap between the 
early analyses and the later computer simulations by presenting 
analytical results based on extensions of the bicycle model approach. 
These results are concerned with the lateral stability of a vehicle 
under the influence of temporary outside disturbances. 
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LITERATURE SURVEY 
Literature regarding automobile dynamics is so abundant that it 
prohibits an exhaustive review. Therefore, examples will be cited 
highlighting the historical contributions in the development of vehicle 
handling research. 
Except for aerodynamics and gravitation, all significant forces 
acting on the automobile are transmitted through the vehicle's tires. 
Therefore, an understanding of tire properties and behavior is 
necessary to analyze the motion of vehicles. 
During turning maneuvers, tires must generate relatively large 
lateral forces in order for the driver to maintain vehicle control. 
These lateral forces are directly related to the slip angle which can 
be defined as the angle between the velocity of the tire and the 
velocity of the wheel plane. 
The force-slip angle concept appears to have been first 
introduced by Brouhleit [1] in 1925. Evans [2] applied this concept 
by experimentally determining force-slip angle relationships and 
discussing other factors effecting coming such as camber angle, speed, 
inflation pressure and rim width. This research was extended by 
Joy and Hartley [3] to include factors such as traction, braking, 
section width and number of plies. The distribution of force and 
moment across the tire contact patch was investigated by Gough [4]. 
Nordeen and Cortese [5] reported how these force and moment 
distributions change for rolling tires. Empirical relationships 
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between lateral and longitudinal tire forces as functions of tire 
normal load, sideslip and inclination angles and longitudinal slip 
were developed by Dugoff et al. [6]. 
Although much of the tire research has been concerned with 
steady-state behavior, Bergman [7] pointed out the importance of 
transient force-slip angle relationships and presented examples of that 
behavior. Empirical relationships were developed by Lippmann and 
Oblizajek [8] for transient tire slip angle behavior during cornering. 
In 1977, Winsor [9] investigated the relationship between the physical 
properties of tires and the generation of tire forces. 
Later, Furuichi and Sakai [10] studied the transient cornering 
properties of tires. Evidence that interest in the evaluation of 
transient tire characteristics continues today is indicated by the 
elaborate test machinery described by McNall [11] and Langer and 
Potts [12]. 
Having reviewed briefly the development of tire related research, 
literature concerning the entire vehicle system may be considered. 
As early as 1907, Lanchester [13] was concerned with the dynamics 
of vehicle control mechanisms. He focused on the interaction of the 
driver and the steering wheel or tiller. However, Olley [14] appears 
to have been the first to discuss the effects of suspension on ride 
and steering. In 1941, Stonex [15] discussed skid pad testing. Here, 
the relative motion of vehicle components and the vehicle's heading 
relative to the pavement were measured for constant speed along a 
circular path. In addition, "checker board tests" were used to 
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measure the transition between curves. 
Lind Walker [16], in a review of vehicle research published in 
1950, suggested that a turning point had been reached. The end had 
come for the rather chaotic trial and error techniques. Vehicle 
handling research would proceed in a more organized and deliberate 
fashion. One of the reasons for this change was that the steady 
state properties of vehicles had been defined. A major concern for 
continued research appeared to be the study of aerodynamic effects on 
vehicle stability at high speeds. 
Although the equations of motion of vehicles appear to have been 
derived earlier in Europe [17], Schilling [18] appears to have been 
among the first Americans to develop and solve them. This research 
was continued and refined by Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory (CAL). 
The research performed at GAL was reviewed and put into historical 
perspective by Milliken and Whitcoml^ [19]. Milliken and Whitcomb [20] 
also reported the conditions of lateral stability for a two degree of 
freedom vehicle model, essentially the now classical stability 
approach. 
By utilizing voltage equivalents of the various elements of the 
vehicle mathematical model, the analog computer afforded the 
opportunity to study the effects of design changes and optimize 
various components. Nonlinear elements such as tires could now be 
included in the study of vehicle handling [21]. 
Digital simulations and analog-digital hybrid simulations have 
been utilized to address a wide variety of complex problems. Examples 
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of these include Maeda and Vemura's [22] four degree of freedom digital 
simulation for steering analysis and Chiesa and Rinonapoli's [23] 
nonlinear seven degree of freedom model to study vehicle stability. 
Murphy [24] presents a typical hybrid computer system and the rationale 
behind its specification for vehicle dynamic analysis, while the 
seventeen degree of freedom hybrid simulation of Tiffany and Cornell [25] 
was used to study vehicle performance during cornering. The various 
simulations have investigated a variety of cornering maneuvers as 
well as accelerations, spinouts and roll overs. These simulations 
yielded more detailed information regarding the behavior of specific 
vehicles. However, their results are difficult to verify analytically 
and insight into general vehicle behavior is practically impossible to 
extrapolate from those results. 
One example of these simulations is the Hybrid Computer Vehicle 
Handling Program (HVHP), a seventeen degree of freedom vehicle model, 
developed by Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory. 
However, the user must specify a large number of vehicle parameters to 
the Applied Physics Laboratory where the simulation is performed. The 
results of this simulation, which utilizes both analog and digital 
computers, have been validated by comparison with tests of actual 
vehicles performing specified maneuvers [26]. 
Another example is the thirty-two degree of freedom digital 
computer program developed by the University of Michigan's Highway 
Safety Research Institute to simulate the directional response of 
articulated vehicles during braking and turning. Again, a large number 
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of parameters are required. This program was also validated by actual 
test vehicles with varying levels of success [27]. 
One alternative to specifying large numbers of parameters is to 
combine the parameters into groups. Bundorf and Leffert [28] suggested 
the combination of the various parameters into front and rear 
compliances. Thus, the problem is simplified anu behavior is related 
to these compliances. Nedley and Wilson [29] provided definitions for 
a variety of these compliances. 
A number of other avenues for research have been explored. For 
example, a driver model has been included in both simulations [30] and 
analytical research [31] in an effort to define stability with respect 
to a particular path. Other research has attempted to quantify the 
driver's subjective assessment of vehicle handling [32]. Ludvigsen [33] 
presented a review of automotive aerodynamic research. 
This brief literature review indicates the existence of a classical 
analytical stability result, and a large number of computer simulations 
covering a wide range of applications. Further analytical work is 
needed to help span the gap between the classical analytical result and 
the complex simulation results. New analytical results would provide 
some of the general information regarding vehicle handling and 
stability necessary to improve the design process. This dissertation 
will present new analytical results dealing specifically with the 
lateral stability of vehicle models based upon the classical bicycle 
model. 
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THE CLASSICAL RESULT 
Early analytical research concerned with the lateral stability of 
vehicles was based on a simple abstract vehicle model usually referred 
to as the "bicycle model". The bicycle model analysis yields results 
still referred to by researchers in industry and academic circles. 
Because of its lasting significance, this approach merits the title 
"classical". 
The coord?'"'.te system commonly utilized for vehicle analysis is a 
right-handed cartesian coordinate system located and oriented at the 
vehicle's center of gravity as shown in Figure 1. 
Before deriving the equations of motion of the bicycle model, the 
acceleration of the vehicle's center of gravity must be determined. 
Figure 2 shows the path ABCD followed by the vehicle's center of 
gravity and the orientation of the vehicle's velocity vectors during 
a turning maneuver. At time t^, the vehicle is located at point B and 
its forward and lateral speeds are V and V , respectively. After an 
X y 
increment of time. At, the vehicle has undergone both translation and 
rotation to reach point C. During this movement, the vehicle's 
forward and lateral speeds have changed and are V + Av' and V + Av'. 
° X X y y 
Superimposing the orientation of the vehicle velocities at times t^ 
and t^ + t as shown in Figure 3, demonstrates the relationships 
between the vehicle velocities. The change in vehicle speed in the 
direction parallel to the forward velocity at time t^ may be written as 
y 
0 
Figure 1. The body fixed vehicle coordinate system 
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X ^ X 
Figure 2. The path of the vehicle's center of gravity and 
orientation during a turning maneuver 
Figure 3. A graphical representation of the vehicle's 
kinematical properties 
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AV = (V + AV')cosA4' - V - (V + AV')sinA* (1) 
X X X  X  y  y  
or 
AV = V cosA'l' + AVcosATj' - V - V sinAip - AVsinA^ ' . (2) 
XX X X y y 
Similarly, the change in vehicle speed in the direction parallel to 
the lateral speed at time t^ is 
AV = (V + AV')COSAt|' - V + (V + AV')sinA4; (3) 
y y y y xx 
or 
AV = V COSAII» + AVCOSAII» - V + V SINA^P + AV'SINA^) . (4) 
y y y y % x 
If small yaw angles, are assumed such that 
sin A^ = A^ (5) 
and 
cos A^ = 1.0 (6) 
and second order terms are neglected, the Eqs. (2) and (4) become 
AV = AV - V A^ (7) 
X X y 
and 
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AV = 6V' + V 6* . (8) 
y y X 
The average acceleration of the vehicle between points B and C may be 
found by dividing Eqs. (7) and (8) by At yielding 
^ = ^ - V  ^  ( 9 )  
At At y At ^ 
and 
&-5- .SS • 
Then, the instantaneous acceleration is found by taking the limit as 
At approaches zero in Eqs. (9) and (10): 
. 
a = lim 7-^ = V - V (11) 
X At+o At ^ y ^ 
AV 
ay = It. % (12) 
At-h) 
where 
0= ' Ê ' Ê  (") 
At+o 
is the yaw angular speed. 
The bicycle model used as a basis for the classical result is 
shown in Figure 4. The selected cartesian coordinate system, x y z, is 
13 
xf 
-y 
xr 
.Figure 4. The classical bicycle vehicle model 
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fixed at the vehicle's center of gravity. Although two wheels are 
assumed per axle, the vehicle is assumed to have no width. Thus, the 
wheels are located on the center line of the vehicle. The front tires 
are steered through a steer angle 6^. The front axle is located a 
located a distance Ag behind the center of gravity. The center of 
gravity is assumed to be in the plane of the resultant forces acting 
on the tires. Directly below the center of each wheel and perpendicular 
to the wheel plane, the resultant lateral force is exerted on the tire 
by the road. Acting parallel to the plane of the wheel are tractive 
forces which develop between the tires and the road resulting in 
forward motion and acceleration. Summing forces in the x and y 
directions and summing moments about the vertical axis through the 
center of gravity yields the equations of motion: 
distance 2^ in front of the center of gravity and the rear axle is 
(14) 
+ FyfCOsSg + F^fSinSf (15) 
and 
d^ (16) 
Substitution of Eqs. (11), (12) and (13) into Eqs. (14), (15) and (16) 
yields the equations of motion in the form 
15 
(17) 
(18) 
and 
(19) 
where 
m = vehicle mass. 
I = vehicle moment of inertia about the vertical axis 
z 
= vehicle mass center speed in the x-direction. 
V = vehicle mass center speed in the y-direction. 
= vehicle angular speed about the vertical axis, 
= front tractive force, 
F = rear tractive force, 
xr 
F £ = front lateral force and yf 
F = rear lateral force. 
yr 
If the tire's behavior is assumed to be linear, the lateral force 
on each tire may be expressed as the product of the tire's cornering 
stiffness and the tire's slip angle. The resultant lateral force per 
axle is the sum of the lateral force of each tire on that axle. 
Therefore, the lateral forces can be written as 
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fyf = Cof (20) 
and 
Fyr - -2 *r 
where 
= front slip angle, 
= rear slip angle, 
= front cornering stiffness per tire, and 
= rear cornering stiffness per tire. 
The slip angle is defined as the angle between the direction of wheel 
travel and the direction of wheel heading, shown in Figure 5. 
Relationships governing the slip angles, and ot^, and the steer 
angle, 6^, in terms of the quantities V^, V^, 0^, 5,^ and can be 
written as the ratio of the speed of the wheel center in the 
y-direction to the speed of the wheel center in the x-direction. The 
velocities of the front and rear wheel center, respectively, are 
V _ ^  =  V  u  +  
-wf X -X (Vy + *lGz)2y (22) 
and 
\ ÏX + - %)!!y (23) 
17 
X 
vw 
xw 
Figure 5. The tire slip angle-wheel velocity relationship 
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Thus, the corresponding slip angle relationships are 
V  +  
and 
tan (a^ + 6^) = (24) 
X 
tan (a^) = -2__ . (25) 
X 
For small steer angles and slip angles, these relationships can be 
approximated as 
V  +  
Gf + S; : ^ V (2*) 
X 
and 
V -
X 
The classical result is obtained from this formulation after four 
assumptions are made: 
1. straight line motion and thus, the steer angle is zero 
(5^ = 0.0), 
2. constant forward speed and thus, no forward acceleration 
(V^ = constant), 
3. the tractive forces are zero (F^^ = F^^ = 0.0) and 
4. all second and higher degree terms of variables are 
neglected (V^5^ = 0.0). 
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After substituting Eqs. (20), (21), (26) and (27) into Eqs. (17) 
through (19) and multiplying by V^, Eq. (17) vanishes and Eqs. (18) 
and (19) become 
"(y, + 'A' + Vy - - 2V<.t>"z (28) 
and 
VA • -OVcf - - ("?Cc.£ + (29) 
To facilitate analysis, these equations can be rewritten in matrix 
form as 
mV 0 
X 
Vx 
—b. 
-b. 
•(mV^ + bg) 
— 
(30) 
where 
»! - 2Caf + :Car (31) 
^2 = 2&lCaf - :*2Car (32) 
and 
(33) 
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Assume that the lateral speed and angular speed may be considered as 
the sum of a steady-state term and a perturbation of the steady-state 
term such that 
- Vyo + Vy (34) 
and 
5 = 0  + n  ( 3 5 )  2 ZO Z 
whose derivatives are 
Vy = Vy (36) 
and 
"z " ^z (37) 
where 
= the perturbation of the lateral speed and 
0^ = the perturbation of the angular speed. 
However, for straight line motion, the steady-state values of lateral 
speed, VyQ, and angular speed, must be zero. Substituting 
Eqs. (35) through (37) into Eq. (30) yields the perturbed equations of 
motion: 
21 
m V 0 
X 
0 
—b. 
— 
-(m 
—b^ 
(38) 
Let the perturbations and their derivatives take the form 
V, = Xt 
Xt 
and 
0 = A-Xe 
z 2 
Xt 
(39) 
(40) 
(41) 
(42) 
Substitution Eqs. (39) through (42) into Eq. (38) and combining terms 
yields 
m V X + b, m V + b_ 
X 1 X 2 
I V X + b_ 
z X 3 
(43) 
The solution of Eq. (43) is nontrivial only if the determinant of the 
coefficient matrix is zero. Setting the determinant equal to zero 
yields the characteristic equation 
22 
m I + (b-mV + I b^V )X + (tub - b.mV^ - b^) = 0 . (44) 
In order for the perturbations of lateral speed, V^, and angular 
speed, to vanish within a finite time, the real parts of the roots 
of the characteristic equation must be negative. This decay of the 
perturbations indicates an asymptotically stable solution for the 
equations of motion. Although the roots of the characteristic equation 
for this case can be readily found, for the more complex cases criteria 
which guarantee negative real parts of the roots without solution of 
the characteristic equation may prove more efficient. One such 
criterion is the Routh-Hurwitz criterion described in Appendix A. 
From Appendix A, a necessary but not sufficient condition for 
stability is that all coefficients of the characteristic equation be 
positive. By inspection, it can be seen that the first two 
coefficients of Eq. (44) are always positive. This same criterion 
applied to the third term of Eq. (44) yields 
b^bg - b^mV^ - b2 > 0 . (45) 
After substituting Eqs. (31) through (33) into Eq. (45) and multiplying 
that expression by g/(&^ + ig)» this stability condition can be 
rewritten as 
+ %2)8 + 1 0 (46) 
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where g is the gravitational constant and is the understeer 
coefficient. This understeer coefficient is defined by 
W W 
with 
Wg = the vertical load on one of the front tires, 
= the vertical load on one of the rear tires 
and and are the previously defined front and rear cornering 
stiffnesses. When the value of the understeer coefficient is either 
positive or zero, the condition specified by Eq. (46) is always 
satisfied. However, if the understeer coefficient is negative, values 
of forward speed can be determined which satisfy the inequality, Eq. (46), 
Solution of the inequality yields the familiar expression for critical 
forward speed 
(^1 + &2)g 
V  <  
X — 
-\s 
1/2 
(48) 
Thus, if the forward speed exceeds that speed specified by the 
right-hand side of Eq. (48), a vehicle having a negative understeer 
coefficient will tend toward lateral instability when its motion is 
disturbed. 
Referring to the Routhian array for the quadratic equation in 
Appendix A, notice that the first column contains only the 
coefficients of the quadratic equation. The necessary and sufficient 
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condition for asymptotic stability is that all terms in the first 
column of the Routhian array must be positive. Thus, for the 
quadratic case, the condition that the coefficient of the 
characteristic equation be positive is both necessary and sufficient. 
The classical approach yields a lateral stability condition for a 
simplified vehicle model traveling along a straight line. Lateral 
stability in this case implies that a vehicle traveling along a 
straight line, if disturbed, will return to a straight line path 
within a finite time. The classical stability condition demonstrates 
the dependence of vehicle stability upon the vehicle's weight 
distribution and its tire's cornering stiffnesses. This knowledge has 
been used as a basis for design as well as a method to characterize a 
vehicle's expected handling performance. 
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THE EXTENDED BICYCLE MODEL 
The assumptions of no steer angle, no longitudinal acceleration 
and no tractive forces limited the classical result to constant forward 
speed and straight line motion. Therefore, the influence of steer 
angle, acceleration or tractive force upon the vehicle's lateral 
stability could not be determined from the classical result. However, 
if these assumptions for the classical result are relaxed, the bicycle 
model might yield additional information regarding lateral stability. 
Recall the equations of motion for the bicycle model from the 
previous section. 
(17) 
(18) 
and 
(19) 
the expressions for the lateral tire forces. 
(20) 
and 
(21) 
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the relationships governing the tire slip angles. 
V + 
Of + Gf = y n = (26) 
and 
-, -£ 
• (27) 
X 
Now, assume that the steer angles are sufficiently small such that 
sin 6^ ~ 6g (49) 
cos 0^ = 1.0 (50) 
and 
6^ = 0.0 . (51) 
Substituting Eqs. (20), (21), (26), (27) and (49) through (51) into 
the equations of motion, Eqs. (17), (18) and (19), along with 
multiplying by yields equations of motion of the form 
m v^(v^ + - b^!!, (53) 
and 
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VA ' - Vy - % • (54) 
where the constants b^, and b^ are again defined as 
"l - 2'=C£ + 2<=ar »» 
"2 - "!•=«£ - %r "« 
and 
• (33) 
Steady State Analysis 
Assuming the tractive forces are zero, the corresponding steady 
state equations for Eqs. (52) through (54) are 
- \oV°zo - 2c„f«fV * »» 
- "lo^zo • ^Vf'xo - Vyo - Vz. 
and 
° - ^ VafVxo - V5» - "s".» • (57) 
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Traditional steady state cornering analysis relies upon the two 
degree of freedom bicycle model. These two degrees of freedom are yaw 
speed, and lateral speed, V^. The traditional steady state equations 
may be derived directly from Eqs. (18) and (19) by setting the 
derivatives and 0^ and the tractive forces equal to zero, by letting 
V^, Vy and 9.^ take on the steady state values and 
respectively, and by accepting the small angle assumptions, Eqs. (49), 
(50) and (51). This yields 
m V f i  = F  +  F  ^  ( 5 8 )  
xo zo yr yf 
and 
0 - Vy, - Vy, - (=9) 
After substituting Eqs. (20) and (21) for and F^^, Eqs. (58) 
and (59) become identical to Eqs. (56) and (57). 
Eqs. (58) and (59) can be solved for the lateral forces developed 
by each set of tires: 
il-mV n 
and 
&,mV 5 
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The combination of Eqs. (60) and (61) with Eqs. (20) and (21) 
yields expressions for the front and rear slip angles: 
*'2™Txo^zo 
" 2(£^ + ^ 2)0^ ) 
and 
Another traditional steady state analysis approach is the solution 
of Eqs. (56) and (57) to determine the steady state values of lateral 
and yaw speeds: 
V = = 2 (64) 
mV^o^2 + ^ 2 - ^ 1^3 
and 
, . (65) 
+ bj - bjbj 
An attempt to include the forward motion degree of freedom requires 
that the lateral speed and yaw speed equations be substituted into 
Eq. (55). This substitution yields a quartic equation which may be 
solved for a value of steady state forward speed: 
»4 4. + «2 4. + - 0 
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where 
®4 - (2^2 - (66a) 
(66b) 
(66c) 
However, Eq. (66) is independent of steer angle. Thus, values of 
forward speed determined by Eq. (66) are independent of the vehicle's 
path. Since Eq. (66) depends entirely upon the vehicle's constant 
parameters, a unique steady state forward speed as a function of steer 
angle is not determined by Eqs. (55), (56) and (57). The dependence 
of lateral speed and angular speed upon steer angle and the forward 
speed's independence from steer angle indicates an inconsistency in 
the analysis. 
The tractive forces appearing in the equations of motion, 
Eqs. (52), (53) and (54), represent only the forces required to 
provide acceleration. The forces required to overcome rolling and 
aerodynamic drag resistances have been assumed to be identically 
equal to those resistances. Thus, these forces and resistances have 
been traditionally deleted. However, rolling and aerodynamic drag 
resistances are functions of the forward speed. For convenience during 
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this analysis, only the aerodynamic drag resistance will be considered 
and simply referred to as the forward resistance. Assume that the 
tractive forces necessary to overcome the forward resistance may be 
written as 
D = the coefficient of forward resistance, 
= the front tractive effort necessary to overcome 
forward resistance and 
= the rear tractive effort necessary to overcome 
forward resistance. 
The diagram of the extended bicycle model which includes these 
additional forces is shown in Figure 6. The equations of motion 
corresponding to this new model are 
,2 (67) 
X 
where 
* - TyO,) = (Fxf + + (F;, + F,,.,) 
(68) 
(69) 
and 
"Figure 6. The extended bicycle vehicle model 
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W. = - V, - "3% • (7°) 
The steady state equations of motion corresponding to these new 
equations of motion are 
•'^oVzc ' + WKO + Kfh\c. * "1 VAo 
- "to - 2 Vf'x (71) 
•"L"zo - ^ rfd«£\o + 2C^jS£V^„ - (72) 
and 
1 + 2Vc£«|\O - "iV - "j^zo • ("> 
Notice that the difference between Eqs. (71), (72) and (73) and 
Eqs. (55), (55) and (57) is the addition of forward resistance force 
terms. 
These steady state equations may be solved for steady state values 
of longitudinal speed, lateral speed and angular speed for a given 
value of steer angle. Similarly, if the longitudinal speed is 
specified, steady state values for lateral speed, angular speed and 
steer angle may be determined. Eqs. (72) and (73) can be solved for 
V and 0 in terms of V and S- as well as the constants b,, b , b_, 
yo 20 xo f 12 3 
^af ^xfd ^1* 
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y° m/,b2 + b^ - b^bj 
(74) 
and 
. "a'Wf'xo + 
- ' 
Notice that the denominators of Eqs. (74) and (75) become identically 
zero if the critical speed expression, written in the form 
b^ - b,b_ 1/2 
V= ' b,» ' ' "« 
is substituted for This indicates that the steady state speeds 
associated with cornering will always be less than the critical speed 
associated with straight line motion. 
Now, include the forward degree of freedom by substituting 
Eqs. (74) and (75) into Eq. (71). This yields a new equation for the 
steady state forward speed: 
<=6 'ko + <=4 to * "2 'L 
where 
Cg = ^  b2 (77a) 
°f 
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<=4 - - •l'»' + & - 2»2)= 
+ (5ia23iïa::iV£)b2.2 + (77b) 
f 
=2 = CCof + F=fd)'(*lt2 - *2^3 + lltlts - *ltlt2)" 
+  (r^ ^ ( - Z b ^ b ^ b ^  +  2 b 2 ) m  
-15 (tft] - + (:Tca,CAF + 4c2;)* 
Gf 
(2Z^b2 - Kib^bg - a^b^b^ - b^b^ + Aib^ym (77c) 
Co = + ^ xrd^ _ 2b^b^^ + b^) 
^f 
<- (ZiiKfdCaf <- tc^f) + tit's 
+ 2£^b^ - - b^bg) . (77d) 
Inspection indicates that when a solution for Eq. (77) exists, at least 
one value for steady state forward speed is determined and that speed 
depends upon the value of the steer angle. This result agrees with 
the contention that steady state forward speed must depend upon the 
vehicle's path. 
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Perturbation Analysis 
Assume that the variables in the new equations of motion, Eqs. (68), 
(69) and (70), can be represented as the sum of a steady state value 
and a perturbed value such that 
V = V + V (78) 
X xo X 
and 
V = V + V (79) 
y yo y 
£2 = a + 0 . (80) 
z zo z 
Following the same procedure as outlined in The Classical Result 
section, the perturbed equations of motion are 
"Vx + (-Vz. - ff - fr + 
+ - 0 (81) 
Vf - + Vy 
+ (b^ + ° (82) 
and 
* Vy + "3=2 - 0 (83) 
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where 
and 
fr - + ^ xrd " «5) 
Assuming that the perturbations and their derivatives have the form 
= A^e^^ (86) 
\ ~ V® (87) 
V = (88) 
Vy = AgXe^^ (89) 
àg = A^e^*^ (90) 
and 
= A^Xe^^ , (91) 
and after substituting Eqs. (86) through (91) into Eqs. (81) through 
(83), the perturbed equations of motion can be written in the matrix 
form as 
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®11 + ^12 
21 
31 
13 
"22 * ^23 
32 S3 + 
(92) 
where 
and 
»ii ' --Vzo - ff - ff -
»12 = - ("Vz. + 2C„f«f> 
ai3 = - + 2tiCa;6;) 
^21 - - ffSf - Vf 
»22 = ">1 
^23 - ^ 2 + 
»31 - - + ^ VaA> 
^32 ^2 
(93) 
(94) 
(95) 
(96) 
(97) 
(98) 
(99) 
(100) 
^33 °3 * (101) 
This system of equations has a nontrivial solution only if the 
determinant of the coefficient matrix is zero. Setting that determinant 
equal to zero yields the following characteristic equation: 
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where 
and 
a^X^ + agX^ + a^X^ + a^ = 0 (102) 
»3 • (UK) 
^2 - ^33""''^ + ^ 22^Z"'L + Hl"^ z'«c, 
h • ='22»33°V + V33""=.o + ^ 1^22Vxo 
- »12^21^2\O - «31^3"% - *23*32*?xo <"=> 
% ^11^22^33 ^23^32^1 *12^21*33 '"' *12^31^23 
^3^21^32 " ^13^31^22 * 
Stability Analysis 
In order for the motion of the vehicle to be stable, the real 
parts of the roots of the characteristic equation must be negative. 
That condition forces the perturbations to disappear with time and the 
vehicle to revert to steady state motion. Instead of solving the 
characteristic equation, the Routh-Hurwitz criterion described in 
Appendix A will be applied to determine the sign of the real parts 
of the characteristic equation roots. A necessary, but not sufficient 
condition for stability is that the coefficients of the characteristic 
equation must be positive. 
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Examination of the first coefficient. 
a- = I > 0 , (107) 
3 z xo — 
reveals that it is always positive provided the forward direction speed 
is positive. Since vehicles traveling backward are not being 
considered, the criterion is met- The second coefficient, a^, can be 
written, after substituting Eqs. (93), (97) and (101) into Eq. (104), 
as 
- ff - fr + ZCafSf)!: + ^ ° ' 
(108) 
2 
After dividing by mV^, Eq. (108) can be solved for a value of forward 
speed: 
^ -3DI 
z 
Requiring that the third coefficient, a^, be positive yields 
®1 (^^22^33™ ^11*33* ^11*22^2 ~ ^ 12^21^z *31^13* 
- ^ 23^32®î\o ^  ° ' (110) 
After substituting Eqs. (93) through (101) into Eq. (110) and 
simplifying, that condition becomes 
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where 
and 
i ° (111) 
E- = 3D(b-m + I ) + 2 - m^b„ (112) 6 J X Z ZO Z 6 
' «<=a£ -
- «V + V^«fV (113) 
h ' 'iV * V(""V°M " ff - + ^V^f) 
+ Vz(-Vz. - ff - f, + ^ ICaf'f) 
+ 21:CafSf(-ff«f - Vf) 
- m(AiFf6f + ZAiCafSf) (2&^C^5g) - b^m . (114) 
After dividing by V^, the left-hand side of Eq. (Ill) may be equated 
to zero and solved for a value of forward speed: 
-El - 4 E E  
^CR = ' 2E, — • (115) 
When this value for forward speed is real, it prescribes a forward 
speed for which Eq. (Ill) becomes negative. That value of speed is 
called a critical speed because if it is exceeded, it can result in 
the vehicle becoming unstable. 
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To partially check this critical speed, apply the assumptions of 
the classical model to Eqs. (112) through (114). Recall that these 
assumptions are constant forward speed, straight line motion, 
V = 0.0, fî = 0.0 and 6, = 0.0, and no tractive forces, = 0 and 
yo zo f f 
F^ = 0. The classical formulation did not include forward resistances; 
therefore, the forward resistance coefficient must also be zero, 
D = 0. These assumptions result in Eqs. (113) through (116) becoming 
h " '^^^2 (116) 
= 0 (117) 
and 
Eo = (b^b^ - b^)!!! . (118) 
Thus, the critical speed, Eq. (115), becomes 
which is the classical result for critical speed. Then, the critical 
value determined by Eq. (115) is, at least partially, in agreement 
with the classical result. 
The constant term of the characteristic equation must also be 
positive and after substitutions and simplification, can be written as 
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a = G.V* + G,V^ + G.V^ + G,V + G >0 (120) 
o  4 x 0  3 x o  2 x o  1 X  o  —  
where 
G^ — —3mb2D (121) 
Gj = (122) 
=2 • - "b * + ff + fr -
+ 2mV,b^ + + 2t^=ce£^£'» 
=1 = "=zo»•:<,£«£ - fj«£)(b3 - Vl> 
+ "V <2<=a£«£ - W <h - hV 
«o = - ?£ - fr + 2CC .J5^(1>II>3 " b^) 
- (ZCafSfFf + «2^4' % - * Vl' • (125) 
To determine if a solution of Eq. (120) is consistent with the 
classical result, divide Eq. (120) by -3D and apply the assumptions 
associated with the classical model. Then, the coefficients in 
Eq. (120) become 
and 
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and 
— —mb2 (126) 
Gg = 0 (127) 
Gg = - b^ (128) 
G^ = 0 (129) 
G^ = 0 . (130) 
Then, the condition expressed by Eq. (120) becomes 
-"Vxo + 'Vs - i ° • (131) 
This condition can be solved for the forward speed yielding 
'CR i 
which is the critical speed for the classical model. Thus, the 
conditions determined by Eq. (131) are compatible with the classical 
result. 
Provided that G^ is not equal to zero, dividing Eq. (120) by G^ 
yields 
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C + G3/G4 + '=2"=4 to + V«4 \o + i " (133) 
which can be solved using schemes available in theory of equation 
texts such as Conkwright [34]. However, since the coefficients of 
Eq. (133) appear so complex, numerical solution is indicated to obtain 
stability information. 
Assuming these necessary conditions are met, the sufficient 
condition from the Routh-Hurwitz criterion of Appendix A requires that 
the elements in the first column of the Routhian array be positive. 
Since the original coefficients of the characteristic equation are 
already assumed positive, the only new condition for stability is 
a.a - a a 
— > 0 (134) 
*2 
which may be reduced to 
a a 
a, - > 0 . (135) 
1 a^ -
Substituting Eqs. (103), (108), (111) and (120) into Eq. (135) yields 
(3mDI E- - m^I G,)V^ + (3mDI E^ - m^I G_)V^ 
z 2 z 4 xo z 1 z 3 xo 
+ (3mDI E + HE_ - m^I G^)V^ + (HE, - m^I G. )V^ 
z o 2 z 2 xo 1 z 1 xo 
+ (HE - m^I G )V^ >0 (136) 
o z o xo — 
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where 
H = b^ml + V S2 - F,I m - F I m + 2C . (137) 
I z  3  z y o z o  f z  r z  a f f z  
3 
Dividing Eq. (135) by yields a quartic equation. The coefficients 
of this quartic equation are so complex that a general solution of 
Eq- (136) is not practical. However, if additional information 
regarding relationships between vehicle parameters was available, 
further analysis might be possible. 
When straight line motion and the absence of tractive and forward 
resistances are assumed, Eq. (136) reduces to the expression yielding 
the classical result. Thus, the condition specified by Eq. (136) is 
compatible with the classical result. 
The procedure for calculating the critical forward speed begins 
by assuming that the vehicle's tractive effort is constant. Thus, 
the tractive force necessary to overcome forward resistance may be 
calculated using Eq. (67) and the critical speed found from the 
classical result. Then, for a selected steer angle, the steady state 
longitudinal, lateral and angular speeds may be calculated using 
Eqs. (71), (74) and (75). The steady state values are then introduced 
into Eqs. (109), (111), (120) and (136) to determine the critical 
longitudinal speeds, if they exist. Then, the steady state forward 
speed is compared with the critical values to confirm that the steady 
state speed is stable. 
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The lateral stability conditions developed in this section appear 
to be compatible with the classical result. However, these results 
offer the opportunity to investigate the effect of steer angle, 
tractive effort and moment of inertia upon lateral stability. 
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ROLL FREEDOM MODEL 
The simple vehicle used in the classical analysis does not model 
the automobile's suspension. One traditional model which includes 
suspension characteristics is an extension of the bicycle model. This 
model, which will be called the roll freedom model, divides the 
The sprung mass is that part of the vehicle's mass supported by its 
suspension. This sprung mass is assumed to pivot about an imaginary 
roll axis. The suspension effects resisting the sprung mass rotation 
about the roll axis are modeled by a torsional damper and a torsional 
spring. The actual linear suspension parameters can be related to the 
torsional parameters by summing moments about the roll axis. For 
example, using the beam axle model shown in Figure 7, the torsional 
damping coefficient and the torsional stiffness coefficient are 
determined to be 
vehicle's mass into its unsprung mass, m^^, and its sprung mass, m^. 
(138) 
and 
(139) 
where 
= the damping constant for one front shock absorber, 
= the damping constant for one rear shock absorber. 
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df 
sr 
Figure 7. The beam axle vehicle model of suspension 
locations for the roll freedom vehicle model 
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= the spring constant for one front spring, 
= the spring constant for one rear spring, 
t,c = the distance between the front shock absorbers, 
at 
t, = the distance between the rear shock absorbers, 
cr 
tgg = the distance between the front springs and 
tg^ = the distance between the rear springs. 
Although the roll freedom model remains essentially a bicycle type model, 
the tire contact patches are assumed to be sufficiently wide to prevent 
the model from tipping as the sprung mass rotates about the roll axis. 
Also, the coordinate system, as shown in Figure 1, is now fixed in 
the vehicle such that the vehicle's center of gravity lies on the 
vertical axis, but not at the origin, and the x axis is coincident with 
the roll axis. Roll steer, deflection steer and camber steer are 
functions of roll. Since these roll related phenomena have been 
demonstrated to be similar, only the roll steer phenomenon will be 
investigated to determine its general effect on stability. 
The accelerations associated with the unsprung mass of the roll 
freedom model are identical to those for the bicycle model: 
a = V - V ÏÏ 
X X y z 
(11) 
and 
(12) 
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The roll axis shown in Figures 8 and 9 is shared by the sprung and 
unsprung bodies. The acceleration of a point A on the roll axis may 
be written in vector form as 
a^ = (V - V 0 - )u 
- X y z 2U-X 
+ (V + VÎ2 + a X )u . (140) 
y X 2 2 u -y 
Then, the acceleration of the center of gravity of the sprung mass can 
be determined from the vector relation 
a® = a"^ + a® X r + 03® X u® X r . (141) 
The angular velocity of the sprung body about the roll axis is 
(jj® = <j)u + Q u (142) 
- -X 2-2 
and its angular acceleration about the same axis is 
a® = ôu + 60 u + u . (143) 
-X z-y 2-2 
The position vector from the roll axis to the sprung mass center of 
gravity is 
r = X u + psincbu + pcoséu (144) 
- s-x -y -2 
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X 
x£ 
us 
xr 
Figure 8. The top view of the roll 
us 
z 
Figure 9. The rear view of the roll 
freedom vehicle model 
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where p is the distance from the sprung mass center of gravity to the 
roll axis. 
Thus, the vector cross product of the angular acceleration, a^, 
and the position vector, r, may be written as 
G  •  "  
a X r = (-n^psin<|) + (j)n^pcos4))u^ - + $pcos$)Uy 
+ (-x^$£2^ + (|)psin(j))u^ . (145) 
The vector cross product of the angular velocity, w^, and the position 
vector, r, is 
OJ^ X r = -fi^psin(j)u^ + (^pcos(j) + Xgî2^)u^ + ^psin<j)u^ (146) 
and the cross product of the angular velocity, and Eq. (146) is 
S S * * 2 
w X 0) X r = ((})pcos<J) + Xg^2^-x ~ psin4> + S2^psin4))Uy 
+ $(-$pcos<j) - • (147) 
Substitution of Eqs. (140), (145) and (147) into Eq. (141) yields 
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q 2 « • 2 
a =(V - V n - Î2x psiné + (})Q pcos(j) + Î2 èpcoscb + x fl )u 
- ^ X yz z s zr ^ ^ z ^ s z -x 
• 2 2 
+ (V + vn + J2x - X 0 - épcosd) - ô psiné - Î2 psiné) u 
y X z zu s z z -y 
. • 2 
+ (Xg^n^ ~ <j>psin(t) - $ pcos# - 4)x^fl^)u^ . (148) 
In order to simplify Eq. (148), assume that the roll angle, <i), is 
sufficiently small that 
cos 0 = 1.0 (149) 
and 
sin (j) ~ (j) . (150) 
Then, Eq. (148) becomes 
a® = (V - V n - + $0 p + 2*0 p + X nf)u 
X  y  z  z u  ^ z" ^ 2 * ^  s z'-x 
• 2 2 
+ (V + VÎÎ 4  0  X  -  X  Ô  - è p - d ) p ( j ) - ï ï  p 4 > ) u  
y  X  Z zu SZ rr-r Z^ - y  
• 2 
+ (Xg$&2 - (j)p(f) - $ p - (i)x^ î2^ )u^  . (151) 
Then, the acceleration of the sprung mass center of gravity may be 
written in scalar form as 
a® = V - V 0 - fi^x + 2*0 p + 0 ip + X cf (152) 
X  X  yz zu z  z s z  
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Sy = Vy + - *p - - GgP* (153) 
and 
s * ** • 2 * 
a^ = - <j>p(|> - $ p - (154) 
for the X, y and z directions, respectively. 
The equations of motion for the roll freedom model may be developed 
by first summing forces in the x and y directions, as well as summing 
moments about the vertical, z, axis. These equations are 
ma = F ,cos ô_ + F - F -sin 6- (155) 
X xf f xr yf f 
m  a  + m a ®  =  F  + F  . c o s  +  F  . s i n  6 .  ( 1 5 6 )  
us y s y yr yf f xf f 
and 
Vz - "l V°= «£ - Vyr «£ ' 
Then, substitution of Eqs. (11), (12), (152) and (153) into Eqs- (155) 
and (156) yields 
m (V - V 5 ) + m (V + V Q - W^x + 265 p 
u X y z s X X z z u ^ z 
+ 0 $p + X R^) = F .cos 6. + F - F .sin 5. (158) 
z^ s z xf f xr yf f 
and 
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• • • * "" *2 
m (V + VÎ2)+in(V + VÎ2 + J2x — xS2 — (bp — d) pd) 
u y xz s y x z zu sz r fr 
- sfp*) = + FyfCos 6g + F^gSin . (159) 
The Eqs. (157), (158) and (159) are three of the four necessary equations 
of motion for this four degree of freedom model. The additional 
required equation results from summing moments about the sprung mass 
roll axis as shown in Figure 10. The applied moments are the torsional 
spring moment, the torsional damping moment, and the moment 
developed whenever the sprung mass is laterally displaced. The 
resultant lateral forces passing through the roll axis due to the 
unsprung mass do not contribute to the moment equation. Thus, the sum 
of the applied moments is 
= -k^<p - + m^gpsincj) . (160) 
If the roll angle, is assumed small such that 
cos $ : 1.0 (149) 
and 
sin ({) s <j) , (150) 
then Eq. (159) may be rewritten to yield 
\ = -cj> - - mggp)<i> (161) 
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+ 
yr 
zr 
z 
Figure 10. The rear view of the roll freedom vehicle model, 
sprung mass only 
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The time rate of change of the angular momentum with respect to the 
roll axis is 
=A = «eg + "sK 
where the time rate of change of angular momentum with respect to the 
X axis fixed at the center of gravity is 
+ (i^ - iy)èa^ + iy^(è^ - nj) . (i63) 
For simplicity, the products of inertia for the roll freedom model are 
assumed to be zero. Thus, the moment equation for the sprung mass 
about the roll axis is 
(I^ + m^p")4) + m^pCV + W) = - (k% - (164) 
Again, assume that the tires' behavior is linear; then the lateral 
force on each pair of tires may be written 
V ° 
and 
• (21) 
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Recall that relationships governing slip angles may be written as the 
ratio of the y direction wheel speed to the x direction wheel speed 
and that the front and rear wheel velocities may be written, 
respectively, as 
V. = Vu + (V +2,.0)u (165) 
-wf x-x y 1 z'-y 
and 
Ywr = % + (^y - • (166) 
Thus, the corresponding slip angle relationships are 
tan (a^ + 6^ + 6^^) = (V + (167) 
and 
tan (6^ + 6^) = (V - &2^g)/V^ (168) 
where 
5^^ = front roll steer angle and 
5^^ = rear roll steer angle. 
For small steer angles, roll steer angles and slip angles, these 
relationships may be approximated as 
= (Vy + (169) 
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and 
"r + «rr = 
The front and rear roll steer angles may be defined as (see Ellis [21]): 
= £f<j) (171) 
and 
= M (172) 
where 
= front roll steer coefficient and 
= rear roll steer coefficient. 
Recall the assumptions associated with the classical result: 
1. the input steer angle is zero (6^ = 0), 
2. constant forward speed and thus no forward acceleration 
(V^ = constant), 
3. the tractive forces are zero (F^^ + = 0), and 
4. all second and higher degree terms of variables are 
neglected (V^R^ = 0). 
Substitution of Eqs. (20), (21) and (169) through (172) into the 
equations of motion, Eqs. (157), (158), (159) and (164), and the 
application of the above assumptions to those equations yields 
and 
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m(V + v n )+mp(|) = F + F _ (173) 
y X 2' yr yf 
Vz = Vyf - Vyr 
(I^g + + nigPCVy + - (k% - niggp)<i>. (175) 
Notice that these substitutions and assumptions result in the x 
direction equation vanishing. If the above equations of motion are 
multiplied by and the following definitions are applied 
"1 -
"2 - (177) 
'3 - (178) 
"4 -
S = (180) 
bg = m^p (181) 
b, = m p^ + I (182) 
7 s X 
and 
bg = %% - mygp , (183) 
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then the equations of motion may be written as 
2 
mV V + (mV + b_)0 + b,V + tuV * - b.V * = 0 (184) 
xy x 2 z 1 y 6 4 x 
I V n + hM + b,V - brV * = 0 (185) 
z x z  3 2  2 y 5 x  
and 
b,V + b,4) + b.V 0 + c,4) + b_$ = 0 . (186) 
6 y 7 6 X z R 8 
Steady State Analysis 
The steady state equations associated with these equations of motion 
are 
("C + + "I'yo - Wo - ° (187) 
Vz. + Vyo - Vx+o - ° (188) 
and 
Rewriting these equations in matrix form gives 
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mV^ + b-
X 2 
(190) 
In order that this system of equations has a solution other than the 
trivial solution. 
V = Q = d) = 0 
yo zo o 
(191) 
the determinant of the coefficient matrix must be equal to zero. 
Expanding that determinant and setting it equal to zero yields 
-"zVi - + "I's's + VsVx - "zVe'x - ° • (192) 
When this equation is solved for V_^, a value of forward speed is 
determined for which there may exist steady state values of lateral 
speed, yaw speed and roll angle 
V 
xo 
bjCb^bj - b,) 
mbjbj - b^bjb^ + b^b^b* 
1/2 
(193) 
The other steady state values may be found by first solving 
Eq. (189) for <|)^ 
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*o - - Gzo(t6yxo)/t8 ' (194) 
then substituting Eq. (194) into Eqs. (187) and (188) to obtain 
("C + + "iV + - » (195) 
and 
+ Vy. + " • (196) 
These equations may be solved for the steady state yaw speed: 
2 
[%; + "2 + ^ 4 )^ - ^  0=3  ^ ° 
In order that Eq. (197) be satisfied, either the yaw speed or the term 
in brackets is zero. Setting the term in brackets equal to zero 
and solving for forward speed yields: 
\o = 
This forward speed is identical to the forward speed necessary for a 
nontrivial solution of the steady state equations expressed in 
Eq. (193). Since the forward speed which makes the term in parentheses 
- °2' 
"Vs - + We 
(198) 
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equal to zero also is the forward speed which insures a nontrivial 
solution to the steady state equations, the yaw speed, as specified by 
Eq. (198), is arbitrary. Then, steady state lateral speed may be found 
by simultaneously solving Eqs. (195) and (196) in terms of yaw speed 
yielding 
In order that Eq. (199) be satisfied, either the term in brackets 
or the lateral speed, must be zero. Setting the term in brackets 
equal to zero and solving for yields Eq. (198). Thus, the lateral 
speed is also arbitrary. For all other values of forward speed, lateral 
speed, yaw speed and roll angle must be zero. 
Notice that the equations of motion, Eqs. (184) and (186), are 
second order differential equations which can be rewritten as three 
first order differential equations by the introduction of state 
variables. These state variables are defined as 
2 8 xo 
Perturbation Analysis 
(200) 
(201) 
(202) 
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and 
94 = * (203) 
where 
4l = 44 (204) 
Now, the set of four first order differential equations can be 
expressed in matrix form as 
where 
[A]{q} + [B]{q} = {0} (205) 
[A] = 
m 
0 
0 
0 
mV 0 X  
0 
b. 
I V 
z X 
0 
b. 
(206) 
[B] = 
-Vx 
0 
b. mV^ + b„ 
X 2 
-m 
0 
0 
(207) 
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Assume that the variables in the state equation, Eq. (205), may be 
written as the sum of steady state values and perturbation values such 
that 
(208) 
12 - V * '2 (209) 
qj - + qj (210) 
and 
^4 = *0 + ^ 4 (211) 
where 
Ôg = 0 . (212) 
The perturbation equations of motion are derived by substituting the 
above expressions, Eqs. (208) through (211), into the state equations, 
Eq. (205), and then, subtracting the steady state equations. The 
perturbation equations of motion are 
[AKq} + [Bl{q} = 0 (213) 
where [A] and [B] are defined by Eqs. (206) and (207). In order to 
determine the conditions which will cause the perturbations to disappear, 
assume that these perturbations take the form 
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and 
% = h' 
^2 = h' 
Xt 
Xt 
Xt 
^3 = 
. Xt 
^4 = • 
(214) 
(215) 
(216) 
(217) 
After substituting Eqs. (214) through (217) into Eq. (213) and 
combining like coefficients, the perturbation equations of motion may 
be rewritten as 
mX 
-Vx 
0 
mV X + b. 
X  
V 
+ b, 
X  2 
IzV + "3 
-m 
b,V X 
6 X 
^7^ + Cr 
= 0 
(218) 
In order for Eq. (218) to have a nontrivial solution, the determinant 
of the coefficient matrix must be zero. Expanding the determinant 
of the coefficient matrix and setting that determinant equal to zero 
yields the characteristic equation: 
a,X^ + a_X^ + a_X^ + a^X + a = 0 4 3 Z 1 o 
(219) 
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where the coefficients of the characteristic equation are 
»4 = - "Iht (220) 
^3 ' + I. Vx + V7% - Vk «21) 
»2 = + VA + "iV? 
+ VzVx - - "^7 + VX (222) 
h = + "sVx + Wz'x - VsVx 
+ - "2 Vx - 'k <223) 
and 
% - + \''3''8 - ^ 2V''x - t'h: • (224) 
Stability Analysis 
According to the Routh-Hurwitz stability criteria in Appendix A, 
a necessary, but sufficient condition for stability is that the 
coefficients of the characteristic equation be positive. 
Application of this condition to the coefficient requires 
a, = b,I mV^ - bjl > 0 . (225) 
4  7 z x  6 z x —  
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2 
Division of Eq. (225) by and substitution of Eqs. (181) and (182) 
for bg and b^ results in 
(m^p^ + I^)m - m^p ^  0 . (226) 
Since the total mass of the vehicle must be greater than the sprung 
mass of the same vehicle and since both and m are always positive, 
the condition specified by Eq. (226) is always satisfied. 
The second coefficient, a^, yields the condition 
aj - + blbyl^V^ > 0 . (227) 
After dividing Eq. (227) by V^, that condition may be solved to obtain 
a specification for the forward speed 
V > '3': - . (228) 
X - I^mc^ 
Substitution of Eqs. (176), (178), (181) and (182) into Eq. (228) and 
simplification yields 
(229) 
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The numerator of Eq. (229) is always negative and its denominator is 
always positive. Therefore, the condition specified by Eq. (229) is 
always met because only positive values of speed are considered. 
The stability condition resulting from the coefficient a^ is 
+ bj_I^CgV^ - bjbynvJ + b^b^^ 
+ ° • (23°) 
After combining coefficients of like powers of V^, Eq. (230) may be 
rewritten as 
D,V^ + ELV + D >0 (231) 2 X 1 X o — 
where 
°2 " Ve - V?" + Wh + (232) 
"l • (233) 
and 
Do = (b^b^ - b2)b, . (234) 
If Eqs. (181) and (182) are substituted for bg and by in the first two 
terms of Eq. (232), those two terms may be written as 
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bzCbg - b^m) = -m^mp^- I^m) . (235) 
Since the mass of the vehicle must be greater than the vehicle's 
sprung mass, the term in parentheses is always negative. Thus, bg must 
also be negative to insure that these two terms will always be positive. 
The third term of Eq. (232) is always positive when b^ is positive, 
and the fourth term of Eq. (232) will also be positive if bg is 
positive. Then, two criteria that must be met to insure that the 
coefficient is always positive are 
^2 - ZtlCdf - ZtzCar 1 ^ <23*) 
and 
bg = - m^gp ^  0 . (237) 
By inspection, the coefficient is always positive. After 
substitution of Eqs. (176), (177) and (178) for b^, b^ and b^, 
Eq. (234) may be rewritten as 
"o - I(2C„£ + 2 ° ' 
(238) 
Performing the indicated multiplications in Eq. (238) and simplifying 
yields 
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"o ' t' i ° (239) 
which is always positive. Thus, if the conditions specified by 
Eqs. (236) and (237) are met, then the coefficient a^ of the 
characteristic equation will always be positive. 
The coefficient a^ yields the stability criterion 
= "iVR - VB.""x - 'A + ViVx 
+ V8"'k + Wz\ - "zW» i ° • (240) 
This condition may be rewritten in the quadratic form as 
ELV^ + E.V + E >0 (241) 
2 X 1 X o — 
where 
and 
E^ = -b^c^m (242) 
El = (tyb^ - b2bg)bg + bgbgm + b^bgl^ (243) 
= (V3 - ^2)=% • (244) 
Since only positive values of are considered, the condition 
expressed by Eq. (241) is met if each of its coefficients is positive. 
If the condition specified by Eq. (236) is met, ^ 2 < 0, then the 
coefficient E2 is positive. If Eqs. (177), (178), (179) and (180) are 
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substituted into Eq. (243), that equation may be simplified to 
=1 = (Vr + Vf'l'e + Vs" + • 
(245) 
When the requirement expressed by Eq. (237), bg > 0, is met, Eq. (245) 
is always positive. By substituting Eqs. (176) through (178) into 
Eq. (244), the coefficient becomes 
which is always positive. 
The stability criterion developed by requiring the coefficient 
a^ to be positive is 
% = -"aVe'î - + "iWx + <V3 - "''"s i ° • 
(247) 
If the conditions specified by Eqs. (236) and (237) are met, the first 
two terms in Eq. (247) are always positive. The third term of 
Eq. (247) is positive when b^ is positive. After substituting 
Eqs. (176) through (178) into the fourth term and simplifying, the 
factor in parentheses becomes 
V3 - ^ 2 - 4 + V' 
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which is always positive. Thus, the stability condition based on the 
coefficient a^ of the characteristic equation is met when the conditions 
specified by Eqs. (236) and (237) are met. 
Assuming the necessary conditions for asymptotic stability are met, 
the necessary and sufficient conditions described in Appendix A must 
also be addressed. For a quartic characteristic equation, two 
additional criteria are indicated. These criteria are 
a^a» — 2.,a, 
^ > 0 (249) 
^3 
and 
2 
- V3 , „ . (250) 
% -
Substitution of Eqs. (220) through (224) into Eq. (249) and 
simplification yields 
+ + IzV6<V7 + 
+ [-Cb,b3 - b2)b|l,ea - + "3») 
+ 2(b^b3 - b2)b,I,C;m + (bil, + b3m)\c^]V^ 
+ [(b^I^ + b^m)b^ - b3bg](bj^b2 - b^Xb, > 0 . (251) 
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The complexity of the coefficients in Eq. (251) makes analysis 
difficult if not impossible without further information relating 
the relative magnitudes of vehicle parameters. However, a 
critical or characteristic speed can be determined numerically from 
Eq. (251). 
If the first necessary and sufficient criterion is met, the second 
criterion may be simplified to 
~ *1^4) " V3 - ° • (252) 
When eqs. (220) through (224) are substituted into Eq. (252) and 
coefficients of like powers of are combined, the second criterion 
becomes 
"5'x + Vx + Vx + Vx + % + Jo'T* i 0 <253) 
wnere 
•^5 = - E^I^(b^m - b|) 
+ - ^ 1^5^6 (254) 
= (% + D^Epi^c^m - 2E^E2l^(b^m - b|) 
+ [D^E, - 2(-b2b^bg + b^b^b^ - b2bgm)I^Cj^m]* 
(bgb^m + b^b^I^ - bgbZ) (255) 
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^3 • % + WW -
+ [DzEl + D^Eg -
(bgb^m + b^b^I^ - b3b^)][b^b^m + b^b^I^ - b^b^] (256) 
Jj = (D_,E^ + Vo>^zV - ^Wz'"?» -
+ [D^Ej + D^E^ + DjE^ - 2%bg -
[b^b^m + b^b^I^ - bgb^] (257) 
•'l ° WzV -
+ H>oEi + Dj^E^ - (bj^bjbg - b|bg)(b,b,. + bjbjl^ - bjb^». 
[bgb^m + b^b^I^ - bgb^] (258) 
and 
• (259) 
Again, the coefficients are so complicated that analysis is practically 
impossible without additional information concerning relationships 
between vehicle parameters. For specific vehicles, Eq. (253) might 
be soJ.ved for a critical or characteristic forward speed by numerical 
methods. 
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The stability analysis of the bicycle model with roll freedom 
resulted in three conditions which are necessary for vehicle lateral 
stability. The first of these conditions. 
i ° • «36) 
related the location of the vehicle's center of gravity to the 
cornering stiffnesses of the vehicle's tires. While the second 
condition, 
\ - mggP 1 0 , (237) 
requires that the suspension's resistance to roll displacement equal 
or exceed the moment developed by the rotation of the sprung mass. 
The third condition requires that 
Additional constraints may be developed from conditions arising from 
the first column of the Routhian array if more information regarding 
vehicle parameters is available. 
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THE SPREAD TIRE MODEL 
The results obtained from the analysis of the bicycle type models 
provide insight into the effects of vehicle length, longitudinal weight 
distribution, spring stiffnesses, tractive forces, drag forces, steer 
angles, and tire stiffnesses upon the vehicle's stability. However, 
no insight regarding the effects of the vehicle's width and lateral 
weight distribution upon the vehicle's lateral stability can be 
obtained. In order to develop a model representing these lateral 
effects, a new model called the spread tire model will be developed. 
This new model is based upon the same assumptions as the previous 
bicycle models with the following exceptions. The coordinate system 
remains fixed at the vehicle's center of gravity in the plane of the 
tire contact patches, as shown in Figure 11, however, the vehicle's 
center of gravity is no longer required to be on the geometrical center 
line of the vehicle. The tires on the spread tire model are no longer 
positioned on the vehicle's center line but are located, relative to 
the vehicle's center of gravity, by two dimensions. These dimensions 
are I., and t.. where the subscripts are defined as ij 1] 
i = 1, the front of the vehicle, 
i = 2, the rear of the vehicle, 
j = 1, the driver's side of the vehicle and 
j = 2, the passenger's side of the vehicle. 
This subscript scheme is also used for the other parameters associated 
with individual tires, such as slip angles, a..; cornering forces, F 
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Figure 11. The spread tire vehicle model 
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tractive forces, ; and cornering stiffnesses, 
The velocity and acceleration of the vehicle's center of gravity 
are identical to those for the bicycle model, Eqs. (11) and (12); 
a = V - V n (11) 
X X y z 
a, = V, - Vz • (12) 
However, the velocities of the individual wheel centers must now reflect 
the track, or width, dimension. Wheel center velocities may be found 
using 
V = V + w X r (261) 
—w —o — — 
where 
V = the velocity of the desired point on the rigid body, 
—w 
= the known velocity of the point o on the rigid body, 
r = the position vector from the point o to the desired 
point, and 
w = the angular velocity of the rigid body. 
The wheel center velocities are 
Ï11 - + W-iy «62) 
and 
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Ï12 = + W'iy (2*3) 
Ï21 - - "aA'Hy 
Ï22 - (& - h2=.>HK + <'y - "22%)% • «65) 
From Figure 11, the forces may be summed in the x and y directions 
and the moments summed about the z axis to obtain the equations of 
motion for the spread vehicle model: 
= ^x21 + ^ x22 + ^ xll^°®^ll + ^ xl2^°®^12 
- Fy^^sing^^ - Fyi2Sin6^^2 " ^^x <266) 
Fy2l + Fy22 •*" ^xll®^^^ll ^xl2®^^^12 
+ FyiiCosS^i + FyigCosSiz (267) 
and 
^z^z 'hz^yiz ~ ^ ZT^yll ^21^x21 " ^22^x22 *^11^x11^°®^ 11 
•*" ^ll^xll^^^^ll *ll^yllC°s6ii - ^ ii^yil^^^^il 
" '^12^xl2®^°^12 \2^xl2®^^"^12 \2^yl2'^°®'^12 
+ ':l2^yl2^^^12 ' (268) 
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The steer angles, are assumed to be sufficiently small such that 
sin (269) 
and 
cos = 1.0 . (270) 
Thus, the equations of motion become 
~ ^ x21 ^x22 •*" ^xll ^xl2 ^yli^ll 
- :yi2«i2 - ""î ("D 
+ W - fy21 + fy22 + Wll + Wl2 
and 
" ~^21^y21 " ^22^y22 ^21^x21 " ^22^x22 ^11^x11 
*11^x11^11 ^ll^yll " ^ll^yll'^11 " *^12^x12 
*12^x12^12 •*" ^12^yl2 ^12^yl2'^12 ' 
Assume that the lateral tire forces are directly proportional to 
the tire slip angles and may then be written as 
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(274) 
^yl2 "^al2°'l2 (275) 
^y21 ~^a2l"21 (276) 
and 
^y22 ~^a22°22 ' (277) 
Relationships governing the tire slip angles, and the steer 
angles, 6^^, in terms of the quantities V^, V^, and t^^ can be 
written as the ratio of the speed of the wheel center in the y 
direction to the speed of the wheel center in the x direction. Thus, 
considering the wheel center velocities given by Eqs. (262) through 
(265), the corresponding slip angle relationships are 
(278) 
tan (0^2 + ^ 12^ ^ (279) 
tan (0^1 + Ggi) " ' 
- tziGz (280) 
and 
tan (st22 + ^ 22^ (281) 
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For sufficiently small steer and slip angles, these relationships may 
be approximated as 
V + A Î2 
"11 + «11 = (2:2) 
X 11 Z 
V + 
°'l2 ^12 = - t o (2*3) 
X 12 z 
V - A,.0I 
a-,-. + 5oi = .7 ^  > n (284) 
and 
21 "21 - V + t_.0 
X 21 z 
"^22 ^22 = V - t__0 ' (2*5) 
X 22 z 
Substitution of Eqs. (274) through (277) and (282) through (285) into 
the equations of motion, Eqs. (271) through (273), become 
*(?x - ?yOz) = ?x21 + F=22 + Fsll + 2=12 " Coll * 
V + V + & 5 
[^11 " + t ^S2 ^^11 ~ *^012^^12 " 7 - t " °^x 
X 11 z X 12 z 
(286) 
- A_.Ol V„ - 2^.0 
+ ^x^g) ""^a21^V + t_.0 ^ " ^a22^V - t SI ^ ^xll^ll 
•' X 21 z X 22 z 
V + & 0 
^xl2^12 ^all^^ll " + t n ^ 
X 11 z 
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X 12 z 
] (287) 
and 
^2^2 •^^21^a21^V^ + [^T-TT^] + a-.c 
riz.- *22%:, 
22''a22'-V^ - ^21^x21 
" ^22^x22 •*" ^11^x11 " ^12^x12 '"' *11^x11^11 '"' *12^12^12 
V + &,ja V + ii,,n 
X 11 2 
V + 2 .0 V + & 0 
•*• *12^012^^12 ~ V^ - t _0 ^ ^12^al2^'^12 ~ V^ - t 0 ^ ' 
X 12 2 X 12 2 
(288) 
In order to simplify later analyses, the above quotient terms can be 
factored into the following general form: 
V + £. .n V + s.. .n T 
fr-E^f = ^ V = —br • (289) 
X - 13 2 X 1 , 1] 2 
^X 
Then, the second term of the product can be represented by Maclaurin's 
Series defined as 
1 = ZT (-1)* x" (290) 
1 ^ n=o 
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and 
1 - X  
= f 
n=0 
(291) 
The quotient terms become 
X  11 2 X X X  X  
(292) 
X  12 2 X  X  X  X  (293) 
- • -1 
% 21 2  X  X  X  X  (294) 
and 
>4*. . <*> • >^ >' . cW • • •' 
X  22 2 X  X  X  X  (295) 
If the Maclaurin's Series are truncated after the first order terms, 
Eqs. (292) through (295) become 
V + ii-.n V + t^.o 
(296, 
X  11 2  X  X  
/ ! u + 4^1 (297) 
X 12 z X X 
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and 
\ + % 
& + 'zA 
(298) 
\ + ^ 22^z 
Tc - :220z 
= [• (299) 
Performing the multiplications indicated in Eqs. (296) through (299) 
and substituting those results into the equations of motion yields 
~ ^ ^ x21 ^x22 ^xll ^xl2 
W'.,".. 
al2 12' 12 'V „2 X \ 
(300) 
m(Vy + 1,0,) = + F;i2&L2 
\ - ^ 2A .^21^2A " *^21% 
" a21^ V ^ _2 \ 
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- - ( hlHÂ - h2\% •)]  
- (• 
\ + Vz 
v2 
•)] 
V +jL_n 
+ ^ al2t^l2 - ^  ^ V + 
^12^12"z "*" ^12\^z 
• )3  (301) 
and 
V - &_.0 
IzA: = +t2lCa2l[ f V = 
X  
+ (• ^21^21^z " ^2l\^z •)] 
X  
^22^a22 
V 
[-^  ~ ^ 22^z }22^22% ~ TT "• V O ) ]  
X  
^ll^all^"^ll 
- (• 
\ * \A ^U^ll"z + HlVz 
•)] 
X  
'V + & _a 
•^12^al2^^12 " V 
^12^12"z "*" ^12^y^z 
•)] 
" Hl^all^ll^'^11 
V 
- (-^  
^ll^ll^z ^11 Vz 
•)] 
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& 
^11^x11 •*' *11^x11^11 ~ ^12^x12 •*• *12^x12^12 
•*• ^21^x21 " *^22^x22 * 
2 
After multiplying by V^, the indicated products are carried out and 
coefficients of common powers of are combined to yield the equations 
of motion in the form 
mV^(V - V Î2 ) = EL-V^ + B_V 0 + V - B.V Î2 - BrOf - DV^ 
X  X  y  z  1 0  x  8 x 2  1 1  X  y  4 y z  5 z  x  
(303) 
mV^(V +V 0 ) = _ B.V 0 - B^V V + B,V 5 + (304) 
x ^ y  x z '  1 2  X  2 x z  I x y  6 y z  7 z  
and 
h'i^z ' "u'i * <V«3>Vz + * hiV. * 
(305) 
where 
«1 - + <^C12 + <=^21 + '=022 
®2 "u'^cal ^12*^012 " ^22^022 " ''2^21 
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^ll'^all ^12^al2 ^21^a21 ^22^a22 
®4 ^11*^011^11 " ^I2^al2^12 
(308) 
(309) 
®5 *11^11^311^11 " *12^12^312^12 
(310) 
®6 ^ll^all ^21^a21 " ^22^a22 ~ *^12^012 
(311) 
®7 ^ll^ll^Gll '*' *22^22^322 " *12*^12^012 ~ *21^21^321 (^12) 
®8 *11^311^11 *12^312^12 (313) 
®9 *21^21^321 " *22^22^322 *11^11^311 
" *12^12^al2 " *11^11^311^11 " *12^12^312^12 
®10 ^xll \l2 ••" ^x21 ^x22 • ^all^ll ^al2^12 
(314) 
(315) 
®11 ^all^ll •'• Caiz'Siz (316) 
®12 ^xll^ll •*• ^xl2^12 •*" ^all^ll ••• ^«12^12 
®13 ^8 " ^ll^all^ll •*" ^12^312^12 ^11^x11 ~ ^12^x12 
•*" *11^x11^11 *12^x12^12 ^21^x21 ~ ^ 22^x22 
and 
®14 ®7 " ^ll^all^ll ~ ^ 12^al2^12 
(319) 
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Notice that if the spread tire model is transformed to a bicycle 
model by setting the track width equal to zero, t_ = 0; the 
cornering stiffness of the front tires equal to the same value, 
= C^2.2 ~ '^af' cornering stiffness of the rear tires equal to 
the same value, ~ ^a22 ~ ^ar' front tractive forces equal to 
the same value, =1/2 F^^; the rear tractive forces equal 
to the same value, F^j^ = 2^2% = 1/2 F^^; the distance from the center 
of gravity to each front tire equal to the same value, = £1; 
and the distance from the center of gravity to each of the rear tires 
the same value, = 1^2 ~ ^ 2' equations of motion reduce to 
those associated with the bicycle model. 
Steady State Analysis 
The steady state equations corresponding to these equations of 
motion are 
= vl + + »ll\oV - Vyo"zo 
and 
h'ic - "to (32°) 
= Vl - 'zVz. - »lW + ®6V°zo + »Ao 
(321) 
° = ®13'L + Vzo + <V®2> Vyo + * Vzo ' 
(322) 
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If additional information regarding relationships between vehicle 
parameters is known, these equations may be solved for steady state 
values. However, the nonlinearities involved in these equations may 
require numerical techniques to obtain solutions. 
Perturbation Analysis 
To study the vehicle system stability when the system is disturbed, 
assume that the variables in the equations of motion may be written as 
the sum of a steady state value and a perturbation value such that 
(323) 
V = V + V 
y yo y (324) 
and 
= Q + ÇI (325) 
z zo z 
Substituting Eqs. (323) through (325) into the equations of 
motion, Eqs. (303) through (305), yields 
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B, (V 0 +V H V + vn) - Bc(0^ + 20 H + 0^) 4 yo zo yo z zo y y z 5 zo zo z z 
D(V^ + 4V^ V + 6V^ + 4V - V^) 
xo yo X xo X xo X x 
(326) 
+ 2\o\ + + Vzo + Vx + * W " 
»12< + - »2(\o=zo + + Vz * Vz' 
- B ,  ( V V  + V V + V V + V V )  1 xo yo xo y yo x y x 
+ B,(V n + V H + çi V + V à ) + B_(n^ +20 H + 6 yo zo yo z zo y y z 7 zo zo z z 
and 
- =13<'L + % + 
+ <V®3><Vzo • "-zo^ • %. + W 
+ »4-®2>(Vy= + Vy + Vx + Vy' 
+  B , , ( V J 2  + V f i + f i V + V f i )  
14 yo zo yo z zo y y z 
(327) 
+ B_(0^ + 20 Ô + Ô^) 9 zo zo z z (328) 
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Subtracting the steady state equations and neglecting the products of 
the perturbation variables results in linearized equations of motion 
governing the perturbation variables: 
+ Vyo -
+ Vx. - - WLV + Vxo - Vyo 
- = 0 (329) 
+ «l\o - + Ko + ' Vyo 
- 2B_0 )0 = 0 (330) 
7 zo z 
and 
Vlo\ - 1^13'xo + «5-»3'"ZO + »4-
- I«4-V\o + hiVy - :(»5-*3)'xo + Vyo 
+ 2B-n ]0 = 0 . (331) 9 zo z 
To insure that the perturbation variables decay with time, assume that 
the solutions of the equations of motion have the form 
= A^e^^ (332) 
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Vy = A^e 
Xt (333) 
and 
% ' V Xt (334) 
Substitution of Eqs. (332) through (334) into Eqs. (329) through (331) 
and rewriting in matrix form yields 
+ ^ 11 
21 
12 
"^\o^ + ^ 22 
31 "32 
13 
23 
+ *33 
where 
(335) 
*11 = + Bgp,, + BiiVy, _ 4DV,,) (336) 
*12- +Bil7[o -Bit»,) (337) 
*13 = -G*x,V^, + -ZSgO^,) 
*21? SaxoO;, - WizV* + :;2Gzo + 
(338) 
(339) 
*22 ®l^xo " ®6^2C (340) 
*23- + *2?™ - :6Vyo- :*fzo (341) 
and 
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^31 " - + <V®3>°.o + <V®2>V (342) 
^32 = - t<V®2'V + ®lAol (343) 
»33 - - «V®3'\o + Vyo + . (344) 
If Eq. (335) is to have a solution other than the trivial solution, 
the determinant of the coefficient matrix must be zero. Expanding that 
determinant and setting it equal to zero yields 
a_X^ + a-X^ + a^X + a =0 (345) 
J z 1 o 
where 
and 
^3 = ^z°^l (346) 
^2 = f^ll^^z + + ^ 33"'^]^1 (347) 
^ (^22^33° ^11^33™ ^11^22^z ^12^21^z 
• - ^ 31^13^ - ^ 23^32=')^o (348) 
% ^11^22^33 ~ ^ 23^32^11 " ^12*21*33 ^  ^12^31^23 
*13*21*32 " *13*31*22 ' (^^^^ 
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Stability Analysis 
A necessary but not sufficient condition for asymptotic stability 
is that all of the coefficients of the characteristic equation be 
positive. 
The first coefficient, a^, is always positive. The second 
coefficient, a^, may be written in the form 
When real solutions exist, Eq. (350) may be solved to yield critical 
values of forward speed. 
After substitution of Eqs. (336) through (344) into Eq. (348) 
- "«uV + > 0 . 
(350) 
and simplification, the requirement that the coefficient a^ be positive 
may be written as 
(351) 
where 
G, = (B,-B-)m^ + 3m^I + 43,01 - 4D(B.-B,)m 
4  4 2  z z o  1  z  3  3  
(352) 
(353) 
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Gg = + (Bg-Bg)m]mV a ^  + (B^ - 3B^)mI _ 5" 
z zo 
- <84-82>°^'70 - ZBlBloI, + (2B3^(,-B^) (Bj-Bj)» 
+ ^ 2(3^-62)111 - ~ (354) 
Gi = (2BgB^o - B^Bg + B2B11 + 2B^Bi2):z"zo 
+ + '•^g'\o>\oKo 
+ I(2Bio-Bi)B]_^ + BiiCBj-Bj) " »4-V 
+ ZB^Bj^jlm'yo + [SgCABio " * h'-h'^'' 
and 
- ^ B/B^-B;) + B^Bi; + 4B;Bi3].0,o 
G. - (BjBJ - B2B,)I,a,, + (BjB^i - B^B^) 
+ [BjB^ + 2BgBj^j^ + ZBgCBa-B,) + B4 (B5-B3) 
+ [B^B^^ + B4(B4-B2)].v;o 
(355) 
+ [(2Bg + 2Bj)Bg - 2B,Bj^^ + 2B5(Bj-B^) . (356) 
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Since no general solution exists for polynomials of degree greater than 
four, numerical methods must be relied upon to solve Eq. (351). 
The final necessary condition for asymptotic stability requires 
that coefficient be positive. This condition may be written as 
% - + v! + =5  ^+ Vx + Vx + Vx + % + », ^  ° 
(357) 
after substituting Eqs. (336) through (344) into Eq. (349) and 
simplifying. The coefficients of Eq. (358) are 
= +4D(B^-B^)m (358) 
Hj - + 2 
- 2(Bg-B^)mV_, + 2bIB^BJ^3 - (360) 
. 4D{-[B^B^4 + BjCB^-Bj^V^ + [-2B^Bg + B^CBj-Bj) 
- 2B,(B4-B2) + 
+ [-2=10^14 + ^ (Bj-BjXBj^j-®!!' + ^  (Bj-Bj^j) CB^-B^) 
+ [-ZBiztBa-B;) - 2B^B^3l»Vy„ - SB^V* (361) 
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B3 - 4D[2(BaB, - + ["iB^iB^^ - 4B4CB^-B^) 
+ 21B^(.2B^-3S^1 + B^CBj-Bj) - 2BjBy - SBjCB^-Bj) 
+ Vl4l"=L + 21-(V®2>®2\o + Vl2> 
+ (B5-B3) (B^B^o + + »13«6®11 - ®1°8' > 
=2 • ''Vl4 + ®6<V®2>KO°zo + - ^ »5-®3> 
+ BjCB^-Bj) - "" ^'®14'VlO + 
+ - =6®11> + <V®2>«6'10 + Vl2»V 
+ 2[2B,(B^B^g + B11B12) - (B5-83XV1O + Vl2> 
+ 2(Bt-B2)(B,Bio 4. B;B^) - B^CB^^B^^ + B^B^j) 
+ 2B^3(B^B5 - B,Bii) + BjCBJB^ -
+ 2[BgC3B^-B2) - ByCBg-Bg) - 3BgB^^]mO^^ (363) 
% - 'IVw - V9l»V"~ + (4(»7»14 - '6'9>\o 
+ 4<B^B, - BsBa)Bi2 + 4(B;Bi4 - B^B^jB^^ 
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and 
- - V5>»5-®3' - - «2®5><V®2) 
+ 2«A - + [2% - »2®4>«4-=2> 
+ 2(BjB4 - + 2(E^Bg -
+ «4Bl2®14lV°zo »"> 
"o = - ®2°5'=14 + (% + V8'®9 
+ «4:7 - »5®6>«5-®3>1°L*2'«1=4 - hhl^h 
* (B7B11 - Bj^BjjB^^ + (B^B, - B.f6)(B4-B2)]Vy,a2, - C365) 
Although the critical speed obtained from the solution of Eq. (357) 
is desired, no general solution exists for polynomials of degree 
greater than four. Therefore, any approach to stability analysis for 
this model must rely heavily upon numerical techniques to determine 
critical or characteristic speeds. 
Assuming that the coefficients of the characteristic equation are 
all positive, recall from Appendix A that a sufficient condition for 
stability for a cubic characteristic equation is 
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Substitution of Eqs. (346), (350), (351) and (357) into Eq. (366) 
yields 
Vx + Vx + + "3'^ + «2^ + % + S. ^  ° »67) 
where 
= t-4G^D - (368) 
Qg = [—AGgD — Hgiii] I^Œ (369) 
Qj = {-4G2D - Hj. + - 2Bio + 
— (370) 
Q4 - - «4" + «3t-:=Vz« - 2*10 + \ 
. {-4G^D - Hj» + - ZB^^ + 
(Bj-Bj)»^] - GjIBja^^ + + BjS^^ni^m 
S«14V + 2B,a^„)m2 (372) 
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Qj - {-Hjm + G^[-M ^ 
«2'%. + hlV + »6«zo»Iz° 
'=2t®14V + »73) 
Ql = t-Hi- + G^t-2m?y.a,o - 2\o + h " > 
* »llV + 
"I'Vyo + (374) 
= t-V - '^oIVzo + »llV + »6"2OI>^Z" 
- '^olWyo + 2B,!!^^lm2 . (375) 
A solution for the roots of Eq. (367) requires numerical methods. 
The stability criteria obtained for the spread tire model may be 
used to evaluate a number of cases. In this model, each tire is 
considered individually, thus allowing for vehicles with different 
tire mixtures and varying cornering stiffnesses to be evaluated 
regarding lateral stability. Also, the availability of individual 
steer angles for the front tires allows comparison between parallel 
and 
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and Ackerman type steering. In addition, the potential for an offset 
center of gravity permits the stability evaluation of special 
vehicles which are designed specifically for limited applications. 
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EXAMPLES 
In order to illustrate the utility of the analytical results 
associated with the extended bicycle model, the roll freedom model 
and the spread tire model, various data sets approximating actual 
automobiles are used to determine basic stability and cornering 
characteristics. The example vehicles were selected to demonstrate 
the relationships between particular vehicular design considerations 
and automobile stability. Such design considerations are front to 
rear and side to side weight distribution, location of tractive 
effort, and suspension and tire characteristics. 
A Camaro Z28, a Ferrari Mondial CQ and a Corvette were selected 
to show the effects of front to rear weight distribution on cornering 
stability. To illustrate differences that front wheel, rear wheel 
and four wheel drive have on cornering stability, a Camaro, an Audi 
4000 and a Chrysler Laser are employed as examples. Since the 
remaining design considerations are independent of vehicle type, only 
the Ferrari was selected to demonstrate the stability related effects 
of suspension and tire characteristics. 
General published vehicle data [35], moments of inertia, tire 
cornering stiffnesses and aerodynamic drag coefficients associated 
with the example vehicles are presented in Table 1. 
The vehicles' moments of inertia were estimated by modeling 
each vehicle as a series of flat plates. Two plates were needed. 
The first plate was assumed to be a homogeneous mass with its 
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Table 1. Vehicle data for the Camaro Z28, Ferrari Mondial CQ, 
Corvette, Audi 4000 and Chrysler Laser 
Camaro Corvette Ferrari Laser 
(N) 
W^(N) 
m (kg) 
nig (kg) 
(kg-m^) 
(m) 
S 
D (N-sec^/m^) 
Cg (N/rad) 
(N/rad) 
Audi 
8046.0 
5142.0 
1342.0 
1211.0 
131.0 
2487.0 
0.96 
1.51 
0.39 
0.532 
39750.0 
29207.0 
8583.0 
6475.0 
1534.0 
1381.0 
153.0 
3148.0 
1.1 
1.46 
0.35 
0.593 
38456.0 
34578.0 
Vehicle 
7618.0 
7618.0 
1553.0 
1398.0 
155.0 
2982.0 
1.2 
1.22 
0.35 
0.458 
38456.0 
38456.0 
7203.0 
9167.0 
1669.0 
1502.0 
167.0 
3446.0 
1.49 
1.16 
0.35 
0.484 
37131.0 
42670.0 
8020.0 
5347.0 
1361.0 
1225.0 
136.0 
2647.0 
1.01 
1.52 
0.39 
0.546 
39674.0 
30092.0 
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dimensions being identical to the vehicle's overall dimensions. The 
weight of this plate was selected to be twice the lighter weight 
supported by an axle of the actual vehicle. In addition, the weight 
was assumed to be evenly distributed to all four wheels. The mass of 
second plate represented the vehicle's engine and transmission. The 
total weight of the second plate was the difference in weight between 
the front and rear axles of the actual vehicle. The dimensions of 
the second plate were the overall width of the vehicle and the 
approximate length of the engine and transmission. The second plate 
was located longitudinally at the approximate position of the engine 
and transmission of the actual vehicle. The moment of inertia of 
each plate about the centroidal z-axis was calculated. Next, the 
moment of inertia of each plate with respect to the vehicle's z-axis 
was calculated using the parallel axis theorem. Then, the moments of 
inertia for the individual plates were added to approximate the 
vehicle's total moment of inertia. 
For comparison purposes, all vehicles were assumed to be 
equipped with the same size tires, 215-75-R15 (GR78-15), even though 
these tires are not necessarily the same as the original equipment 
tires. An estimate of the cornering stiffness for these tires was 
calculated from the relationship 
= (16.3 - 0.00160W)W (376) 
where W is the vertical load on the particular tire [36]. 
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A measure of the aerodynamic drag force was calculated from the 
formula 
D = Y P AF CJJ (377) 
where 
p = air density at standard temperature and pressure, 
Ag = the vehicle's frontal area and 
Cjj = a drag coefficient typical of that particular 
class of vehicle. 
These data can be utilized with the various vehicle models to 
illustrate the effects of various design considerations on vehicle 
lateral stability. 
The Classical Result 
Each vehicle's lateral stability is first evaluated by the 
classical approach- The results of this analysis are presented in 
Table 2. This table lists the vehicle, its understeer coefficient, 
critical speed or characteristic speed, and classical description. 
Vehicles, such as the Ferrari Mondial CQ, which have a real 
critical speed based upon the classical bicycle model are classified 
as oversteer vehicles. When the critical speed is exceeded, these 
vehicles are unstable. 
The classical analysis yields little information regarding 
vehicles whose critical speed is undefined. For example, the critical 
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Table 2. Results from the classical bicycle model 
Vehicle Understeer 
coefficient 
Critical or 
characteristic 
speed (m/s) 
Classical 
description 
Audi 4000 0.0245 \/-6649.8 understeer 
Camaro Z28 0.0209 ^-7889.2 understeer 
Corvette 0.0 undefined neutral steer 
Ferrari -0.0208 50.0 oversteer 
Laser 0.0264 \j-6022.6 understeer 
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speed of the Corvette is undefined and thus, its critical behavior 
is unspecified. Vehicles with this characteristic are referred to 
as neutral steer vehicles. 
The remaining automobiles all have characteristic speeds and 
are referred to as understeer vehicles. Such vehicles are considered 
stable for all forward speeds. 
Although an indication of potential instability in certain 
automobiles traveling in a straight line is valuable, little other 
information regarding the general stability of vehicles can be 
determined by the classical approach. 
The Extended Bicycle Model 
The effects of several vehicular design factors on cornering 
stability can be illustrated using the extended bicycle model. One 
of these factors is the front to rear weight distribution. This front 
to rear weight distribution is a major factor in categorizing 
understeer, oversteer and neutral steer vehicles by the classical 
analysis. A second factor concerns whether the vehicle has front, 
rear or four wheel drive. The recent availability of front and four 
wheel drive automobiles has increased the importance of considering 
this factor. Each of these factors will be illustrated individually 
using similarly sized automobiles. 
Each analysis begins with the specification of a basic steady 
state straight line forward speed. From this base speed, the 
tractive effort required to overcome aerodynamic drag in straight line 
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motion is determined. For the four wheel drive vehicle, the tractive 
force is assumed to be distributed proportionally to the percentage 
of the vehicle weight carried by each drive axle. Then, for the 
purposes of these examples, the tractive force is assumed to be 
constant for both the straight line and steady state turning cases. 
Next, steady state forward, lateral and angular speeds are determined 
for the specified constant steer angle. Based upon these steady state 
values and the specified steer angle, tire slip angles, tire 
cornering forces, lateral acceleration and the radius of the 
resulting circular path are calculated. As a partial check of the 
predicted critical speeds, the eigenvalues associated with the 
equations of motion are determined. Using the Routh-Hurwitz stability 
criterion described in Appendix A, possible critical speeds are 
calculated. Since these critical speeds depend upon the steady state 
lateral and angular speeds, they can serve only to verify the steady 
state values and as indicators of possible stability trends. 
Tables 3 through 7 show the effect on the lateral stability of 
the Ferrari type vehicle at various constant steer angles, 0.0088 
radians through 0.0463 radians, in conjunction with constant speeds 
ranging from 40 kph to 200 kph. These tables present the tractive 
force, steady state speeds, tire slip angles, cornering forces, 
lateral acceleration, and turning radius, as well as the critical 
speeds and eigenvalues. Although the trends established in Tables 3, 
4 and 5 continue, the data presented in Table 6 for steer angles 
Table 3. Extended bicycle model applied to the Ferrari with straight line speed of 40 kph 
Steer angle (rad.) 
0.0088 0.0175 0.0263 0.0350 0.0480 
Parameter (units) 
F^^ (N) 00.0 00.0 00.0 00.0 00.0 
F (N) 60.4 60.4 60.4 60.4 60.4 
xr 
V (m/s) 10.9 10.28 9.61 9.0 8.46 
xo 
V (m/s) -0.0053 0.0002 0.015 0.034 0.054 
yo 
(rad/s) 0.038 0.071 0.099 0.123 0.144 
(rad) -0.0041 -0.0071 -0.0093 -0.011 -0.012 
(rad) -0.0045 -0.008 -0.01 -0.012 -0.0133 
F^g (N) 301.46 530.67 692.14 804.24 885.63 
F^^ (N) 388.68 684.57 892.75 1036.88 1142.3 
a^ (g) 0.045 0.078 0.102 0.117 0.1283 
(m) 270.9 137.89 92.9 70.53 56.85 
Eigenvalues 
Critical speeds 
a^ (m/s) 
(m/s) 
Bq (m/s) 
R-H^ (m/s) 
comb, (m/s) 
-10.13 
-6.16 
-0.0071 
none 
0.0/49.8 
6.2/51.9 
0.0/49.3 
6.2/49.3 
-10.64 
—6.62  
-0.0083 
none 
0.0/49.9 
5.6/60.6 
0.0/49.6 
5.6/49.6 
-11.27 
-7.2 
-0.0097 
none 
0.0/50.0 
5.1/73.7 
0.0/49.7 
5.1/49.7 
-11.93 
-7.8 
-0.011 
none 
0.0/50.1 
4.8/90.5 
0.0/49.6 
4.8/49.6 
-12.59 
-8.39 
-0.12 
none 
0.0/50.2 
4.5/110.8 
0.0/49.5 
4.5/49.5 
Table 4. Extended bicycle model applied to the Ferrari with straight line speed of 80 kph 
Steer angle (rad.) 
0.0088 0.0175 0.0263 0.0350 0.0480 
Parameter (units) 
Fxf (M) 00.0 00.0 00.0 00.0 00.0 
Fxr (N) 241.61 241.61 241.61 241.61 241.61 
\o  (* / * )  20.13 17.5 15.57 14.15 13.05 
Vyo (m/8) -0.26 -0.29 -0.26 -0.21 -0.16 
(r*d/8) 0.081 0.13 0.17 0.2 0.23 
ttf (rad) -0.016 -0.023 -0.026 -0.028 -0.030 
(rad) -0.018 -0.025 -0.029 -0.032 -0.033 
(N) 1178.8 1686.8 1945.6 2098.7 2201.0 
^cr <« 1520.4 2175.2 2508.8 2705.8 2838.4 
"r 
0.21 0.28 0.31 0.33 0.34 
Rj. (m) 197.4 112.0 80.01 62.9 51.8 
Eigenvalues 
Critical speeds 
a^ (m/s) 
(m/s) 
(m/s) 
R-H^ (m/s) 
comb, (m/s) 
-6.27 -6.97 
-2.54 -3.17 
-0.018 -0.025 
none 
0.0/49.9 
10.2/58.1 
0.0/48.8 
10.2/48.8 
none 
0.0/50.1 
7.7/75.7 
0.0/49.7 
7.7/49.7 
-7.6 -8.2 -8.75 
-3.78 -4.3 -4.83 
-0.031 -0.04 -0.040 
none none none 
0.0/50.3 0.0/50.5 0.0/50.8 
6.4/98.1 5.6/124.7 5.2/155.9 
0.0/49.6 0.0/49.6 0.0/49.5 
6.4/49.6 5.6/49.6 5.2/49.5 
Table 5. Extended bicycle model applied to the Ferrari with straight line speed of 120 kph 
Steer angle (rad.) 
0.0088 0.0175 0.0268 0.0350 0.0480 
Parameter (units) 
00.0 00.0 00.0 00.0 00.0 
534.62 534.62 534.62 534.62 534.62 
26.7 22.3 19.6 17.7 16.2 
V (»/») -0.84 -0.8 -0.7 -0.61 -0.52 
(rad/s) 0.13 0.19 0.23 0.27 0.3 
(Xg (rad) -0.033 -0.041 -0.045 -0.047 -0.048 
ttj. (rad) -0.037 -0.046 -0.05 -0.052 -0.054 
"<=£ <« 2459.9 3032.8 3300.6 3455.4 3557.7 
(») 3172.0 3910.4 4256.04 4457.1 4586.1 
<g) 0.61 0.58 0.58 0.57 0.57 
Rt (m) 118.5 87.1 67.9 55.0 50.0 
Eigenvalues 
Critical speeds 
(m/s) 
a^^ (m/s) 
a^ (m/s) 
R-Hj (m/s) 
comb, (m/s) 
-5.17 
-1.5 
-0.042 
none 
0.0/50.0 
11.4/68.3 
0.0/49.5 
11.4/49.5 
-5.83 
-2.07 
-0.055 
none 
0.0/50.4 
7.98/92.4 
0.0/49.8 
7.98/49.8 
-6.4 
- 2 . 6  
-0.065 
none 
0.0/50.8 
6.43/121.4 
0.0/49.8 
6.43/49.8 
-6.9 
-3.1 
-0.073 
none 
0.0/51.1 
5.6/155.2 
0.0/49.7 
5.6/49.7 
-7.37 
-3.5 
-0.081 
none 
0.0/51.4 
5.2/194.5 
0.0/49.6 
5.2/49.6 
Table 6. Extended bicycle model applied to the Ferrari with straight line speed of 160 kph 
Steer angle (rad.) 
0.0088 0.0175 0.0268 0.0350 0.0480 
Parameter (units) 
(N) 00.0 00.0 00.0 00.0 00.0 
F^^ (N) 966.4 966.4 966.4 966.4 966.4 
(m/s) 31.0 25.8 22.8 20.4 18.7 
(m/s) -1.62 -1.44 -1.25 -1.1 -0.97 
(rad/s) 0.17 0.24 0.29 0.33 0.36 
(rad) -0.053 -0.06 -0.063 -0.065 -0.066 
(rad) -0.059 -0.067 -0.07 -0.073 -0.074 
F^^ (N) 3906.0 4430.0 4679.5 4826.3 4924.2 
F^^ (N) 5035.4 5720.4 6036.2 6223.0 6352.0 
a^ (g) 1.8 1.03 0.91 0.87 0.84 
Rj. (m) 54.7 65.8 57.1 49.0 42.5 
Eigenvalues 
Critical speeds 
a^ (m/s) 
(m/s) 
ag (m/s) 
R-H^ (m/s) 
comb, (m/s) 
-4.7 
-0.96 
-0.09 
none 
0.0/50.2 
11.1/80.9 
0.0/49.7 
11.1/49.7 
-5.3 
-1.5 
-0.1 
none 
0.0/50.7 
7.7/109.7 
0.0/49.8 
7.7/49.8 
-5.8 
—2.0 
-0.12 
none 
0.0/52.7 
6.2/143.8 
0.0/49.9 
6.2/49.9 
—6.2 
-2.4 
-0.13 
none 
0.0/51.8 
5.4/183.5 
0.0/49.8 
5.4/49.8 
—6.6 
-2.7 
-0.14 
none 
0.0/52.3 
5.0/229.6 
0.0/49.7 
5.0/49.7 
Table 7. Extended bicycle model applied to the Ferrari with straight line speed of 200 kph 
Steer angle (rad.) 
0.0088 0.0175 0.0263 0.0350 0.0480 
Parameter (units) 
(N) 00.0 00.0 
F (N) 1510.0 1510.0 
xr 
V (m/s) 33.9 28.4 
xo 
(m/s) -2.49 -2.16 
(rad/s) 0.22 0.28 
zo 
(rad) -0.073 -0.079 
(rad) -0.081 -0.088 
F^^ (N) 5386.8 5840.5 
F (N) 6948.1 7530.8 
cr 
a^ (g) 18.0 1.7 
(m) 6.5 47.8 
00.0 00.0 00.0 
1510.0 1510.0 1510.0 
24.9 22.5 20.7 
—1.88 —1.66 —1.48 
0.34 0.38 0.42 
-0.082 -0.084 -0.085 
-0.091 -0.093 -0.095 
6067.3 6200.0 6294.2 
7824.4 7997.9 8118.0 
1.3 1.2 1.1 
47.5 43.0 38.4 
Eigenvalues 
Critical speeds 
(m/s) 
(m/s) 
Bg (m/s) 
R-Hj^ (m/s) 
comb, (m/s) 
-4.45 
-0.61 
-0.19 
none 
0.0/50.5 
10.2/94.7 
0.0/49.7 
10.2/49.7 
-4.97 
-1.13 
-0.18 
none 
0.0/51.2 
7.2/127.0 
0.0/49.9 
7.2/49.9 
-5.41 
-1.54 
-0.19 
none 
0.0/51.9 
5.9/165.7 
0.0/50.0 
5.9/50.0 
-5.8 
-1.9 
-0 .2  
none 
0.0/52.5 
5.2/210.5 
0.0/49.9 
5.2/49.9 
-6 .1  
- 2 . 2  
-0.21 
none 
0.0/53.2 
4.8/262.5 
0.0/49.8 
4.8/49.8 
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greater than 0.0175 radians and all of Table 7 must be received 
cautiously because the slip angles associated with this latter data 
exceeded 0.07 radians, an accepted limit on tire cornering capacity. 
Also, the lateral acceleration determined for a forward speed of 
200 kph and a steer angle of 0.0088 radians is 18.0 g, a physical 
impossibility. This result seems to occur because the steer angle is 
small and thus, the vehicle's path approaches straight line motion 
while the tractive force almost produces the straight line critical 
forward speed shown in Table 2. 
The vehicles* steady state behaviorial trends appear to agree 
with experience. For example, the forward speed decreases with 
increasing steer angle, while the steady state lateral and angular 
speeds increase with increasing steer angle. One deviation from this 
trend occurs between steer angles of 0.0088 radians and 0.0263 radians 
when the forward speed is 80 kph. Here, steady state lateral speed 
decreases slightly, then increases steadily for larger steer angles. 
Of particular interest are the predicted critical speeds 
resulting from the Routh-Hurwitz analysis. For each steer angle and 
forward speed combination, several potential critical speeds are 
determined. These critical speeds are tabulated in association with 
their source criteria and constitute stable operating ranges. When 
these ranges are combined, a positive lower bound on the stable 
operating range sometimes occurs. This lower bound happens because 
the analysis depends upon constant steady state lateral and angular 
speeds. Since lateral and angular speeds depend upon the forward 
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speed, this lower bound has no physical significance. Vehicles 
exceeding the higher bound enter a speed range of instability. For 
clarity, this higher bound will be called the principal critical 
speed. 
Although the critical speeds generally increase slightly with 
increasing forward speed and steer angle, the principal critical 
speed remains almost constant for changes in forward speed and steer 
angle. 
The possible trends regarding critical speeds and steady state 
behavior for the Ferrari will be used as a basis for comparison with 
the critical speeds and steady state behavior for the Audi, Camaro, 
Corvette and Laser. For comparison of constant tractive effort with 
increasing steer angle, a base straight line speed of 80 kph was set. 
This speed corresponds approximately with normal highway driving 
speeds. The results of this analysis are presented in Table 4 and 
Tables 8 through 12. The mid-range steer angle of 0.0263 radians was 
used to compare the same vehicles at constant steer angle and with 
increasing tractive effort. These results are shown in Tables 13 
through 16. 
The understeer automobiles show higher forward cornering speeds 
than those of the neutral steer Corvette whose forward cornering 
speed is slightly higher than that cf the oversteer Ferrari. Of the 
understeer cars with differing drive wheel locations, the four wheel 
drive Audi exhibits higher steady state forward speed than the front 
wheel drive Laser whose steady state forward speed is higher than 
Table 8. Extended bicycle model applied to the Audi with straight line speed of 80 kph 
Steer angle (rad«) 
0.0088 0.0175 0.0263 0.0350 0.0480 
Parameter (units) 
(N) 165.7 165.7 165.7 165.7 165.7 
(N) 109.4 109.4 109.4 109.4 109.4 
V (m/s) 21.4 19.5 17.6 16.1 14.8 
xo 
(m/s) -0.16 -0.22 -0.2 -0.16 -0.1 
(rad/s) 0.061 0.11 0.16 0.2 0.23 
Og (rad) -0.013 -0.023 -0.029 -0.033 -0.035 
(rad) -0.012 -0.02 -0.025 -0.029 -0.031 
(N) 1061.3 1810.4 2286.4 2585.7 2789.5 
F^^ (N) 701.5 82.0 1511.9 1710.3 1845.6 
a^ (g) 0.11 0.19 0.25 0.29 0.32 
Rj. (m) 420.6 200.2 126.4 91.1 70.5 
Eigenvalues 
Critical speeds 
Bg (m/s) 
(m/s) 
Bq (m/s) 
R-H^ (m/s) 
comb, (m/s) 
4.3 + i2.0 -4.8 + 12.0 
4.3 - 12.0 -4.8 - 12.0 
-0.02 -0.024 
none 
none 
20.9/none 
none 
20.9/none 
none 
none 
9.7/none 
none 
9.7/none 
-5.3 + 12.0 
-5.3 + 12.0 
-0.029 
-5.8 + 11.9 
-5.8 - 11.9 
-0.035 
-6.2 + 11.9 
-6.2 - 11.9 
-0.04 
none none none 
none none none 
8.3/none 7.3/none 6.6/none 
none none none 
8.3/none 7.3/none 6.6/none 
Table 9. Extended bicycle model applied to the Camaro with straight line speed of 80 kph 
Steer angle (rad.) 
0.0088 0.0175 0.0263 0.0350 0.0480 
Parameter (units) 
(N) 00.0 00.0 00.0 00.0 00.0 
(N) 256.0 256.0 256.0 256.0 256.0 
V (m/s) 21.2 19.0 17.0 15.4 14.1 
xo 
(m/s) -0.17 -0.22 -0.2 -0.15 -0.097 
(rad/s) 0.061 0.11 0.16 0.19 0.22 
(rad) -0.014 -0.023 -0.028 -0.031 -0.033 
(rad) -0.012 -0.02 -0.025 -0.028 -0.03 
(N) 1134.3 1873.1 2311.3 2577.3 2755.7 
F^^ (N) 850.9 1404.7 1733.5 1932.7 2066.7 
a^ (g) 0.11 0.19 0.24 0.28 0.3 
(m) 402.0 191.2 121.2 87.9 68.4 
Eigenvalues 
Critical speeds 
a^ (m/s) 
aj^ (m/s) 
Hq (m/s) 
R-H^ (m/s) 
comb, (m/s) 
-4.2 + 11.7 -4.7 + 11.7 
-4.2 - 11.7 -4.7 - 11.7 
-0.017 -0.0210 
none none 
none none 
11.5/none 9.3/none 
none none 
11.5/none 9.3/none 
-5.2 + 11.7 
-5.2 - 11.7 
-0.026 
-5.7 + 11.7 
-5.7 - 11.7 
-0.031 
-6.3 + 11.6 
-6.3 - 11.6 
-0.035 
none none none 
none none none 
7.7/none 6.8/none 6.2/none 
none none none 
7.7/none 6.8/none 6.2/none 
Table 10. Extended bicycle model applied to the Corvette with straight line speed of 80 kph 
Steer angle (rad.) 
0.0088 0.0175 0.0263 0.0350 0.0480 
Parameter (units) 
(N) 00.0 00.0 00.0 00.0 00.0 
(N) 229.6 229.6 229.6 229.6 229.6 
(m/s) 20.5 17.9 15.9 14.3 13.2 
V (m/s) -0.22 -0.26 -0.22 -0.18 -0.12 
yo 
(rad/s) 0.074 0.13 0.17 0.21 0.24 
(rad) -0.015 -0.023 -0.027 -0.030 -0.031 
(rad) -0.015 -0.023 -0.027 -0.030 -0.031 
F^^ (N) 1176.1 1779.3 2096.0 2281.0 2403.4 
F^^ (N) 1176.1 1779.3 2096.0 2281.0 2403.4 
a^ (g) 0.16 0.23 0.28 0.30 0.32 
Rj. (m) 277.1 139.3 92.7 69.7 55.7 
Eigenvalues 
-4.9 -5.6 
-3.7 -4.3 
-0.017 -0.023 
Critical speeds 
(m/s) none none 
(m/s) none none 
Bq (m/s) 10.7/none 8.2/none 
R-Hj^ (m/s) none none 
comb, (m/s) 10.7/none 8.2/none 
—6.3 —7.0 —7.6 
—4.8 —5.3 —5.8 
-0.028 -0.033 -0.038 
none none none 
none none none 
6.7/none 5.9/none 5.5/none 
none 0.0/304.2 0.0/228.5 
6.7/none 5.9/304.2 5.5/228.5 
Table 11. Extended bicycle model applied to the Laser with straight line speed of 80 kph 
Steer angle (rad.) 
0.0088 0.0175 0.0263 0.0350 0.0480 
Parameter (units) 
(N) 265.5 265.5 265.5 265.5 265.5 
F (N) 00.0 00.0 00.0 00.0 00.0 
xr 
V (m/s) 21.4 19.4 17.5 15.9 14.6 
xo 
V (m/s) -0.16 -0.22 -0.2 -0.16 -0.1 
yo 
(rad/s) -0.062 0.12 0.16 0.2 0.23 
(rad) -0.014 -0.023 -0.029 -0.033 -0.035 
(rad) -0.012 -0.020 -0.025 -0.029 -0.031 
F^^ (N) 1070.7 1814.4 2279.3 2568.8 2764.6 
F^^ (N) 700.6 1188.1 1502.2 1683.6 1813.1 
a^ (g) 0.11 0.2 0.25 0.29 0.32 
Rj. (m) 413.3 196.1 123.5 89.0 68.8 
Eigenvalues 
Critical speeds 
Sg (m/s) 
(m/s) 
SQ (m/s) 
R-H^ (m/s) 
comb, (m/s) 
-4.4 + 12.0 
-4.4 - 12.0 
-0.02 
-4.8 + 12.0 
-4.8 - 12.0 
-0.023 
none 
none 
none 
none 
none 
none 
none 
9.7/none 
none 
9.7/none 
-5.3 + 12.0 
-5.3 - 12.0 
-0.029 
-5.8 + 12.0 
-5.8 - 12.0 
-0.035 
-6.4 + 11.9 
-6.4 - 11.9 
-0.04 
none none none 
none none none 
8.2/none 7.2/none 6.5/none 
none none none 
8.2/none 7.2/none 6.5/none 
Table 12. Extended bicycle model applied to the Audi with constant steer angle of 0.0263 radians 
Base speed (m/s) 
40 80 120 160 200 
Parameter (units) 
(N) 41.4 165.7 372.9 662.9 1035.8 
(N) 27.3 109.4 246.1 437.5 683.6 
V (m/s) 10.1 17.6 24.2 30.5 37.0 
xo 
V (m/s) 0.06 -0.2 -0.73 -1.5 -2.5 
yo 
(rad/s) 0.10 0.16 0.20 0.22 0.23 
(rad) -0.010 -0.029 -0.049 -0.068 -0.088 
(rad) -0.090 -0.025 -0.043 -0.060 -0.077 
(N) 815.8 2286.4 3858.0 5426,8 6957.0 
F^^ (N) 539.1 1511.9 2552.8 807.8 4608.3 
(g) 0.10 0.25 0.39 0.51 0.61 
(m) 106.0 126.4 153.1 186.8 229.2 
Eigenvalues 
Critical speeds 
Bg (m/s) 
a^^ (m/s) 
a^ (m/s) 
R-H^ (m/s) 
comb, (m/s) 
9.2 + 11.7 -5.3 + 12.0 
9.2 - 11.7 -5.3 - 12.0 
-0.012 -0.029 
none none 
none none 
5.6/none 8.5/none 
none none 
5.6/none 8.5/none 
-3.8 + 12.0 
-3.8 - 12.0 
-0.047 
-3.0 + 12.0 
-3.0 - 12.0 
-0.064 
-2.5 + 12.1 
-2.5 - 12.1 
-0.076 
none 
none 
10.0/none 
none 
10.0/none 
none 
none 
10.0/none 
none 
10.0/none 
none 
none 
12.9/none 
none 
12.9/none 
Table 13. Extended bicycle model applied to the Camaro with constant steer angle of 0.0263 radians 
Base speed (m/s) 
40 80 120 160 200 
Parameter (units) 
(N) 00.0 00.0 00.0 00.0 00.0 
(N) 64.0 256.0 575.9 1023.8 1599.7 
\o (m/s) 9.9 17.0 23.0 28.6 34.2 
(m/s) 0.05 -0.2 -0.69 -1.38 -2.3 
(rad/s) 0.097 0.16 0.19 0.22 0.24 
«g (rad) -0.01 -0.028 -0.047 -0.066 -0.085 
(rad) -0.009 -0.025 -0.042 -0.059 -0.076 
F^^ (N) 838.5 2311.3 3881.5 5462.4 7028.2 
F^^ (N) 629.0 1733.5 2911.4 4097.2 5271.1 
a^ (g) 0.09 0.24 0.38 0.51 0.61 
Rj. (m) 105.4 121.2 141.1 165.1 194.2 
Eigenvalues 
Critical speeds 
a^ (m/s) 
(m/s) 
a^ (m/s) 
R-Hj^ (m/s) 
comb, (m/s) 
9.0 + 11.4 -5.2 + il.7 
9.0 - 11.4 -5.2 - 11.7 
-0.01 -0.026 
none none 
none 
5.5/none 
none 
5.5/none 
none 
7.7/none 
none 
7.7/none 
-3.8 + 11.7 -3.1 + 11.8 -2.6 + 11.8 
-3.8 - il.7 -3.1 - 11.8 -2.6 - 11.8 
-0.044 -0.061 -0.075 
none 
none 
9.0/none 
none 
9.0/none 
none 
none 
10.0/none 
none 
10.0/none 
none 
none 
10.8/none 
none 
10.8/none 
Table 14. Extended bicycle model applied to the Corvette with constant steer angle of 
0.0263 radians 
Base speed (m/s) 
40 80 120 160 200 
Parameter (units) 
(N) 00.0 00.0 00.0 00.0 00.0 
(N) 57.4 229.6 516.7 918.6 1435.3 
V (m/s) 9.6 15.9 20.5 24.4 27.8 
xo 
(m/s) 0.031 -0.22 -0.67 -1.26 -1.96 
(rad/s) 0.10 0.17 0.22 0.26 0.30 
(rad) -0.01 -0.027 -0.046 -0.065 -0.084 
ttj. (rad) -0.01 -0.027 -0.046 -0.065 -0.084 
F^^ (N) 765.5 2096.0 3523.0 4977.5 6445.4 
F^^ (N) 765.5 2096.0 3523.0 4977.5 6445.4 
(g) 0.10 0.28 0.46 0.66 0.85 
Rj. (m) 92.7 92.7 92.7 92.7 92.7 
Eigenvalues 
Critical speeds 
a^ (m/s) 
aj^ (m/s) 
Bq (m/s) 
R-H^ (m/s) 
comb, (m/s) 
-10.4 
-8 .0  
-0.010 
-6.3 
-4.8 
-0.028 
none none 
none none 
5.2/none 6.7/none 
none none 
5.2/none 6.7/none 
-4.9 
-3.7 
-0.054 
-4.1 
-3.0 
-0.085 
—3 « 6 
-2 .6  
-0.12 
none 
none 
7.2/none 
none 
7.2/none 
none 
none 
7.3/none 
none 
7.3/none 
none 
none 
7.2/none 
none 
7.2/none 
w 00 
Table 15. Extended bicycle model applied to the Ferrari with constant steer angle of 0.0263 radians 
Base speed (m/s) 
40 80 120 160 200 
Parameter (units) 
(N) 00.0 00.0 00.0 00.0 00.0 
F (N) 60.4 241.6 534.6 966.4 1510.0 
xr 
V (m/s) 9.6 15.6 19.6 22.8 24.9 
(m/s) 0.015 -0.26 -0.7 -1.25 -1.88 
n (rad/s) 0.099 0.17 0.23 0.29 0.34 
zo 
(rad) -0.0093 -0.026 -0.045 -0.063 -0.082 
(rad) -0.01 -0.029 -0.05 -0.070 -0.091 
F^g (N) 692.1 1945.6 3300.6 4679.5 6067.3 
F^^ (N) 892.8 2508.8 4256.0 6036.2 7824.4 
(g) 0.10 0.31 0.58 0.91 1.3 
Rj. (m) 92.9 80.0 67.9 57.1 47.5 
Eigenvalues 
Critical speeds 
Bg (m/s) 
(m/s) 
Hq (m/s) 
R-Hj^ (m/s) 
comb, (m/s) 
-11.3 
-7 .2  
-0.0097 
none 
0.0/50.0 
5.1/73.7 
0.0/49.7 
5.1/49.7 
-7 .6  
-3.8 
-0.031 
none 
0.0/50.3 
6.4/98.1 
0.0/49.6 
6.4/49.6 
-6 .4  
- 2 . 6  
-0 .065 
-5.8 
-2 .0  
-0.12 
-5 .41 
-1.54 
-0.19 
none 
0.0/50.8 
6.4/121.4 
0.0/49.8 
6.4/49.8 
none 
0.0/52.7 
6.2/143.8 
0 .0/49.9 
6.2/49.9 
none 
0.0/51.9 
5.9/165.7 
0 .0/50.0 
5.9/50.0 
Table 16, Extended bicycle model applied to the Laser with constant steer angle of 0.0263 radians 
Base speed (m/s) 
40 80 120 160 200 
Parameter (units) 
(N) 66.4 265.5 597.4 1062.1 1659.5 
(N) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
(m/s) 10.0 17.5 23.9 30.1 36.4 
(m/s) 0.06 -0.2 -0.72 -1.47 -2.45 
(rad/s) 0.10 0.16 0.20 0.22 0.024 
(rad) -0.01 -0.029 -0.049 -0.068 -0.087 
«J. (rad) -0.009 -0.025 -0.043 -0.060 -0.077 
F^^ (N) 819.8 2279.3 3833.5 5386.8 6903.6 
F^^ (N) 536.5 1502.2 2513.6 3535.9 4537.2 
a^ (g) 0.10 0.25 0.39 0.51 0.61 
(m) 103.6 123.5 149.6 182.2 223.0 
Eigenvalues 
Critical speeds 
a^ (m/s) 
a^ (m/s) 
a^ (m/s) 
R-H^ (m/s) 
comb, (m/s) 
-9.3 + 11.7 -5.3 + 12.0 
-9.3 - 11.7 -5.3 - 12.0 
-0.012 -0.029 
none 
none 
18.3/none 
none 
18.3/none 
none 
none 
8.2/none 
none 
8.2/none 
-3.9 + 12.0 
-3.9 - 12.0 
-0.048 
-3.1 + 12.0 
-3.1 - 12.0 
-0.064 
-2.5 + 12.1 
-2.5 - 12.1 
-0.076 
none 
none 
9.8/none 
none 
9.8/none 
none 
none 
11.1/none 
none 
11.1/none 
none 
none 
12.5/none 
none 
12,5/none 
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that of the Camaro. 
The Roll Freedom Model 
The effects of various combinations of springs and shock 
absorbers on vehicular lateral stability can be determined by using 
the roll freedom model analysis results. Since automotive suspension 
design is a compromise between ride and handling considerations, an 
understanding of how springs and shock absorbers effect the lateral 
stability of an automobile is extremely important. 
Along with the vehicle data from Table 1, data regarding the 
distances between pairs of springs and pairs of shock absorbers, as 
well as their spring constants and damping coefficients, is required. 
These additional data are presented in Tables 17 and 18. 
The values for the additional dimensions regarding the positions 
of the springs and shock absorbers are estimated from the overall 
dimensions of the Ferrari. The roll moment of inertia was estimated 
in the same manner as the yaw moment was for the extended bicycle 
model. The values for the spring constants are typical for the 
range of springs available from auto parts suppliers. The damping 
coefficients for the shocks are estimated as ten percent of the 
magnitude of the spring constant for springs of the same category. 
Since the roll freedom model addresses straight line motion the 
analysis produces, only critical values for the forward speed will 
be calculated. 
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Table 17. Estimated values for springs and shock absorbers 
kf 0 \ 0 «^f 
Soft 8699.0 1500.0 869-9 150.0 
Medium 14450.0 4199.0 1445.0 419.9 
Hard 19179.0 6918.0 1918.0 691.8 
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Table 18. Additional estimated vehicle dimensions for the Ferrari 
Parameter (units) Values 
tg^ (m) 1.07 
(m) 1.16 
(m) 1.22 
(m) 1.28 
p (m) 0.59 
(kg - m^) 885.20 
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The first example demonstrates the effect of the car's tendency 
to steer when the sprung mass is allowed to roll. A general range 
of typical front and rear roll steer coefficients is considered both 
individually and in combinations. The results of this analysis are 
presented in Table 19. Then, a pair of front and rear roll steer 
coefficients are selected and held constant while the affects of 
various combinations of springs and shock absorbers are examined. 
The results of this analysis are presented in Table 20. 
From the results listed in Table 19, there appears to be an 
optimum pair of roll steer coefficients. The opposite signs on the 
pair of roll steer coefficients indicates that a vehicle with this 
roll steer characteristic would tend to steer itself along the 
original path. The combination of hard springs and hard shock 
absorbers selected from Table 20 also appears to be advantageous. 
However, hard springs and shock absorbers tend to make a vehicle's 
ride uncomfortable and, therefore, optimization according to this 
criteria can be difficult. 
The Spread Tire Model 
The spread tire model can be used to demonstrate the effect on 
vehicular stability of a number of parameters. Among these parameters 
are available steering geometries and tire properties. The steering 
geometry possibilities include parallel steering, Ackerman steering 
and the reverse of Ackerman steering. One instance indicating the 
Table 19. The roll freedom model applied to the Ferrari showing the changes in critical speeds 
resulting from variations in individual roll steer coefficients 
Roll steer Critical forward speeds (m/s) 
coefficients 
^3 *2 *1 *0 R-H^ R-Hg Comb. 
e £=~0« 2 ,  e^=0.0 00 99.5 149.7 11.3 78.2 CO 0.0/11.3 
Ef=-0.1,  e^=0.0 00 229.6 186.5 16.0 00 CO 0.0/16.0 
E^=0.0,  e^=0.0 00 00 224.4 48.6 CO 00 0.0/48.0 
e^=0.1.  Gp=0.0 00 oo 262.8 CO CO 17.3 0.0/17.3 
e^=0.2,  E =0.0 
r 
on 00 301.6 00 CO 14.7 0.0/14.7 
Gf=0.0, E =-0.2 
r 
00 86.8 129.0 00 73.0 10.3 0 .0/10.3 
Eg=0.0, E =-0.1 
r 
00 185.6 175.7 00 CO 14.3 0.0/14.3 
6^=0.0, E^=0.0 00 00 224.4 48.6 CO CO 0.0/48.0 
6 ^ = 0 . 0 ,  E p = 0 . 1  00 00 274.0 15.6 00 00 0.0/15.6 
e ^ = 0 . 0 ,  £ =0.2 
r 
00 00 324.2 11.3 00 oo 0.0/11.3 
£^=-0.2, E =-0.2 
r 
00 51.9 66.4 48.6 50.1 14.0/48.3 14.0/48.3 
E =—0.1 
r 
00 92.6 139.3 48.6 75.4 00 0.0/48.6 
6^=0.0, E =0.0 
r 
00 00 224.4 48.6 00 oo 0.0/48.0 
G-=0.1, E =0.1 
r 
oo oo 312.9 48.6 00 1053.0 0 .0/48.6 
Gf=0.2, e =0.2 
r 
e^=-0.2, e^=0.2 
Gg=-0.1, Gp=0.1 
e^=0.0. Gp=0.0 
Gg=0.1, G =-0.; 
r 
Eg=0.2, G =-0.: 
r 
00 œ 402.7 
00 00 246.6 
00 00 235.4 
00 00 224.4 
00 00 213.3 
00 00 202.4 
48.6 00 801.0 0.0/48.6 
8.1 ~ <» 0.0/8.1 
11.4 «> «> 0.0/11.4 
48.6 <» <» 0.0/48.0 
00 12.3 0.0/12.3 
00 00 9.5 0.0/9.5 
Table 20. The roll freedom model applied to the Ferrari showing the changes in critical speeds 
resulting from variations in combinations of suspension components for fixed roll steer 
coefficients of £^=-0.2 and e^=-0.2 
Spring/shock 
Critical forward speeds (m/s) 
^2 *1 *0 R-H^ R-Hg Comb. 
Hard/hard 00 98.4 159.3 48.6 73.1 00 0.0/48.6 
Medium/medium 00 51.9 66.4 48.6 50.1 14.0/48.3 14.0/48.3 
Soft/soft 00 00 CO 48.6 66.9 00 0.0/48.6 
Hard/soft 00 00 00 48.6 00 00 0.0/48.6 
Hard/medium 00 00 00 48.6 CO CO 0.0/48.6 
Soft/medium 00 CO 00 48.6 00 00 0.0/48.6 
Soft/hard 00 00 00 48.6 00 00 0.0/48.6 
Medium/soft 00 00 00 48.6 00 00 0.0/48.6 
Medium/hard 00 00 00 48.6 00 00 0.0/48.6 
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importance of tire properties is illustrated by oval track racers who 
frequently vary the cornering stiffnesses of the individual tires 
intending to enhance a vehicle's cornering characteristics with 
respect to a given comer. Vehicle symmetry is also altered by 
oval track racing enthusiasts intending to improve the vehicle's 
cornering and weight transfer characteristics with respect to a 
particular racing circuit. 
Additional data regarding the vertical load on each tire, 
individual tire cornering stiffnesses, location of individual tires 
relative to the vehicle's center of gravity are required for analysis 
by the extended bicycle model. These additional data are reported 
in Table 21. 
The analysis proceeds in the same manner as the analysis 
associated with the extended bicycle model. Tractive forces acting 
on the drive wheels are calculated for a straight line motion forward 
base speed, assuming that the tractive forces are evenly distributed 
between the drive wheels- Then, the steady state lateral and angular 
speeds associated with the given steer angles and tractive force 
calculated from the extended bicycle model are used to determine the 
individual tire slip angles, individual tire cornering forces, the 
turning radius and lateral acceleration of the vehicle. The vehicle's 
lateral stability is then evaluated for these steady state conditions. 
The eigenvalues associated with the equations of motion are determined 
as a partial check on the stability analysis. 
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Table 21. Additional estimated Ferrari data required for the spread 
tire model 
Parameter (units) Values 
1.49 
&22 1.49 
&21 1.16 
&22 1.16 
til (m) 0.76 
^12 
0.76 
t21 0.76 
^22 0.76 
(N) 3601.3 
Wi2 (N) 3601.3 
W21 (N) 4583.4 
"22 (N) 4583.4 
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Examples demonstrating the effect of parallel type steering 
geometry on the lateral stability of a symmetrical vehicle either with 
a constant tractive force associated with a base speed of 80 kph and 
steer angles from 0.0088 radians to 0.0463 radians or with a fixed 
steer angle of 0.0263 radians and tractive forces corresponding to 
base speeds between 40 kph and 200 kph are shown in Tables 22 and 23, 
respectively. These results compare favorably with those for the 
Ferrari type vehicle determined by the extended bicycle model analysis. 
Having demonstrated the cornering characteristics of parallel 
steering geometry, the effects of the two Ackerman type steering 
geometries for fixed base speed of 80 kph and steer angle of 0.0438 
radians are shown in Table 24. The Ackerman type steering is 
approximated by setting the outside steer angle 0.016 radians smaller 
than the inside steer angle. The reverse Ackerman steering is 
approximated by setting the inside steer angle 0,016 radians smaller 
than the outside steer angle. 
The cornering characteristics of a vehicle with a mixture of tires 
and parallel steering are presented in Table 25. The values presented 
in Table 25 are determined for a steer angle of 0.0438 radians and a 
base speed of 80 kph. The tires on the outside of the turning arc 
are considered to be five percent stiffer than the corresponding 
tires on the inside of the turning arc. 
Table 22. Spread tire model applied to the Ferrari with straight line speed of 80 kph 
Steer angle (rad.) 
0.0088 0.0175 0.0263 0.0350 0.0438 
Parameter (units) 
F^2I (N) 120.8 120.8 120.8 120.8 120.8 
F 22 (N) 120.8 120.8 120.8 120.8 120.8 
(m/s) 20.13 17.5 15.6 14.2 13.5 
V (m/s) -0.26 -0.29 -0.26 -0.21 -0.16 
yo 
n (rad/s) 0.081 0.13 0.17 0.2 0.23 
(rad) -0.016 -0.023 -0.026 -0.028 -0.030 
(rad) -0.016 -0.023 -0.026 -0.028 -0.030 
«2^ (rad) -0.018 -0.025 -0.029 -0.033 
«22 (rad) -0.018 -0.026 -0.030 -0.032 -0.034 
Fyll (N) 588.5 842.5 972.8 1052.0 1107.6 
Fyi2 (N) 590.3 844.7 972.8 1046.7 1093.4 
Fy2i (N) 758.0 1081.4 1243.7 1338.5 1400.3 
Fy22 (N) 762.4 1093.8 1265.1 1368.3 1438.4 
(m) 
Critical speeds 
Bg (m/s) 
(m/s) 
Bq (m/s) 
R-H^ (m/s) 
comb, (m/s) 
0.21 
197.4 
none 
0.0/50.0 
13.6/59.9 
0 .0/50.1 
13.6/50.0 
0.28 
112.0 
none 
0.0/50.7 
11.3/02.8 
0 .0/50.1 
11.3/50.1 
0.31 
80.0 
0.33 
62.9 
0.34 
51.8 
none none none 
0.0/51.8 0.0/51.3 0.0/51.7 
9.9/114.7 8.9/154.2 8.1/201.6 
0.0/49.9 0.0/49.7 0.0/49.4 
9.9/49.9 8.9/49.7 8.1/49.4 
Ln 
W 
Table 23. Spread tire model applied to the Ferrari with constant steer angle of 0.0263 radians 
Base speed (kph) 
40 80 120 160 200 
arameter (units) 
"xZl <« 30.2 120.8 267.3 483.2 755.0 
"«22 
30.2 120.8 267.3 483.2 755.0 
(m/a) 9.61 15.6 19.6 22.8 24.9 
"yo (m/s) 0.02 -0.26 -0.7 -1.25 -1.88 
(rad/s) 0.099 0.017 0.23 0.29 0.34 
(rad) -0.0095 -0.026 -0.044 -0.063 -0.081 
(rad) -0.0092 -0.026 -0.045 -0.064 -0.082 
«21 (rad) -0.010 -0,029 -0.049 -0.070 -0.090 
«22 (rad) -0.010 -0.030 -0.050 -0.071 -0.092 
Fyll (M) 351.1 972.8 1644.1 2326.9 3012.3 
fyl2 (N) 341.2 972.8 1656.5 2353.5 3054.6 
Fy21 (N) 442.9 1243.7 2108.9 2988.8 3871.7 
Fy22 (H) 449.7 1265.1 2147.2 3047.0 3951.8 
Rj. (m) 
Eigenvalues 
Critical speeds 
ag (m/s) 
(m/s) 
SQ (m/s) 
R-H^ (m/s) 
comb, (m/s) 
0.102 
92.9 
-11.27 
-7 .2  
-0.0097 
none 
0.0/50.4 
6.6/83.2 
0.0/49.9 
6.6/49.9 
0.31 
80.0 
-7 .6  
-3.8 
-0.031 
none 
0.0/51.8 
9.9/114.7 
0 .0/49.9 
9.9/49.9 
0.58 
67.9 
0 .91 
57.1 
1 .3  
47.5 
-6 .4  -5 .8  -5.4 
—2.6 —2.0 —1.5 
-0 .065 -0.12 -0.19 
none 
0.0/51.6 
11.4/144.4 
0 .0/50.0 
11.9/50.0 
none 
0.0/52.3 
13.4/172.7 
0 .0/50.1 
13.4/50.1 
none 
0.0/53.0 
14.5/200.0 
0.0/50.2 
14.5/50.2 
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Table 24. Spread tire model applied to the Ferrari with straight line 
speed of 80 kph and constant steer angle of 0.0263 radians 
Type steering 
Parallel Ackerman Reverse Ackerman 
Parameter (units) 
F^l (N) 120.8 120.8 120.8 
^.22 W 120.8 120.8 120.8 
V 
xo 
(m/s) 15.6 15.6 15.6 
(m/s) -0.26 -0.26 -0.26 
"zo 
(rad/s) 0.17 0.17 0.17 
"ll 
(rad) -0.026 -0.029 -0.031 
°'l2 (rad) -0.026 -0.030 -0.029 
"21 
(rad) -0.029 -0.033 -0.033 
^12 (rad) -0.030 -0.034 -0.034 
Vi ® 972.8 1077.8 1137.4 
V2 ® 972.8 1568.0 1063.6 
"yZl "" 1243.7 
1400.3 1400.3 
^2 »> 1265.1 1438.6 1438.5 
(g) 0.31 0.34 0.034 
\ (m) 80.0 51.8 51.8 
Eigenvalues 
-7.6 —8.8 —8.8 
-3.8 -2.8 -4.8 
-0.031 -0.034 -0.039 
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Table 24. Continued 
Critical speeds 
a^ (m/s) 
a^ (m/s) 
ag (m/s) 
R-H^ (m/s) 
comb, (m/s) 
Parallel 
none 
0.0/51.8 
9.9/114.7 
0.0/49.9 
9.9/49.9 
Type steering 
Ackerman 
none 
0.0/51.8 
8.1/201.1 
0.0/49.3 
8.1/49.3 
Reverse Ackerman 
none 
0.0/51.8 
8.1/202.2 
0.0/49.5 
8.1/49.5 
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Table 25. Spread tire model applied to the Ferrari with straight line 
speed of 80 kph and constant steer angle of 0.0438 radians 
Tire stiffnesses 
Symmetrical Asymmetrical 
Parameters (units) 
« 
^22 (»> 
\o 
V 
R _ (rad/s) 
zo 
(rad) 
a^2 (rad) 
«21 (rad) 
«22 (rad) 
:yl2 «> 
^21 <"> 
:,22 "" 
\ (s) 
Rj. (m) 
Eigenvalues 
120.8 
120.8 
13.5 
-0.16 
0.23 
-0.030 
• -0.030 
-0.033 
-0.034 
1107.6 
1093.4 
1400.3 
1438.4 
0.34 
51.8 
—8.8 
—4.8 
-0.040 
120.8 
120.8 
13.5 
-0.16 
0.23 
-0.031 
-0.029 
-0.033 
-0.034 
1193.9 
1010.6 
1470.1 
1366.5 
0.34 
51.8 
—8.8 
-4.8 
-0.040 
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Table 25. Continued 
Tire stiffnesses 
Symmetrical Asymmetrical 
Critical speeds 
a^ (m/s) 
a^ (m/s) 
a^ (m/s) 
R-H^ (m/s) 
comb, (m/s) 
0.0/51.7 
9.9/201.6 
0.0/49.4 
9.9/49.4 
9.9/49.4 
0.0/52.2 
8.1/204.1 
0.0/49.7 
8.1/49.7 
8.1/49.7 
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Although the examples presented do not cover the full range of 
possible applications of the vehicle models, they do give an indication 
of their utility and agree not only with each other, but with general 
driving experience. 
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SUMMARY 
A review of the classical bicycle vehicle model and corresponding 
stability analysis results was presented. Three additional vehicle 
models and corresponding new analytical lateral stability relationships 
were developed. The first of these models, referred to as the 
extended bicycle model, incorporated x-direction acceleration, tractive 
forces and aerodynamic drag resistance. The benefits of the extended 
bicycle model are that it shows the effects of steer angles and 
tractive effort on lateral stability. The second model, referred to 
as the roll freedom model, includes suspension effects. This model 
retains the assumptions of the classical bicycle model, thus being 
limited to straight line motion. The roll freedom model determines 
the effects of suspension components upon lateral stability. The 
third of these models, referred to as the spread tire model, spreads 
the tires away from the vehicle's center line. This model permits 
consideration of a number of effects related to individual tire 
properties, steering geometry and vehicle symmetry. 
Examples based on actual automobiles were used to demonstrate 
the application of these stability relationships in evaluating a 
variety of design considerations. The extended bicycle model was used 
to compare both understeer, oversteer and neutral steer vehicles and 
front, rear and four wheel drive vehicles. The effects of various 
combinations of roll steer coefficients and combinations of springs 
and shock absorbers were illustrated by roll freedom model. General 
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results from the spread tire model were compared and shown to be in 
agreement with those from the extended bicycle model. Then, the 
spread tire model was used to demonstrate the effects of steering 
geometry and tire mixtures on vehicle stability. The results 
associated with the various models generally conformed with driving 
experience. 
A number of possibilities exist to develop additional lateral 
stability relationships capable of extending the designer's 
understanding of how changes in vehicle parameters affect cornering 
stability. Of particular importance in future analyses would be the 
inclusion of tire frictional limits in the already existing models. 
The addition of x-direction acceleration and tractive forces may be 
included in the roll freedom model. This new model would result in 
the determination of the affects that suspension components have on 
vehicle stability during turning maneuvers. A pitch freedom model 
could also be developed by incorporating pitch into the extended 
bicycle model. This model would address the longitudinal suspension 
components affect on cornering stability. 
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APPENDIX A: THE ROUTH-HURWITZ CRITERION 
In dealing with dynamical systems, closed form solutions are often 
difficult if not impossible to obtain. However, techniques are 
available to obtain some meaningful analytical information regarding 
the system's dynamical behavior. One such technique is the Routh-
Hurwitz Criterion, as presented by Hale [37]. 
The Routh-Hurwitz Criterion evaluates a system's stability by 
determining the general location of the roots of the system's 
characteristic equation in the complex plane. If all of the 
characteristic roots lie in the left half of the complex plane, the 
system is stable. If any roots lie in the right half of the complex 
plane or if repeated real roots lie at the origin, the system is 
unstable. This situation corresponds to roots of the characteristic 
equation having zero or positive real parts. Limited stability is 
denoted by a single real root located at the origin and all others in 
the left half plane. While marginal stability requires that all roots 
lie in the left-half plane, except one pair of purely imaginary roots. 
Application of the Routh-Hurwitz Criterion begins with the 
system's characteristic equation written in the form 
ax^ + a ,x^^ + — + a_x + a = 0 . (Al) 
n n-1 1 o 
A necessary but not sufficient condition for stability is that all 
coefficients of the characteristic equation be nonzero and positive. 
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If all coefficients of the characteristic equation are positive, 
then an array of the coefficients is formed: 
^n V2 V4 ••• ° 
n-1 _ 
" : Vl V3 ^n-5 ° 
x" bg bj- • • 0 
n—3 -
X z ^2 • • • • 0 
x: 
x° : n^ 0 (A2) 
1 
where elements of the rows ^ through x° are found by cross 
multiplying. For example, the first two elements of the ^ row are 
a ,a - - a a _ 
b, = _S=1_SZ2 (A3) 
^n-1 
and 
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jj—3 
while the first element of the x row is 
A sufficient condition for stability is that all elements of the first 
column of the Routhian array must be positive. General examples 
illustrating the Routh-Hurwitz Criterion applied to polynomials of the 
various degrees encountered in this study are now presented. 
The Quadradic Equation 
When the characteristic equation is a quadradic with positive 
coefficients, the Routhian array takes the form 
2 X a» a 0 
L o 
X a^ 0 0 
^1 
where the first coefficient of the x° row reduces to 
. CA7, 
a. o 
Therefore, for the quadradic characteristic equation, a necessary and 
sufficient condition for stability is that all coefficients of the 
characteristic equation are positive. 
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The Cubic Equation 
If the characteristic equation is cubic and has positive 
coefficients, the Routhian array is 
° 
2 
X a- a 0 A O 
!2!i1V3 , „ 
x° a^ 0 0. (A8) 
Thus, for the cubic characteristic equation, not only must the 
necessary condition of positive coefficients be met, but also the more 
restrictive condition 
a a 
a - > 0 (A9) 
1 ag 
must be met. 
The Quartic Equation 
For the quartic characteristic equation with positive 
coefficients, the Routhian array is 
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4 
X a, a„ a 0 4 2 o 
^3 ^1 ° 
x2 "3^2 - V4 a 0 
^3 ° 
1 - V4' - %4 . . 
' — ° ° 
x° a^ 0 (AlO) 
The necessary condition being met, the first additional 
sufficient condition specified in the first column of the Routhian 
array, Eq. (AlO), may be rewritten as 
a^ag - a^a^ > 0 (All) 
and if the inequality, Eq. (All), is met, then the second additional 
condition becomes 
a^(a2a2 - a^a^) - a^a^ > 0 . (A12) 
Regardless of the degree of the characteristic equation, Routhian 
arrays may be formed and if the coefficients are not algebraically 
complex, meaningful information about the system may be extracted from 
the analysis. 
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APPENDIX B: COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
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C PROGRAM CH4 
C 
C THIS PROGRAM EVALULATSS THE BEHAVIOR AND LATERAL STABILITY 
C OF THE EXTENDED BICYCLE MODEL. THIS MODEL CONSIDERS THE 
C EFFECT OF THE STEER ANGLE AS WELL AS TRACTIVE FORCE AND 
C DRAG TYPE EFFECTS. 
C 
CHARACTER*20 CARR 
REAL VC(11),ZZ(3,3),M,L1,L2,D,DELF,LACG 
COMPLEX CVC(11),X1,X2,X3,X4,VCV2 
OPEN ( UNIT=i, FILE= ' CH4IN .DAT', READONLY, STATUS= 'OLD') 
OPEN(UNIT=2,FILE='CH40UT.DAT',STATUS='NEW') 
READ(1,100)CARR 
READ(1,102) M,L1,L2,AIZ,D 
READ(1,536)DELF,ITR 
READ(1,524)W,VXMPH,G 
VXI=(VXMPH*5280.)/(50.*50.) 
IF(M.LT.1.0)G0 TO 90 
WRITE(2,500)CARR 
PI=3.141592554 
FXF=0.0 
FXR=0.0 
FD=L2/(L1+L2) 
RD=L1/(L1+L2) 
HF=FD*W 
WR=RD*W 
FF=D*VXI*VXI 
IF(ITR.EQ.4)THEN 
FXF=FD*FF 
FXR=FF-FXF 
ELSE 
IF{ITR.SQ.1)FXF=FF 
IF(ITR.EQ.2)FXR=FF 
END IF 
CAF=(0.244-0.0000791*(WF/2.))*(WF/2.)*180./PI 
CAR=(0.244-0.0000791*(WR/2.))A(WR/2.)A1BO./PI 
WRITE(2,525)WR,WF 
WHITE(2,542)FXF,FXR 
WRITE(2,502) 
WRIT2(2,503) M,L1,L2,CAF,CAR,AIZ,D,FXF,FXR,DELF 
WRITE(2,541)VXMPH,VXI 
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C CALCULATE THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION 
B1=2.0*CAF+2.0*CAR 
B2=2.0*Ll*CAF-2.0*L2*CAR 
83=2.0*CAF*Ll**2+2.0*CAR*L2**2 
WRITE(2,504)B1,32,B3 
IF (DELF.EQ.0.0) GO TO 20 
C CALCULATE THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE POLYNOMIAL FOR THE 
C STEADY STATE FORWARD SPEED. 
AOS=-(D*M**2*B2*B2)/DELF**2 
A04=(2.*CAF+FXF)**2*(L1*B2-L1**2*B1)*M**2.-D/DELF**2 
C*M*(2.*B2*B2*B2-2.*B1*32*B3)+((FXF+FXR-2.*CAF*DELF**2) 
C/DELF**2)*B2*B2*M**2+(2.*FXF*CAF+4.*CAF*A2 > *L1*B2*M**2 
A02=(2.*CAF+FXF)**2*(B2*(Ll*32-33-Ll**2*31)+L1*31*33)* 
CM+((FXF+FXR-2.*CAF*DELF**2)/DELF**2)*(B2*<2.*32*32-2.* 
CB1*33))*M+(D/DELF**2)*(B3*(-31**2*B3+2.*31*32*32)-32* 
CB2*B2*B2)+(2.*FXF*CAF+4.*CAF**2)*(2.*L1*32*B2-L1*31*33 
C-L1**2*31*32-32*B3+L1*32**2)*M 
A00=((FXF+FXR-2.*CAF*DELF**2 >/DELF**2)*(33*(31**2*33 
C-2.*31*32*32)+32*32*32*32)+(2.*FXF*CAF+4.*CAF**2)*((31 
C*33)*(Ll**2*31-2.*Ll*B2+33)+2.*L1*32*B2*B2-L1**2*31*B2 
C*B2-32*B2*B3) 
WRITE(2,505)A0e,A04,A02,A00 
IF(ABS{32).LT.0.01)GO TO 55 
A=A04/A06 
3=A02/A05 
C=AOO/AOS 
WRITS(2,505) 
WRITE(2,507)A,3,C 
C CALCULATE THE ROOTS OF THE CUBIC EQUATION FOR THE STEADY 
C STATE FORWARD SPEED SQUARED 
IF(A3S(32).GT.0.01)CALL CUBIC(A,B,C,X1,X2,X3,XX1,XX2, 
C X3,II) 
GO TO 58 
55 A02=A02/A04 
AOO=A0O/A04 
A04=1.0 
IF(A3S(32).LT.0.01)CALL QUAD(A04,A02,AOO,X1,X2,XX1, 
C XX2,II) 
IF(II.EQ.2) THEN 
IF(XX1.GT.XX2)VX=XX1 
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I?<XXl.LT.m)^/X=XX2 
ELSE 
WRITE(2,533) 
GO TO 90 
END IF 
C CALCULATE THE STEADY STATE SPEEDS 
58 IF (II.EO.lt THEN 
IF<m.LT.0.0)WRITE(2,535) 
XX1=A3S(XX1) 
'/X0=SCRT':XX1) 
GO TO 16 
ELSE 
VX=0. 
IF(II.GT.1)WRITE(2,534)XX1,XX2,XX3 
IF(m.GT.O.O> VX=XX1 
IF(VX.GT.O.l) GO TO 13 
IF(m.GT.O.O) VX=XX2 
IF(VX.GT.O.l) GO TO 13 
IF(XX3.GT.0.0) VX=XX3 
19 VXO=SQRT(VX) 
IE END IF 
C CALCULATE THE STEADY STATE LATERAL, VYO, AND ANGULAR, OZO, 
C SPEEDS USING THE SMALLEST REAL STEADY STATE FORWARD SPEED. 
K=0 
Yl=FXF*DELF*VX0+2.*CAFADELF*VXO 
Y2=Ll*FXF*DELF*VX0+2.*L1*CAF*DELF*VX0 
Y3=M*VX0**2*B2+B2*B2-31*33 
VYO={-33*Y1+(M*VX0**2+B2)*Y2)/Y3 
0Z0=(B2*Y1-31*Y2)/Y3 
C WRITE THE STEADY STATE FORWARD, LATERAL AND ANGULAR SPEEDS 
GO TO 21 
20 VX0=0. 
VYO=0. 
OZO—0• . 
21 WRITE(2,508)VXO,VYO,OZO 
VXCK=SQRT(VXO*VXO+VYO*VYO+(AIZ/M)*0Z0*020) 
CHK=VXI-VXCK 
HSITE(2,539)VXCK,CHK 
C CALCULATE THE TIRE SLIP ANGLES 
ALPHAF=(VY0+L1*0Z0)/VXO-DELF 
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ALPHAR= ('/YO-L2*OZO )/VXO 
WRITE(2,540)ALPHAF,ALPHAR 
G CALCULATE CORNERING FORCE 
CNFF=-2.*CAF*AL?HAF 
CNFR=-2.*CAR*ALPHAR 
WRITE(2,537)CNFF 
WRITE(2,538)CNFR 
C CALCULATE THE RADIUS OF CURVATURE 
CRAD=( (Ll+L2) + ( (WF/CAF)-{WR/CAR) )*VXO*VXO/G)/DELF 
WRITE(2,521)CRAD 
C CALCULATE RADIAL ACCELERATION IN GS 
RACG=(VXO*VXO)/(CRAD*G ) 
WRITE(2,522>RACG 
C CALCULATE THE EIGENVALUES ASSOCIATED WITH THE STEADY STATE 
CALL EIGEN4 ( VXO,WO, OZO, B1, B2, B3, FXF, FXR, D, CAF, CAR, 
CDELF,M,AIZ,L1,L2,ZZ,Z3,Z2,Z1,Z0) 
C INITIALIZE THE FORWARD SPEEDS TO ZERO 
DO 48 1=1,11 
CVC(:\=CMPLX(0.0,0.0) 
48 VC(I)=0.0 
C SOLVE FOR NEW FORWARD SPEED BASED ON COEFFICIENT A2 OF THE 
C CHARACTERISTIC EQUATION 
VW2= ( 33AM- (M*WO*OZO+FXF+FXR-Bl-2. *CAF*D2LF**2 ) 
C*AIZ)/(-3.*D*AIZ) 
IF(VVV2.LT.0.)THEN 
VCV2=CMPLX ( w;2,0.0) 
CVC(1)=CSQRT(VCV2) 
ELSE 
VC(1)=SQRT(VVV2) 
END IF 
WRITE(2,509) 
WRITE(2,510)VC(1) 
C CALCULATE THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE POLYNOMIAL RESULTING 
C FROM THE COEFFICIENT A1 OF THE CHARACTERISTIC EQUATION 
22=3. *D* <B3*M+31*AIZ)+2. *AIZ*M**2*0Z0**2-32*M**2 
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21=-(FX?*DSL?+2.*CA?*DSL?'*M*0Z0*AI2-(L1*FXF* 
CDELF+2.*L1*CAF*DELF> A\'Y0*M**2+4.*M*CAF*DELF*OZO*A:Z 
E0=31*B3*M+(33*M+S1*AIZ)*(-M*VYO*OZO-FXF-FXR+2.*CAF 
C*DELF**2)-2.*FXF*CAF*DELF**2*AIZ-4.*CAF**2*DELF**2*AIZ 
C-2.*Ll**2*CAF*DELF**2*FXF*M-4.*L1**2*CAF**2*D2LF**2 
C*M-B2*B2*M 
HRITE(2,511) E2,S1,E0 
C CALCULATE THE SEW FORWARD SPEED FOR COEFFICIENT A1 OF THE 
C CHARACTERISTIC EQUATION 
CALL QUAD(E2,El,E0,Xl,X2,XXlrXX2,II) 
IFdI.EQ.Z) THEN 
VC(2)=XX1 
VC(3)=XX2 
ELSE 
CVC(2)=X1 
CVC(3)=X2 
END IF 
WRITE(2,512) 
DO 10 1=2,3 
10 WRITE(2,510)VC(I) 
C CALCULATE THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE POLYNOMIAL RESULTING 
C FROM THE COEFFICIENT AO OF THE CHARACTERISTIC EQUATION. 
G4=-3.*M*B2*D 
G3=0Z0*M**2*(L1*DELF*(FXF+2.*CAF)> 
G2=3.AD*(31*32-32*32)+M*32*(-M*VY0*0Z0+FXF+FXR-2.*CAF 
C*DELF**2)+2.*W**2*0Z0**2*E3+2.*CAF*DELF**2*L1*M*(FXF 
C+2.*CAF} 
Q1=M*0Z0* ( 2. *CAF*DELF-FXF*BELF} * ( B3-B2*L1 ) +MAVYO* •' 2. * 
CCAF*DELF-FXF*DELF)*(32-Bl*Ll) 
G0=(-M*Vyo*OZO-FXF-FXR+2.*CAF*DELF**2 > *(31*33-32*32)-
C(2.*CAF*DELF**2)*(FXF+2.*CAF)*(33-2.*B2*L1+31*L1**2) 
WRITS(2,513) G4,Q3,G2,G1,GC 
IF(ABS(B2).LT.0.01)GO TO 56 
A=G3/G4 
B=G2/G4 
C=G1/G4 
DD=G0/G4 
WRITE(2,506) 
WRITE(2,514)A,B,C,DD 
C CALCULATE THE NEW FORWARD SPEED ASSOCIATED WITH AO 
CALL QUART(A,B,C,DD,X1,XZ,X2,X4,XX1,XX2,XX3,XX4,II> 
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GO TO 57 
56 A=G2/G3 
3=G1/G3 
C=G0/G3 
CALL CUBIC(A,3,C,X1,X2,X3,XX1,XX2,XX3,II) 
IFdl.EQ.DTHEN 
VC(4)=XX1 
CVC(5)=X2 
CVC(6)=X3 
ELSE 
VC(4)=XX1 
VC(5)=XX2 
VC(6)=XX3 
END IF 
GO TO 26 
57 IF(II.NE.4) GO TO 30 
VC(4)=XX1 
VC(5)=XX2 
VC{S)=XX3 
VC(7)=XX4 
GO TO 26 
30 IF(II.NE.2)G0 TO 27 
CVC(4)=X1 
CVC(5)=X2 
VC(5)=XX3 
VC(7)=XX4 
GO TO 26 
27 IF(II.NE.3)G0 TO 28 
VC(4)=XX1 
VC(5)=XX2 
CVC(6)=X3 
CVC(7)=X4 
GO TO 26 
28 CVC(4)=X1 
CVC(5)=X2 
CVC(6)=X3 
CVC(7>=X4 
26 CONTINUE 
WRITE(2,515) 
DO 93 1=4,7 
99 WRITS(2,510)VC(I) 
C CALCULATE COEFFICIENTS OF THE POLYNOMIAL FOR FORWARD SPEED 
C BASED ON COEFFICIENT R-H CRITERIA 
P7=3.*M*D*AIZ*E2-M**2*AIZ*G4 
P6=3.*M*D*AIZ*E1-M**2*AIZ*G3 
H=B1*M*AIZ+33AM**2-AIZ*AVYO*OZO*M**2-
CFXF*AIZ*M-FXR*AIZ*M+2.*CAF*DELF**2*M*AIZ 
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P5=3.*M*D*ÂIZ*E0+H*E2-M**2*AIZ*G2 
P4=K*E1-G1*AIZ*M**2 
P3=H*E0-M**2*AIZ*G0 
WRITE(2,516)P7,P6,P5,P4,P3 
PS=PS/P7 
P5=P5/P7 
P4=P4/P7 
P3=P3/P7 
P7=l.0 
WRITE(2,506) 
WRITE(2,51S)P7,PS,P5,P4,P3 
C CALCULATE THE SEW FORWARD SPEEDS FROM THE FINAL CONDITION 
C OF THE ROUTH-HURWITZ CRITERIA 
CALL QUART(P6,P5,P4,P3,X1,X2,X3,X4,XX1,XX2,XX3,XX4,:I) 
IF(II.NE.4) GO TO 31 
VC(8)=XX1 
VC(3)=XX2 
VC(10)=XX3 
VC(11)=XX4 
GO TO 15 
31 IF(II.NE.2)G0 TO 29 
CVC(8)=X1 
CVC(9)=X2 
VC(10)=XX3 
VC(11)=XX4 
GO TO 15 
29 IF(II.NE.3) GO TO 32 
VC(8)=XX1 
VC(9)=XX2 
CVC(10)=X3 
CVC(11)=X4 
GO TO 15 
32 CVC(8)=X1 
CVC(9>=X2 
CVC(10)=X3 
CVC(11)=X4 
15 CONTINUE 
WRITE(2,517} 
DO 17 1=8,11 
17 WRITE(2,510)VC(I} 
C SORT THE CALCULATED CRITICAL VALUES OF FORWARD SPEED IN 
C ASCENDING ORDER. 
DO S3 1=1,11 
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S3 WRITE(2,532)VC(I),CVC(I) 
DO IB 1=1,10 
DO 22 J=I+1,11 
IF(VC(J).Gr.VC(I))GQ TO 22 
SAV=VC{J) 
VC(J)=VC(I) 
VC(I)=SAV 
22 CONTINUE 
18 CONTINUE 
WRITE(2,518) 
DO 23 1=1,11 
23 WRITE(2,510)VC(I) 
90 CONTINUE 
100 FORMAT(A20> 
102 FORMAT(5F10.4) 
500 FORMATS/, 1X,A20> 
502 FORMAT( 1X,'M',9X,'L1',5X,'L2',4X,'CAF',SX,'CAR',8X, 
C'IZ',8X,'D',4X,'FF',4X,'FR',4X,'DELF') 
503 FORMAT( 3(1X,F5.1),2(1X,F8.2),1X,F10.2,1X,3(1X,FS.2), 
C1X,F8.5) 
504 FORMAT! 5X,'31= ',G10.4,1X,'32= ',G10.4,1X,'33= 
CG10.4) 
505 FORMAT( 1X,'A06=',G10.2,1X,'A04=',G10.2,1X,'A02=', 
CG10.2,1X,'A00=',G10.2) 
506 FORMAT( 3X,'THE NORMALIZED COEFFICIENTS ARE') 
507 FORMAT( IX,'A= ',G10.4,1X,'3= ',G10.4,1X,'C= ',G10.4) 
508 FORMAT( 5X,'VX0=',F15.8,5X,'VY0=',F15.8,5X,'0MEGAZ=', 
CG15.8) 
509 FORMAT( 5X,'THE SPEED SPECIFIED BY A2 IS') 
510 FORMAT( 5X,'VC= ',G10.4) 
511 FORMAT( 5X,'S2= ',G10.4,1X,'El= ',G10.4,1X,'E0= ', 
CG10.4) 
512 FORMAT( 5X,'THE SPEEDS ASSOCIATED WITH A1 ARE') 
513 FORMAT( 1X,'G4= ',G10.4,1X,'G3= '.G10.4,1X,'G2= ', 
CG10.4,1X,'G1= ',G10.4,'G0= ',G10.4) 
514 FORMAT( 3X,'A= ',G10.4,1X,'3= ',G10.4,1X,'C= ' 
CG10.4,1X,'D= ', G10.4) 
515 FORMAT( 3X,'THE SPEEDS ASSOCIATED WITH AO ARE') 
516 FORMAT( 3X,'P7= ',G10.4,1X,'P6= ',G10.4,1X,'P5= ', 
CG10.4,1X,'P4= ',G10.4,1X,'P3= ',G10.4) 
517 FORMAT( 3X,'THE SPEEDS ASSOCIATED WITH THE R-H 
C CRITERION ARE') 
518 FORMAT( 3X,'THE SPEEDS IN ASCENDING ORDER ARE') 
521 FORMAT( 2X,'RADIUS OF THE TURN IS ',E10.4) 
522 FORMAT! 2X,'THE RADIAL ACCELERATION IN GS IS ',E10.5) 
524 FORMAT(3F10.4) 
525 
52£ 
527 
530 
531 
5:3 
534 
535 
54C 
536 
537 
53= 
539 
542 
541 
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FCRÎ-IAT* 3X,'X5= ' ,?10.4,5X,'W?= ',?10.4'> 
FORMAT' 2X,'THE VAX V2LQCITV SAIS :5 ',Z10.4t 
F0R.\1AT< ZXr'TH- CURVATURE RESPONSE IS ',E10.4'. 
FORî-iAT. 5K, ' THE DIFFERENCE IS ', IX, F10.4 > 
FORMAT< 5X,'THE VALUE OF K IS',IX,13) 
FORMAT' 5X,'VC= ',G15.5,5X,'CVC= ',2515.3t 
FORMAT! 5X,'THE STEADY STATE FORWARD SPEED IS COMPLEX, I CUIT'» 
FORMATS 2X,'XX1= ',E10.4,1X,'XX2= ',E12.4,1X,'XX2= ',E12.4-
FOR}.!AT' 5X,'STEADY STATE FORWARD SPEED IS i;.(AGINARY?'t 
FORMAT; 5X,'AL?HAF= ',S12.5;2X,'AL?HAR= ',S12.5. 
FORMAT':F10.4,I2> 
FORMAT* 2X,'THE FRONT CORNERING FORCE IS ',G1Q.4> 
FORMAT! 2X,'THS REAR CORNERING FORCE IS ',G1C'.4> 
FORMATf IX,'CALCULATED INITIAL SPEED= ',F10.4,2X,'XDF= ',F10.4-
FORMAT! 3X,'FXF= ',F10.4,5X,'FXR= ',F10.4> 
FORMAT! 1X,'VXMPH= ',F10.4,SX,'VXI= ',F1C.4) 
STOP 
END 
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C PROGRAM CH5 
C 
C THIS PROGRAM EVALUATES THE BEHAVIOR AND LATERAL STABILITY 
C OF THE ROLL FREEDOM MODEL FOR STRAIGHT LINE MOTION. THIS 
C MODEL CONSIDERS THE ROLL STEER EFFECT AS WELL AS THE 
C SUSPENSION EFFECTS ON STABILITY. 
CHARACTER*20 CARR,SPRING,SHOCK 
DIMENSION VC(18),A(7),B<7),C(7) 
COMPLEX CVC(18),CCC 
REAL M,MS,L1,L2 
OPEN(UNIT=1,FILE='CH5IN.DAT',READONLY,STATUS='OLD') 
OPEN(UNIT=2,FILE='CH50UT.DAT',STATUS='NSW') 
READ(1,200)CARR,SPRING,SHOCK 
WRITE(2,40 0)CARR,SPRING,SHOCK 
READ(1,100)M,L1,L2,CAF,CAR,AIZ,CR,CF 
WRITE(2,500)M,L1,L2,CAF,CAR,AIZ,CR,CF 
READ(1,101)AKF,AKR,TDF,TDR,TSF,TSR,AIX 
WRITE(2,501)AKF,AKR,TDF,TDR,TSF,TSR,AIX 
READ(1,102)EPR,EPF,P,MS,G,OZO 
WRITE(2,502)EPR,EPF,P,MS,G,OZO 
DO 15 1=1,18 
VC(I)=0.0 
15 CVC(I)=CMPLX(0.0,0.0) 
C CALCULATE COEFFICIENTS OF THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION 
CRT=2.*CF*TDF**2+2.*CR*TDR**2 
AKT=2.*AKF*TSF**2+2.*AKR*TSR**2 
B1=2.*CAF+2.*CAR 
B2=2.*Ll*CAF-2.*L2*CAR 
B2=2.*Ll**2*CAFf2.*L2**2*CAR 
B4=2.*CAF*EPF+2.*CAR*EPR 
B5=2.*Ll*CAF*EPF-2.*L2*CAR*EPR 
36=MS*P 
37=MS*P**2.+AIX 
38=AKR-MS*G*P 
WRITE(2,515) 
WRITS(2,503)Bl,B2,33,B4,35,BS,B7,B8,CRr 
C CALCULATE STEADY STATE VALUES 
VXX=(B8*<B1*B3-B2**2)/(M*B2*B8-31*B5AB6+B4*B5*B2)) 
IF(VXX.GT.O.)VXO=SQRT(VXX) 
IF(VXX.LT.0.)WRITE(2,523) 
PHIO=-(B6*VXO/B8)*OZO 
VYO=-((B3*B8+B5*B6*VX0**2)/(38*32))*OZO 
WRITE(2,51E) 
WRITE(2,504)VXO,PHI0,VYO 
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C CALCULATE NEW FORWARD SPEED VALUES FOR ARBITRARY OMEGAO 
C AND FOR STRAIGHT LINE MOTION AND FOR TURNING 
VY0=0. 
ozo=o. 
37 CONTINUE 
C CALCULATE NEW SPEED SPECIFIED BY COEFFICIENT A3 
VC(1)=(B3AB6**Z-B3*B7*M-B1*B7*AIZ >/(AIZ*M*CRT) 
WRITE(2,517) 
WRITS{2,507 )VC(1) 
C CALCULATE NEW SPEEDS SPECIFIED BY COEFFICIENT A2 
D2=B2*B5**2-BZ*B7*M+B4*BS*AIZ+B8*M*AIZ 
D1=B3*M*CRT+31*AIZ*CRT 
D0=(B1*B3-B2**Z)*B7 
WRITE(2,518) 
WRITE(2,504)D2,D1,DO 
CALL QUAD{D2,Dl,D0,Xl,X2,m,m,II) 
IF(II.EQ.O) THEN 
WRITS(2,508) 
CVC(2)=X1 
CVC(3)=X2 
ELSE 
VC(2)=XX1 
VC(3)=XX2 
END IF 
WRITE(2,519) 
WRITE(2,509) VC(2),VC(3) 
C CALCULATE THE NEW SPEEDS SPECIFIED BY COEFFICIENT A1 
E2=-B2*CRT*M 
El=(33*34-32*B5)*BS+B3*B8*M+31*B8*AIZ 
EQ=(B1*B3-B2**2)*CRT 
WRITE(2,520) 
WRITE(2,504)E2,E1,E0 
CALL QUAD(E2,El,EO,X1,X2,XX1,XX2,II) 
IF(II.EQ.O) THEN 
WRITE(2,510) 
CVC(4)=X1 
CVC{5)=X2 
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ELSE 
vc(4)=m 
VC(5)=XX2 
END IF 
WRITE(2,521) 
WRITE(2,509) VC(4),VC(5) 
C CALCULATE THE NEW SPEED SPECIFIED BY THE COEFFICIENT AO 
VCCS=((B1*B3-B2**2)*B8/(B2*B4*BS+B2AB8*M-B1*B5*BS)) 
IF(VCCS.GT.O.)VC(S)=SQRT(VCC6) 
IF(VCCS.LT.0.)CCC=CMPLX(VCCS,0.0) 
IF(VCCS.LT.O.)CVC{6)=CSQRT(CCC) 
IF(VCCS.EQ.O.)WRITE(2,524) 
WRITE(2,522) 
WRITE(2,507)VC(e) 
C CALCULATE THE NEW SPEED SPECIFIED BY THE FIRST 
C ROUTH-HURWITZ CRITERION 
H3=AIZ*CRT*M*D2-E2*AIZ*(37*W-B6*B6) 
H2=B3AB7*M*D2+Bl*B7*AIZ*D2-B3*Be*3SAD2+AIZ*CRT*M*Dl-El* 
C AIZA(B7AM-BSAB5) 
Hl=B3AB7AMADl+31A37AAIZADl-B3ABeA36ADl+AIZACRTAMAD0-S0A 
C AIZA(B7AM-BEABS) 
H0=33AB7AMAD0+31AB7AAIZAD0-33A36AB5AD0 
WRITE(2,512)H3,H2,H1,H0 
AA=H2/H3 
BB=K1/H3 
CC=H0/H3 
CALL CUBIC(AA,BB,CC,Xl,X2,X3,m,XX2,}QC3,II) 
IFdI.EQ.DTHEN 
vc(7)=m 
CVC(8)=X2 
CVC(9)=X3 
WRITE(2.,513)VC{?) 
GO TO 11 
ELSE 
VC(7)=XX1 
VC(8)=XX2 
VC(9)=XX3 
WRITE(2,504)VC(7),VC(8),VC(9) 
END IF 
11 CONTINUE 
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C CALCULATE NEW SPEEDS ASSOCIATED WITH THE SECOND 
C ROUTH-HURWITZ CRITERION 
AN2 = -B2*B4*BS+B1*B5*BS-B2*B8*M 
AHO = B1*B3*B8-B2*B2ABB 
S = 33*B7AM+Bl*B7*AIZ-B3*BS*Be 
WYZ=1.0E11 
AJ5 = (H3/WYZ)*E2-<AN2/WyZ)*AIZ*AIZ*CR*CR*M*M 
AJ4 = (E2/WYZ)*H2+(E1/WYZ)*H3-2.*(AN2/WVZ)*S*AIZ*CR*M 
AJ3 = (E2/WYZ)*Hl+(El/WYZ)*H2+(E0/WyZ)*H3-(AN2/WYZ) 
C *S*S-(ANO/WVZ)*AIZ*AIZ*CR*CR*M*M 
AJ2 = <E2/WYZ)*H0+(El/WVZ)*Hl+(E0/WyZ)*H2-Z.*(AN0/WYZ) 
C *S*AIZ*CR*M 
AJl = (El/WVZ)*HO+(EO/W?Z)*Hl-(ANO/WyZ)*S*S 
AJO = (EO/WVZ)*HO 
WRITE(2,512)AJ5,AJ4,AJ3,AJ2,AJ1,AJO 
A(l)=1.0 
A(2)=AJ4/AJ5 
A(3)=AJ3/AJ5 
A{4)=AJ2/AJ5 
A(5)=AJ1/AJ5 
A(G)=AJ0/AJ5 
IF(ABS<AJO).LT.0.01)GO TO 16 
N=5 
ITMAX=15 
TOP=10E18 
CALL POLYN(A,B,C,ITMAX,N,TOP,IREAL,IPRINT) 
GO TO 17 
IS CALL QUART(A(2),A(3),A(4),A(5),Xl,X2,X3,X4,m,XX2, 
C XX3,XX4,II) 
KSAV=13 
IF(II.NE.4) GO TO 18 
VC(10)=XX1 
VC(11)=XX2 
VC(12)=XX3 
VC(13)=XX4 
GO TO 13 
IB IF(II,NE.2) GO TO 20 
CVC(10)=X1 
CVC(11)=X2 
VC(12)=XX3 
VC(13)=XX4 
GO TO 19 
20 IF(II.NE.3) GO TO 21 
VC(10)=XX1 
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vc(ii)=m 
CVC(12)=X3 
CVC(13)=X4 
GO TO 13 
21 CVC(10)=X1 
CVC(11)=XZ 
CVC(12)=X3 
CVC(13)=X4 
KSAV=13 
GO TO 19 
17 KSAV=9 
DO 12 II=1,IREAL 
K=KSAV+II 
VC(K)=C(II) 
12 WRITE(2,507)VC(II) 
19 DO 14 11=1,KSAV 
14 WRITE(2,513)VC(II),CVC(II) 
100 FORMAT(3F5.1,5F10.2) 
101 FORMAT(3F10.2,4F6.1) 
102 F0RMAT(2F10.6,3F5.1,F8.S) 
200 FORMAT(A20,A20,A20) 
400 FORMAT( A20,3X,A20,3X,A20) 
500 FORMAT( ZX,3aX,E12.5) ,/,2X,5(lX,E12.5) ) 
501 FORMAT( 2X,3(1X,S12.5),/,2X,4(1X,E12.5)) 
502 FORMAT( 2X,6(1X,E12.5)) 
503 FORMAT( 1X,5(1X,E12.5),/,2X,4(1X,E12.5>) 
504 FORMAT( 2X,3(3X,E12.5)) 
507 FORMAT( 10X,E12.5) 
508 FORMAT( 3X/COEFFICIENT A2 YIELDS ONLY IMAGINARY SPEEDS') 
509 FORMAT( 10X,2{2X,S12.5)> 
510 FORMAT( 3X,'COEFFICIENT A1 YIELDS ONLY IMAGINARY SPEEDS') 
511 FORMAT( 3X,4(2X,E12.5)) 
512 FORMATS 1X,5(1X,E12.5),/,5XE12.5) 
513 FORMAT( 3X,G12.4,5X,2Q12.4) 
515 FORMAT( 3X/WRITE COEFFICIENTS B') 
516 FORMAT( 3X,'WRITE VXO,PHIQ,VYO') 
517 FORMAT( 3X/WRITE VCl') 
518 FORMAT( 3X,'WRITE D2,D1,D0') 
519 FORMAT( 3X,'WRITE VC2,VC3') 
520 FORMAT( 3X,'WRITE E2,E1,E0') 
521 FORMAT( 3X,'WRITE VC4,VC5') 
522 FORMAT( 3X/WRITE VCS') 
523 FORMAT( 3X/THE STEADY STATE FORWARD SPEED IS COMPLEX') 
524 FORMAT( 3X/VC6 IS ZERO') 
STOP 
END 
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C PROGRAM CHS 
C 
C THIS PROGRAM EVALUATES THE BEHAVIOR AND LATERAL STABILITY 
C OF THE SPREAD TIRE MODEL FOR CORNERING. THIS MODEL 
C CONSIDERS INDIVIDUAL TIRES, SLIP ANGLES, STEER ANGLES 
C AND THE VEHICLE'S LATERAL DIMENSIONS. 
C 
CHARACTER*20 CARR 
COMPLEX Xl,X2,X3,X5,i;VC(25) 
REAL VC(25),A(0:15),3(0:15),C(0;15) 
REAL M,L11,L22,L12,L21,D,DELF1,DSLF2 
OPEN (UNIT=1,FILE='CHSIN.DAT',READONLY,STATUS='OLD') 
OPEN(UNIT=2,FILE='CHEOUT.DAT',STATUS='NEW') 
READ(1,100)CARR 
READ(1,101)M,L11,L12,L21,L22,T11,T12,T21,T22 
READd, 102 )WF1 ,WF2, WRl, WR2 ,FXF1 ,FXF2 ,FXR1 ,FXR2 
READ(1,103)AIZ,D,DELFl,DELF2 
READ(1,104)VXO,VYO,OZO,IPRINT 
READd,105)G,IWTFR,P 
WRITE(2,500)CARR 
WRITE(2,501)M,L11,L12,L21,L22,T11,T12,T21,T22 
PI=3.141592S54 
C CALCULATE THE TIRE CORNERING STIFFNESSES 
75 CAF1=(0.244-0.0000791*MF1)*WF1*180./PI 
CAF2=(0.244-0.0000731*WF2)*WF2*180./PI 
CAR1=(0.244-0.0000791*WR1)*WR1*180./PI 
CAR2=(0.244-0.0000791*WR2)*WR2*1SO./PI 
WRITE(2,502)CAFl,CAF2,CARl,CAR2,FXFl,FXF2,FXRl,FXR2 
WRITS(2,503)AIZ,D,DELFl,DELF2 
C SET THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS TO BE USED IN THE 
C POLYNOMIAL ROOT FINDER AT 15. 
ITMAX=i5 
C SET THE UPPER LIMIT ON THE MAGNITUDES OF COEFFICIENTS SQUARED 
C AT i.Eia 
T0P=1.E18 
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C CALCULATE THE CONSTANTS IN THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION 
Bi=CAFl+CAF2+CARl+CAR2 
32=L11ACAF1+L12*CAF2-L21*CAR1-LZ2*CAR2 
B3=L11**2*CAF1+L12**2.*CAF2+L21**2*CAR1+L22**2*CAR2 
34=T11*CAF1*DELF1-T12*CAF2*DSL?2 
B5=L11*T11*CAF1*DELF1-L12*T12*CAF2*DELF2 
BS=T11*CAF1-T12*CAF2+T21*CAR1-T22*CAR2 
37=L11AT11ACAF1+L22*T22ACAR2-L12*T12*CAF2-LZ1AT21*CAR1 
3B=L11*CAF1*DELF1+L12*CAF2*DELF2 
33=L11**2*T11ACAF1+L21**2*T21*CAR1-L22*A2*T22*CAR2-L12*A2*T12ACAF2 
C-Ll1*T11**2*CAF1*DELF1-L12*T12**2*CAF2*DSLF2 
B10=FXF1+FXF2+FXR1+FXR2-CAF1*DELF1*A2-CAF2*DSLF2**2 
311=CAF1*DELF1+CAF2*DELF2 
B12=FXF1*DELF1+FXF2*DELF2+CAF1*DELF1+CAF2AI3ELF2 
313=38-T11*CAF1*DELF1*DELF1+T12*CAF2*DELF2*DELF2+T11*FXF1-T12*FXF2 
C+L11*FXF1ADELF1+L12*FXF2*DELF2+T21*FXR1-T22AFXR2 
B14=B7-T11**2*CAF1*D2LF1-T12**2*CAF2*DELF2 
WRITE(2,514) 
WRITE(2,504)31,32,33,B4,35,3S 
WRITE(2,515) 
WRITE(2,504)87,38,39,310,311,312 
WRITE(2,515) 
WRITE(2,505)313,314 
C IF STEADY STATE VALUES ARE INPUT SKIP NONLINEAR EQUATIONS 
IF(VX0.GT.0.1)GO TO 18 
C SOW HAVE TO ADDRESS THE PROBLEM OF NONLINEAR SYSTEM OF ALGEBRAIC 
C EQUATIONS. 
CALL SYNLN(31,32,33,34,35,35,B7,38,39,310,311,312,313,314, 
C VXO,VYO,OZO,D,DELF1,DELF2,M,Lll,L12, 
C FXFl, F5ÎF2, FXRl, FXR2, CAFl, CAF2, CARl, CAR2 ) 
18 WRITE(2,512)VXO,VYO,OZO 
C CALCULATE THE EIGENVALUES ASSOCIATED WITH THE STEADY STATE 
CALL EIGENe(VXO,VYO,OZO,31,32,33,34,35,35,37,38,39,BIO,311 
C,B12,B13,B14,M,D,AIZ) 
C CALCULATE THE INDIVIDUAL TIRE SLIP ANGLES 
ALPK11=( (VYO+LllAOZO)/ (VXO+TH*OZO) )-DELFl 
ALPH12=((VYO+L12AOZO)/(VXO-T12*OZO))-DELF2 
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ÂLPH21=((VyO-L21*OZO)/(VXO+T21*OZO)) 
ALPH22={(VYO-L22*OZO)/(VX0-T22*0Z0)) 
WRITE(2,530)ALPH11 
WRITE(2,531)ALPK12 
WRITE(2,532)ALPH21 
WRITS{2,533)ALPH22 
C CALCULATE THE LATERAL TIRE FORCES 
FY11=-CAF1AALPH11 
F?12=-CAF2*ALPH12 
FY2i=-CARl*ALPH21 
FY22=-CAR2*ALPH22 
WRITE(2,534)FY11 
WRITE(2,535)FV12 
WRITE(2,536)FY21 
WRITE(2,537)FY22 
C CALCULATE THE RADIUS OF THE GIVEN TURN 
CRAD=(((Lll+L12)/2.+{L21+L22)/2.)+((WFl+WF2)/((CAFl+CAF2) 
C /2.)-(WR14WR2)/((CARl+CAR2)/2.))*VXOAVXO/G)/<(DELFl 
C +DELF2)/2.) 
NRITE(2,538)CRAD 
C CALCULATE THE LATERAL ACCELERATION OF THE VEHICLE 
RACG=(VXO*VXO)/(CRAD*G) 
WRITE(2,539)RACG 
IF(IWTFR.EQ.O)GO TO 76 
C CALCULATE THE FRONT WEIGHT TRANSFER 
WSAVF=WF1 
WSAVR=WR1 
WT0T=WF1+WF2+'WR1+WR2 
WF=WF1+WF2 
MF=M*WF/WTOT 
WF1=(MF*P*RACG+T12*WF)/(Tll+Tl2) 
WF2=WF-HF1 
WRITE(2,540)WF1 
WRITE(2,541)WF2 
C CALCULATE THE REAR WEIGHT TRANSFER 
WR=WR1+WR2 
MR=M-MF 
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MR1= ( MR*P*RACG+T22*WR ) / ( ÎP21+r22 ) 
WR2=WR-WR1 
WRITE(2,542)WR1 
WRITE(2,543)WH2 
WCKF=ABS(WSAVF-WFl) 
WCKR=ABS(WSAVR-WRl) 
W3F=0.1*WSAVF 
MBR=0.1*WSAVR 
IF(WC:<F.GT.W3F)G0 TO 75 
IF(MCXR.GT.A=R)GO TO 75 
C INITIALIZE THE CRITICAL SPEED ARRAYS 
75 DO 20 1=1,21 
VC(I)=0.0 
20 CVC(I)=C.1PLX(0.0,0.0) 
C CALCULATE THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE CRITERIA BASED ON A2 
3B3=4.*D*AIZ 
BB2~0• 
3B1=B1*AIZ- {B5-B3 ) *M-2. *M*VY0*0Z0*AIZ-2. *B10*AIZ 
BBO=- < B14*VY0+2. *B9*0Z0 ) *M- ( BB*020+B11*VY0 ) *AIZ-B6*0Z0*AIZ 
AA=BB2/BB3 
BB=BB1/BB3 
CC=BB0/BB3 
WRITE(2,517) 
WRITE ( 2,505 ) BB3, BB2, BBl, BBO 
C SOLVE THE POLYNOMIAL BASED ON A2 FOR POSSIBLE CRITICAL OR CHARACTERISTIC 
C SPEEDS. 
CALL CU3IC{AA,3B,CC,Xl,X2,X3,m,}«2,XX3,II) 
WRITE(2,529) 
I?(II.NE.3) GO TO 10 
vc(i)=m 
vc(2)=m 
VC{3)=XX3 
WRITE(2,510)VC(1),VC<2),VC(3) 
GO TO 14 
10 IF(II.NE.l) GO TO 14 
VC(1)=REAL(X1) 
CVC(2>=X2 
CVC(3)=X3 
14 WRITE(2,522)VC(1) 
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C CALCULATE THE COEFFICIENTS ASSOCIATED WITH THE POLYNOMIAL IS VX 
C BASED ON A1 
G4=4.*D*(B1*AIZ-(B5-B3)*M)+3.*M**2*AIZ*0Z0**2+(B4-B2)AM**2 
G3=(-2.*313*VYO+B14*OZO)*M**2+(3.*Bll-2.*B12)*M*AIZ*OZO 
C -4.ABe*D*AIZ*0Z0-4.*B14*D*M*VY0-S.*B9*D*M*0Z0 
G2=(-B1*AIZ+(B5-B3)*M)*M*VYO*OZO 
C +(B2-3.*B4)*M*AIZ*OZO*OZO-(B4-B2)*M*M*VYO*VYO 
C -2.*B1*B10*AIZ+(2.ABIO-Bl)*(B5-B3)*M 
C +32*{B4-B2)AM-2.*Bll*B12*AIZ-2.*B8*B13*M 
Gl=(2.*BS*B10-Bl*Ba+B2*311+2.*B4*B12)*AIZ*OZO 
C +(2.*Be*M*AIZ*0Z0+2.*B14*M*M*VY0+4.*B9*M*M*0Z0)*VYO*OZO 
C +( (2.*B10-Bl)*B14+311*(B5-B3)-(BS4-B8)*(B4-B2) 
C +2.*34*313)*M*VYO+(B9*(4.*B10-2.*31) 
C +36*(B5-B3)-2.*37*(34-32)+32*314+4.*35*313)*M*OZO 
G0=(38*314+2.*39*311+34*(35-33)+2.*35*(34-32))*M*VYO*OZO 
C +(2.*36*39+2.*38*39+2.*35*(35-33)-2.*B7*B14)*M*OZQ*OZO 
C +(311*314+34*(34-32))*M*VY0**2+(36*38-32*34)*AIZ*0Z0**2 
C +(35*311-31*34)*AIZ*VYO*OZO 
IF (ABS(G4).LT.0.01) GO TO 56 
AA = G3/G4 
33 = G2/G4 
CC = G1/G4 
DD = G0/G4 
WRITE(2,513) 
WRITS(2,508)G4,G3,G2,G1 
C CALCULATE POSSIBLE CRITICAL SPEEDS ASSOCIATED WITH A1 
CALL QUART{AA,3B,CC,DD,X1,X2,X3,X4,XX1,XX2,XX3,XX4,II) 
GO TO 57 
56 AA=G2/G3 
33=G1/G3 
CC=G0/G3 
CALL CUBIC (AA. BB, CC ,X1 .X2 .X3 .-XXl ,.XK2 ,XX3, II ) 
IFdl.EQ.DTHÊN 
VC(4)=REAL(X1) 
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CVC(5)=X2 
CVC(S)=X3 
ELSE 
VC{4)=XX1 
VC(5)=XX2 
VC(S)=XX3 
END IF 
GO TO 26 
57 IF(II.NS.4) GO TO 30 
VC(4)=XX1 
VC(5)=XX2 
VC(5)=XX3 
VC(7)=XX4 
GO TO 26 
30 IF(II.NE.2)G0 TO 27 
CVC(4)=X1 
CVC(5)=X2 
VC(6)=XX3 
VC(7)=XX4 
GO TO 26 
27 IF(II.NE.3)G0 TO 28 
VC(4)=XX1 
VC(5)=XX2 
CVC(6)=X3 
CVC(7)=X4 
GO TO 26 
28 CVC{4)=X1 
CVC(5)=X2 
CVC(6)=X3 
CVC(7)=X4 
26 CONTINUE 
WRITE(2,528) 
DO 99 1=4,7 
99 WRITE(2,510)VC(I) 
KSAV=7 
C CALCULATE THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE POLYNOMIAL IN VX ASSOCIATED KITH THE 
C COEFFICIENT AO 
H7=4.*D*(B4-B2)*M 
H6=2.*M*OZO*(2.*DAB14+313*M) 
H5=-4.*D*(Bl*(B5-B3)-B2*(B4-B2))+2.*M*M*VYO*OZO*(B4-B2) 
C -2.*M*M*OZO*OZ0*(B5-B3)+2.*M*(Bll*B13-B10*(B4-B2)) 
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H4=4.*D*(-(31*314+B6*(B4-B2)}*VYO 
C + ( -2. *31*33+36* ( 35-33 > -2. *37* ( 34-32 ) +32*B14 ) *0Z0 ) 
C -2. *314*M*M*VYO*OZO*OZO+ ( -2. *310*314+2. * ( 35-33 ) * ( 312-311 ) 
C +2.*(BB-B13)*(B4-B2>)*M*0Z0 
C + ( -2. *B12* (34-32 ) -2. *B1*313 ) *M*VYO-6. *B9*M*M*OZO*OZO*CZO 
H3=4.*D*(2.*OZO*OZO*(36*39-37*314)) 
C +(-4.*B11*B14-4.*34*(34-32))*M*VYO*OZO 
C +2. * ( -3. *39*311+34* ( 35-33 ) +2. *39*312-2. *37*B13-3. *35 
C *(34-32)+38*314)*M*OZO*OZO 
C +2.*(-(34-3Z)*(32*310+3B*312)+(B5-33)*(31*B10+311*312) 
C +32*311*313-31*313*38) 
H2=2.*(31*314+36*(34-32))*M*VYO*VYO*OZO 
C +2.*(31*39-36*(35-33)+37*(34-32)-32*314)*M*VYO*OZO*CZO 
C +2.*(31*310*314+311*312*314-36*311*313+31*34*313 
C +(34-32)*(36*310+34*312))*VYO 
C +2.*(2.*31*39*310-(35-33)*(36*310+34*312) 
C +2.*(34-32)*(37*310+35*313)-32*310*314 
C +2.*39*311*312-32*34*313-2.*37*311*313-33*312*314 
C +36*38*313+2.*B1*35*B13)*0Z0 
C +2.*(3. *34*39-32*39-37* ( 35-33 ) -3. *35*314 ) *M*OZO*OZO*OZO 
Hl=4. * ( 37*314-36*33 ) *M*WO*OZO*OZO*OZO 
C +(4.*(37*314-36*39)*310+4.*(34*37-35*36)*313 
C +4.*(35*314-34*39)*312-2.*(37*311-31*35)*(35-33) 
C -2. * ( 37*38-32*35)*(34-32)+2.*(31*38-32*33)*311)*OZO*OZO 
C +(2. * (36*38-32*34)*(34-32)+2.*(31*34-36*311)*(35-33) 
C +2.*(31*38-32*311)*314+4.*34*312*314)*VYO*OZO 
H0=2.*((37*38-32*35)*314+(32*34-36*38)*39 
C +(34*37-35*36)*(35-33))*QZO*OZO*OZO 
C +2.*((31*34-36*311)*39+(37*311-31*35)*314 
C +(34*37-35*36)*(34-32))*VYO*OZO*OZO 
WRITE(2,523) 
WRITE(2,520)H7,H6,H5,H4 
WRITE(2,521)H3,H2,H1,H0 
IF (ABS(H7).LT.0.01) GO TO 62 
A(l)=1.0 
A(2)=H6/H7 
A(3)=H5/H7 
A(4>=H4/H7 
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A(5)=H3/H7 
Â(G)=K2/H7 
A(7)=H1/H7 
A(8)=H0/H7 
N=7 
IF (A3S{H0).LT.0.01) N=S 
GO TO S4 
52 A(l)=1.0 
A(2)=H5/H5 
A(3)=H4/H6 
A(4)=H3/H5 
A(5)=H2/HS 
A(e)=Hl/HS 
A(7)=H0/H5 
N=S 
54 DO S3 1=1,N+1 
53 WRITS(2,507)A(I) 
CALL POLyN(A,B,C,ITMAX,N,TOP,IREAL,IPRIST) 
DO IS I=1,IREAL 
K=KSAV+I 
VC(K)=C(I) 
WRITE(2,507)VC(K) 
KSAV=K 
15 CONTINUE 
Q7=-4.*G4*D*M*AIZ-K7*AIZ*M*M 
QS=-4.*G3*D*M*AIZ-HS*AIZ*M*M 
Pl=-2. *M*WO*OZO-2. *B10+B1 
P2=-38A0Z0-B11*W0-BS*0Z0 
P3=B14AW0+2.*B9*0Z0 
Q5=-4.*G2*D*M*AIZ-H5*AIZ*M*M+G4*M*AIZ*P1-G4*(B5-33)*M*M 
Q4=-4.AG1*D*M*AIZ-H4*AIZ*M*M+G3*M*AIZ*P1-G3*(35-33)*M*M 
C +G4*M*AIZ*P2-G4*M*M*P3 
Q3=-4.*G0*D*M*AIZ-H3*AIZ*M*M+G2*M*AIZ*P1-G2*(35-33)*M*M 
C +G3*M*AIZ*P2-G3*M*M*P3 
02= -H2*AIZ*M*M+G1*M*AIZ*P1-G1*(55-33)*MAM 
C +G2*M*AIZ*P2-G2*M*M*P3 
01= -H1*AIZ*M*M+G0*M*AIZ*P1-G0*(35-33)*M*M 
C +G1*M*AIZ*P2-G1*M*M*P3 
00= -HO*AIZ*M*M 
C +G0*M*AIZ*P2-G0*M*M*P3 
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WRITS(2,5ZS)Q7,Q5,Q5,Q4 
WRITE(2,5Z7)Q3,Q2,Q1,Q0 
IF(ABS(Q7).LT.0.01)GO TO 65 
A(l)=1.0 
A(2)=QS/Q7 
A(3)=Q5/Q7 
A(4)=Q4/Q7 
A(5)=Q3/Q7 
A(6)=Q2/Q7 
A(7)=Q1/Q7 
A(8)=Q0/Q7 
N=7 
IF(ABS(QO).LT.0.01)N=6 
GO TO EE 
65 A<1)=1.0 
A(2)=Q5/Q5 
A(3)=Q4/QE 
A(4)=Q3/Q6 
A(5)=Q2/Q6 
A(e)=Ql/Q5 
A(7)=Q0/Q6 
N=5 
IF(ABS(QO>.LT.0.01)N=5 
56 DO 68 1=1,N+1 
68 WRITE(2,507)A(I) 
CALL POLYN(A,3,C,ITMAX,N,TOP,IRZAL,IPRINT ) 
KSAV=KSAV+IREAL 
DO 17 I=1,IRSAL 
VC(I)=C(I) 
17 WRITE(2,507) 
WRITE(2,524) 
DO 67 I=1,KSAV 
67 WRITE{2,525)VC(I),CVC(I) 
STOP 
100 FORMAT(A20) 
101 F0RMAT(9(F7.2)) 
102 FORMAT(4<F10.2),4(F7.2)) 
103 FORMAT(4(F10.2)) 
104 FORMAT(3(F15.8),I3) 
105 FORMAT(F10.4,I10,F10.4) 
500 FORMAT( A20) 
501 FORMAT( 9(1X,F7.2)) 
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502 FORMAT( 4(1X,F10.2),4(1X,F7.2)) 
503 FORMAT( 4(5X,F10.2)) 
504 FORMAT( 6(2X,E10.2)) 
505 FORMAT( 2(5X,E10.2>) 
506 FORMAT( 4(2X,E10.2)) 
507 FORMAT( 1X,E10.4) 
508 FORMAT( 1X,'G4= ',E10.4,2X,'G3= ',Ei0.4,2X,'G2= ',E10.4,2X, 
C 'Gl= 'E10.4) 
510 FORMAT( 1X,4(G12.5,2X)) 
511 FORMAT( 4(4X,E12.4)) 
512 FORMAT( 1X,'VX0= ',E12.4,2X,'VYO= ',E12.4,2X,'0Z0= ',E12.4) 
514 FORMAT{ 5X/THE COEFFICIENTS OF EQ. OF MOTION, B1 TO B6'> 
515 FORMAT( 5X/THE COEFFICIENTS OF EQ. OF MOTION, B7 TO B12') 
516 FORMAT( 5X,'THE COEFFICIENTS OF EQ. OF MOTION, B13 AND B14') 
517 FORMAT( 7X,'THE COEFFICIENTS BASED ON CRITERION Â2') 
518 FORMAT( 2X,'VC1= ',E12.4,2X,'VC2= ',E12.4,2X,'VC3= ',E12.4) 
519 FORMAT( 5X,'THE COEFFICIENTS BASED ON CRITERION Al') 
520 FORMAT( 1X,'H7= ',E12.4,2X,'H6= ',E12.4,2X,'H5= ',E12.4,2X, 
C'H4= ',E12.4) 
521 FORMAT( 1X,'H3= ',E12.4,2X,'H2= ',E12.4,2X,'Hl= ',E12.4,2X, 
C'HO= ',E12.4) 
522 FORMAT( 5X,'VC(1)= ',E12.4) 
523 FORMAT( 5X,'THE COEFFICIENTS BASED ON CRITERION AO') 
524 FORMAT( 15%,'CRITICAL VALUES IN ORDER AS FOUND') 
525 FORMAT( 5X,'CV= ',F15.8,5X,'CVC= ',2F15.8) 
526 FORMAT( 1X,'Q7= ',E12.4,2X,'Q6= ',E12.6,2X,'Q5= ',E12.4,2X, 
C 'Q4= ',E12.4) 
527 FORMAT( 1X,'Q3= ',E12.4,2X,'Q2= ',E12.4,2X,'Ql= ',E12.4,2X, 
C 'Q0= ',E12.4) 
528 FORMAT( 3X,'CRITICAL VALUES BASED ON Al ARE') 
529 FORMAT( 3X,'CRITICAL VALUES BASED ON A2 ARE') 
530 FORMÂT( 3X,'ALPHAll = ',E12.5) 
531 FORMAT( 3X,'ALPHA12 = ',E12.S) 
532 FORMAT( 3X,'ALPHA21 = ',E12.5) 
533 FORMAT( 3X,'ALPHA22 = ',E12.S) 
534 FORMAT( 3X,'LATERAL FORCE ON TIRE 11 = ',G12.4) 
535 FORMAT( 3X,'LATERAL FORCE ON TIRE 12 = ',G12.4) 
536 FORMAT( 3X,'LATERAL FORCE ON TIRE 21 = ',G12.4) 
537 FORMAT( 3X,'LATERAL FORCE ON TIRE 22 = ',G12.4) 
538 FORMAT! 3X,'THE TURNING RADIUS = ',G12.4) 
533 FORMAT( 3X,'TKE RADIAL ACCELERATION = ',G12.4) 
540 FORMAT( 3X,'THE NEW DRIVERS FRONT TIRE LOAD IS ',G12.4) 
541 FORMAT( 3X,'THE NEW PASS. FRONT TIRE LOAD IS ',G12.4) 
542 FORMAT( 3X,'THE NEW DRIVERS REAR TIRE LOAD IS ',G12.4) 
543 FORMAT( 3X,'THE NEW PASS. FRONT TIRE LOAD IS ',G12.4) 
END 
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C SUBROUTINE CUBIC 
C 
C THIS SUBROUTINE FIND THE ROOTS OF CUBIC POLYNOMIALS. 
SUBROUTINE CUBIC (A ,B, C ,X1 ,XZ ,X3 ,m ,XX2 ,XX3, II ) 
REAL I,a,K,L,DEG,D 
COMPLEX X1,X2,X3,M,CK,CG,CL,CH,CA 
PARAMETER(PI=3.141592S535997932338D0) 
DEG=3. 
KX=0 
X1=CMPLX(0.0,0.0) 
X2=CMPLX(0.0,0.0) 
X3=CMPLX(0.0,0.0) 
XX1=0.0 
XX2=0.0 
XX3=0.0 
A=A/(ABS(C)**(1./DEG)) 
3=B/(ABS(C)**(2./DEG)) 
C WRITE<2,502)A,B,C 
OC=C 
IF(C.LT.O.O) GO TO 12 
C=1.0 
GO TO 14 
12 C=-1.0 
14 D=B-A*A/3. 
E=A*A*A/13.5-A*B/3. +C 
F=E*E/4.+D*D*D/27. 
C WRITE(2,500)3,E,F 
IF(F.GE.O.)THEN 
K=-S/2.+SQRT(F) 
L=-E/2.-SQRT(F) 
C WRITE(2,5C1)K,L 
IF(K.LT.O.O) THEN 
G=(ABS(K))**(!./3.) 
G=—G 
ELSE 
G=K**(l./3.) 
END IF 
IF(L.LT.O.O) THEN 
H=<ABS(L))**(!,/3.> 
H=-H 
ELSE 
H=L**(l./3.) 
END IF 
M=CMPLX(-3.0,0.0) 
XXl=G+H-A/3. 
X2=-(G+H)/2.-A/3.+0.5*(G-H)*CSQRT(M) 
X3=-(G+H)/2.-A/3.-0.5* < G-H)*CSQRT(M > 
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X1=CMPLX(XXI,0.0) 
C WRITE(2,503)X1,X2,X3 
IF(ABS(AIMAG(X2)).LT.0.1)XX2=RSAL(X2) 
IF(ABS(AIMAG(X3)).LT.0.1)XX3=RSAL(X3) 
IF(ABS(AIMAG(X2)).GT.0.1)11=1 
IF(ABS(AIMAG(X2)).LT.0.1)11=3 
ELSE 
I=2.*S0RT(-D/3.) 
J=ACOS((-E/2.)/SQRT(-D*D*D/27.)) 
XX1=-A/3.+I*CQS(J/3.) 
XX2=-A/3.+I*COS(J/3.+2*PI/3.) 
XX3=-A/3.+I*C0S(J/3.+4*PI/3.) 
11=3 
IF(XX1.LE.XX2) GO TO 10 
SAVE=XX1 
XX1=XX2 
XX2=SAVE 
10 IF(XX2.L2.XX3) GO TO 11 
SAVE=XX2 
XX2=XX3 
XX3=SAVE 
IF(XX1.LE.XX2) GO TO 11 
SAVE=XX1 
XX1=XX2 
XX2=SAVE 
11 END IF 
IF(II.EQ.1)X1=CMPLX(XX1,0.0) 
C=OC 
XX1=XX1A(ABS(C)**(1./DEG)) 
XX2=XX2*(ABS(C)**(1./DEG)) 
XX3=XX3*(ABS(C)**(1./DEG)) 
X1=X1*(ABS(C)**(1./DEG)) 
X2=X2*(ABS(C)**(1./DEG)) 
X3=X3*(ABS(C)**(1./DEG)) 
C 500 FORMAT( 10X,'D= ',E12.4,3X,'E= ',E12.4,3X,'F= ',E12.4) 
C 501 FORMAT( 15X,'K= ',E12.4,5X,'L= \E12.4) 
C 502 FORMAT( 10X,'A= ',E12.4,3X,'B= ',S12.4,3X,'C= ',E12.4) 
C 503 FORMATS 3X,'X1= ',2F10.4,2X,'X2= ',2F10.4,2X,'X3= ',2?1G.4) 
RETURN 
END 
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C 5UBH0UTINS EIGSX4 
C 
C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE EIGENVALUES FOR THE EXTENDED 
C BICYCLE MODEL FOR THE STEADY STATE SPEEDS DETERÎVÎINED BY 
C PROGRAM CH4. THEN WRITES THESE EIGENVALUES AND RETURNS TO 
C THE MAIN PROGRAM. 
SUBROUTINE ÎIGSN4 (VXO,WO, OZO, 31,32,33, ?X?, ?XR, D, CAP, CAR 
C,DELF,M,AIZ,L1,L2,A,A3,A2,A1,A0'( 
COMPLEX X1,X2,X3 
REAL A(3,3),M,L1,L2,D,DELF 
C CALCULATE THE ELEMENTS OF THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX 
A ( 1,1 ) =-M*VYO*OZO-FXF-FXRf3. *D*'\%0**2+2. *CAF*DELF**2 
A i1,2)=-(M*VXO*OZO+2.0*CAF*DELF) 
A(1,3)=-<M*VX0*VY0+2.0*Li*CAF*DEl?• 
A(2,1)=2.0*M*VXO*OZO-FXF*DELF-2.0*CAF*DELF 
A(2,2)=31 
A<2,3)=B2+M*VX0**2 
A(3,1)=-(FXF*Ll*DELF+2.0*L1*CAF*DELF) 
A(3,2)=B2 
A<3,3)=B3 
C WRITE THESE ELEMENTS INTO A DATA SET TO BE USED AS A SOURCE FOR THE 
C EIGENVALUE PROGRAM. 
WRITE(2,503) 
DO 5 1=1,3 
5 WRITE(2,501)<A(I,J),J=1,3) 
A3=AIZ*M**2*VX0**3 
A2=A<3,3)*M**2*VX0**2+A <2,2)*AIZ*M*VX0**2+A(1,1)*M*AIZ*'^ C**2 
A1=A<2,2)*A<3,3)AM*VX0+A(1,1)*A<3,3)*M*VX0+A<1,1)*A<2,2)*AIZ 
C*VXO-A ( 1,2 > *A ( 2,1 ) *AIZ*VXO-A ( 3,1 ) AA ( 1,3 ) AMA'v'XO-A < 2,3 > *A ; 3,2 ; * 
CMAVXC 
A0=A(1,1)*A(2,2)*A(3,3)-A<2,3)*A(3,2)*A(1,1)-A(1,2>*A(2,1>* 
CA<3,3)+A<1,2)*A(3,1)AA<2,3>+A<1,3)AA(2,1)AA'3,2)-A':i,3i* 
CA(3,1)AA<2,2) 
WRITE<2,504) 
HRITS(2,:02)A3,A2,A1,A0 
Q=A2/A3 
R=A1/A3 
S=A0/A3 
CALL CUBIC(Q,R,S,XI,X2,X3,XXI,XX2,XX3,II> 
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WRITS(2,505) 
IF(II.EQ.1)WRITE(2,505)X1,X2,X3 
I?(II.SQ.3)WRITE(2,507)XX1,XX2,XX3 
501 FORMAT( 10X,9E10.4) 
502 FORMAT( 2X,'A3= ',E12.4,'A2= ',E12.4,'A1= ',E12.4,'A0= ',S12.4) 
503 FORMAT( IX,'THE ELEMENTS OF THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX') 
504 FORMAT( IX,'THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE CHARACTERISTIC EQUATION') 
505 FORMAT{ 1OX,'THE EIGENVALUES ARE') 
50S FORMAT( 1X,3<2S12.4)) 
507 FORMAT( 10X,3(2X,E12.4)) 
RETURN 
END 
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C SUBROUTINE QUAD 
C 
C THIS SUBROUTINE SOLVES QUADRADIC EQUATIONS OF THE FORM 
C AX**2+BX=C=0 FOR BOTH ROOTS 
SUBROUTINE QUAD(A,B,C,X1,X2,XX1,XX2,II) 
COMPLEX X1,X2,CE 
E=B**2-4.*A*C 
IF(E.LT.O.) THEN 
CE=CMPLX(E,0.) 
Xl=(-B+CSQRT(CE))/(2.*A) 
X2=<-B-CSQRT{CE))/(2.*A) 
11=0 
ELSE 
11=2 
XX1=(-B+SQRT(E))/(2.*A) 
XX2=+(-B-SQRT(E))/< 2.*A) 
END IF 
RETURN 
END 
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C SUBROUTINE QUART 
C 
C THIS SUBROUTINE FINDS THE FOUR ROOTS OF A QUARTIC EQUATION 
SUBROUTINE QUART(A,B,C,D,CXl,CX2,CX3,CX4,m,XX2,XX3,m,II) 
REAL I,J,K,L,RS,DDS,EES,RRS,DS,E3 
COMPLEX CXI,CX2,CX3,CX4,CDD,CEE,CRR,CR,CRS,CDDS,CEES,CRRS 
C FORM THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE RESOLVENT CUBIC EQUATION 
CX1=CMPLX(0.0,0.0) 
CX2=CMPLX(0.0,0.0) 
CX3=CMPLX(0.0,0.0) 
CX4=CMPLX(0.0,0.0) 
XX1=0.0 
XX2=0.0 
XX3=0.0 
XX4=0.0 
11=0 
DEG4=4. 
A=A/(ABS(D)**(1./DEG4)) 
B=3/(ABS(D)**(2./DEG4)) 
C=C/(ABS(D)**(3./DEG4)) 
OD=D 
IF(D.LT.O.O)GO TO 12 
D=1.0 
GO TO 14 
12 D=-1.0 
14 AA=-B 
BB=A*C-4.*D 
CC=-A**Z*D+4.*B*D-C**2 
C WRITS(2,S00)AA,BB,CC 
C CALL CUBIC AND OBTAIN A ROOT 
CALL CUBIC(AA,B3,CC,CX1,CX2,CX3,XX1,XX2,XX3,II) 
C SELECT A ROOT OF THE RESOLVENT CUBIC TO USE IN THE SOLUTION 
IF(II.SQ.1)Z=REAL(CX1) 
IF(II.EQ.3)Z=XX1 
C WRITE(2,700) Z 
XX1=0.0 
XX2=0.0 
XX3=0.0 
XX4=0.0 
CX1=CMPLX(0.0,0.0) 
CX2=CMPLX(0.0,0.0) 
CX3=CMPLX(0.0,0.0) 
CX4=CMPLX(0.0,0.0) 
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C SOLVE THE QUÂRTIC 
11=0 
C WRITE(2,700)A 
RS=A**2/4.-B+Z 
C WRITE(2,701) RS 
IF(RS.LT.-0.000001) THEN 
CRS=CMPLX(RS,0.0) 
C WRITE(2,702)CRS 
CR=CSQRT(CRS) 
C WRITE(2,703)CR 
C WRITE(2,700)A 
CDDS=3.*A**2/4.-RS-2.*B+(4.*A*B-8.*C-A*A*A)/(4.*CR) 
C WRITE(2,704)CDDS 
CDD=CSQRT(CDDS) 
C WRITE(2,705)CDD 
CEES=3.*A**2/4.-RS-2.*3-{4.*A*B-B.*C-A*A*A)/(4.*CR) 
C WRITE(2,705)CEES 
CEE=CSQRT(CEES) 
C WRITE(2,707)CEE 
CXl=-A/4.+CR/2.+CDD/2. 
CX2=-A/4.+CR/2.-CDD/2. 
CX3=-A/4.-CR/2.+CSE/2. 
CX4=-A/4.-CR/2.-CEE/2. 
ELSE 
IF(A3S(RS).LT.0.000001) GO TO 10 
C WRITE(2,70B)A,Z 
R=SQRT(RS) 
DDS=3.*A**2/4.-RS-2.*3+(4.*A*B-8.*C-A*A*A)/(4.*R) 
EES=3.*A**2/4.-RS-2.*B-(4.*A*B-S.*C-A*A*A)/(4.*R) 
IF(DBS.LT.O.) THEN 
CDDS=CMPLX(DDS,0.0) 
CDD=CSQRT(CDDS) 
CX1=-A/4.+R/2.+CDD/2. 
CX2=-A/4.+R/2.-CDD/2. 
ELSE 
11=2 
DD=SQRT(DDS) 
XXl=-A/4.+R/2.+DD/2. 
3a2=-A/4.+R/2.-DD/2. 
IF(XX1.LT.XX2> GO TO 20 
SAVE=XX1 
XX1=SK2 
XX2=SAVE 
20 CONTINUE 
END IF 
IF(EES.LT.O.) THEN 
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IF(II.2Q.2)i:=3 
CEES=CMPLX(EES,0.0) 
CES=CSQRT(C2SS) 
CX3=-A/4. -R/2.+C2E/2. 
CX4=-A/4.-R/2.-CES/2. 
ELSE 
IF(II.EQ.2) 11=4 
IF(II.EQ.O) 11=2 
EE=SQRT<EES) 
XX3=-A/4.-R/2.+ES/2. 
m=-A/4.-R/2.-EE/2. 
IF(XX3.LT.XX4)G0 TO 21 
SAVE=XX3 
KX3=KX4 
XX4=SAVE 
21 CONTINUE 
END IF 
GO TO 11 
10 RRS=Z**2-4.*D 
IF(RRS.LT.O.) THEN 
CRRS=CMPLX(RRS,0.0) 
CRR=CSQRT{CRRS) 
CDD=CSQRT(3.*A**2/4.-2.*3+2.*CRR) 
CEE=CSQRT {3. *A**2 / 4. -2. *B-Z. *CRR ) 
CXl=-A/4.+CDD/2. 
CX2=-A/4.-CDD/2. 
CX3=-A/4.+CES/2. 
CX4=-A/4.-CSE/2. 
ELSE 
RR=SQRT(RRS) 
DS=3.AA*A2/4.-2.*3+2.*RR 
ES=3.*A**2/4.-2.*3-2.*RR 
IF(DS.LT.O.> THEN 
CDDS=CMPLX{DS,0.0) 
CDD=CSQRT(CDDS) 
CXl=-A/4.+CDD/2. 
CX2=-A/4.-CDD/2. 
ELSE 
11=2 
DD=SQRT(DS) 
m=-A/4.+DD/2. 
XX2=-A/4.-DD/2. 
IF(»il.LT.XX2) GO TO 22 
SAVE=XX1 
XX1=XX2 
5«2=SAVE 
22 CONTINUE 
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SSD IF 
IF(ES.L!r.O.) THES 
CEES=CMPLX{ES,0.0) 
CEE=CSQRT(CEES> 
IFdI.EQ.2)11=3 
CX3=-A/4.+CEE/2. 
CX4=-A/4.-CEE/2. 
ELSE 
EE=SQST(ES) 
IFdI.EQ.2)11=4 
IFdI.EQ.0)11=2 
XX3=-A/4.+EE/2. 
m=-A/4.-EE/2. 
IF(XX3.LT.m) GO TO 23 
SAVE=XX3 
XK3=XK4 
XX4=SAVE 
23 CONTINUE 
END IF 
END IF 
11 CONTINUE 
END IF 
IFdI.LT.4) GO TO 24 
IF(XX2.LT.J«3) GO TO 24 
SAVE=XX2 
XX2=XX3 
XX3=SAVE 
IF{XX1.LT.XX2)G0 TO 25 
SAVE=XX1 
XX1=XX2 
XX2=SAVE 
25 IF(XX3.LT.m) GO TO 24 
SAVE=XX3 
XX3=XX4 
XX4=SAVE 
IF(XX2.LT.XX3) GO TO 24 
SAVE=XX2 
XX2=XX3 
XX3=SAVE 
24 CONTINUE 
D=OD 
XX1=XX1*(ABS(D)**(1./DEG4)) 
XX2=XX2*(ABS(D)**(1./DEG4)) 
XX3=XX3*(ABS(D)**(1./DEG4)) 
XX4=XX4*(ABS(D)**(1./DEG4)) 
CX1=CX1*(ABS(D)**(1./DEG4)) 
CX2=CX2*(ABS(D)**(1./DEG4)) 
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CX3=CX3*<A3S(D)**(1./DEG4)) 
CX4=CX4*(A3S(D)**(1./DEG4)) 
RETURN 
C 600 FORMAT( 5X,'AA=',G10.4,1X,'BB=',G10.4,1X,'CC=',G10.4) 
C 700 FORMAT( 5X,'Z=',G10.4) 
C 701 FORMAT( 5X,'RS=',G10.4) 
C 702 FORMAT( 5X,'CR2=',2G10.4) 
C 703 FORMAT( 5X,'CR=',2G10.4) 
C 704 FORMAT( 5X,'CDD2=',2G10.4) 
C 705 FORMAT( 5X,'CDD=',2G10.4) 
C 706 FORMAT( 5X,'CSE2=',2G10.4) 
C 707 FORMAT( 5X,'CSE=',2G10.4) 
C 708 FORMAT( 3X,2(2X,G10.4)> 
END 
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C SUBROUTINE POLYN 
r 
THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE REAL ROOTS OF A GENERAL POLYNOMIAL 0? 
C DEGREE K, UP TO DEGREE 15, USING THE GRAEFFE'S ROOT SQUARING METHOD. 
SUBROUTINE POLYN (A, B, C, ITMAX, N, TOP, I REAL, IPRIIIT > 
DIMENSION A(N+1),E(N+1),C(S+1> 
REAL AI,AK,XP 
C SCALE THE ORIGINAL COEFFICIENTS 
NPI=N+1 
OD=A(NPI) 
WRITS(2,502) 
DO 95 1=2,N 
AI=I-1. 
AN=N 
XP=AI/AN 
99 A(I)=A(I)/(ABS(A(NPI))**X?) 
A(l)=1.0 
IF(OD.GT.0.0)A<NPI>=1.0 
IF(OD.LT.0.0^A(NPI)=-1.0 
DO 46 1=1,NPI 
45 WRITE(2,501)A(I) 
C SET THE INTERVAL ABOUT ZERO TO TEST THE ROOTS WHEN T.'ALUATING THE 
C POLYNOMIAL. SET A MAXIMUM LIMIT FOR THE SQUARED COEFFICIENTS. 
EPS=.01 
C EQUATE THE ARRAY C TO THE SCALED COEFFICIENTS 
DO 22 1=1,NPI 
22 C(I)=A(I) 
C CALCULATE DERIVED COEFFICIENTS 3(1) 
M=2 
B(l)=1.0 
DO 10 iTER=l,ITMAX 
DO 4 1=2,NPI 
B(I)=C(I)*C(I) 
IM1=I-1 
DO 3 L=1,IM1 
IPL=I+L 
IML=I-L 
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IFdPL.GT.NPI) GO TO 4 
3 B(I)=3(I)+(-l.)**L*2.*C(IPL)*C(IML) 
4 3(I)=(-1. 
IFCPRINT.EQ.O) GO TO G 
WRITE(2,503) ITER 
DO 12 1=1,NPI 
12 WRITE(2,50B) I,B(I> 
5 DO 19 I=Z,X=I 
IF(ABS(B(I)).GT.TOP .OR. ABS(B(I)).LT.l./TOP .AND. 3(1).SE.0.0) 
C GO TO 11 
13 CONTINUE 
DO 18 1=2,NPI 
18 C(I)=B(I) 
10 CONTINUE 
ITER=ITER-1 
11 WRITE(2,702) 
C IF ALL ROOTS ARE REAL CALCULATE THEM 
KC=0 
WRITE(2,505) 
DO i i  1=2,NPI 
ROOT=ABS(3(I)/B(I-l))**((1./2.)**ITER) 
C EVALUATE THE POLYNOMIAL FOR BOTH POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE VALUES 
C OF THE ROOTS. IF THE VALUE OF THE POLYNOMIAL IS WITHIN SOME 
C SET INTERVAL ABOUT ZERO, THEN ACCEPT THAT ROOT AS A TRUE ROOT 
C OF THE EQUATION. IF THE VALUE OF THE POLYNOMIAL IS NOT WITHIN 
C THAT INTERVAL, WRITE AN ERROR MESSAGE. 
PPLUS=1. 
PMINUS=1. 
DO 41 J=2,NPI 
PPLUS=PPLUS*ROOT+A(J) 
41 PMINUS=PMINUS*(-ROOT)+A(J) 
IF(ABS(PPLUS).GT.ABS(PMINUS)) GO TO 45 
PVAL=PPLUS 
GO TO 42 
45 PVAL=PMINUS 
ROOT=-ROOT 
42 IF(ABS(PVAL).GE.EPS} GO TO 43 
WRITE(2,700)ROOT,PVAL,ITER 
KC=KC+1 
C(KC)=ROOT 
GO TO 44 
43 WRITE(2,701)ROOT,PVAL,ITER 
44 CONTINUE 
IREAL=KC 
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WRI!rE(2,504)IREAL 
DO 75 I=1,IRZAL 
75 C(I)=C(I)A(ABS(0D)**{1./M>) 
RETURN 
100 FORMAr(2(I10)) 
101 FORMAT(FIO.4) 
500 FORMAT( 3X/R00T= ',E10.4) 
501 FORMAT( 3X,'SCALED COEFFICIENT = ',E10.4) 
502 FORMAT( 20X,'TKE SCALED COEFFICIENTS') 
503 FORMAT( IX,'ITER. N0.=',I3) 
504 FORMAT( 3X,'THERE ARE ',13,' REAL ROOTS') 
505 FORMATS 20X,'THE REAL ROOTS OF THE POLYNOMIAL') 
506 FORMAT( 3X,'ROOT',5X,'POLYNOMIAL VALUE',3X,'ITER',IX,'COMMENT') 
507 FORMAT( 3X,G10.4,5X,G10.4) 
508 FORMAT( 3X,'B{',12,') =',G12.5) 
700 FORMAT* G10.4,SX,G1C.4,3X,I4,3X,'PROBABLY A ROOT') 
701 FORMAT( Q10.4,5X,G10.4,3X,I4,3X,'PROBABLY NOT A ROOT') 
702 FORMAT( 3X,'THE COEFFICIENTS SQUARED EXCEED TOP') 
703 FORMAT( IX,'DIVIDE BY ZERO AT ',12,'THIS ROOT WRONG') 
END 
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C SUBROUTINE SYSLS 
C 
C THIS SUBROUTINE SOLVES THE NONLINEAR STEADY STATS EQUATIONS 
C ASSOCIATED WITH THE SPREAD TIRE MODEL. 
SUBROUTINE SVSLiî{31,B2,33,34,B5,35,37,38,33,310,311,B12,313,314, 
C VXT,XYT,0ZT,D,DELF1,DELFZ,M,L11,L12,FX?1,?XF2, 
C FXR1,FXR2,CAF1,CAF2,CAR1,CAR2) 
COMPLEX CX1,CX2,CX3,CX4 
REAL M,D,DSLF1,DELF2,DEM,DELF,L11,L12,L1 
C CALCULATE AVERAGE VALUES TO USE ESTIMATING VXO 
DELF=(DELF1+DELF2)/2. 
Ll=(Lll+L12}/2. 
FXF=FXF1+FXF2 
FXR=FXR1+FXR2 
CAF=(CAFl+CAF2)/2. 
CAR=(CARl+CAR2)/2. 
C CALCULATE THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE POLYNOMIAL FOR THE STEADY STATE FORWARD 
C SPEED. 
AOe=-(D*M**2*32*B2)/DELF**2 
A04=(2.*CAF+FXF)**2*(L1*B2-L1**2*B1)*M**2.-D/DSLF**2 
C*M*(2.*32*32*32-2.*31*B2*B3)+((FXF+FKR-2.*CAF*DSLF**2)/DELF** 
C2)*B2*B2*M**2+(2.*FXF*CAF+4.*CAF**2)*L1*B2*W**2 
A02=(2.*CAF+FXF)**2*(32*(L1*32-B3-L1**2*B1)+L1*31*B3)*M+(( 
CFXF+FXR-2.*CAF*DELF**2)/DELF**2)*(32*(2.*32*32-2.*31*33))*M 
C+(D/DELF**2)*(33* <-31**2*33+2.*31*32*32 >-B2*B2*B2*BZ) + (2. 
C*FXF*CAF+4.*CA?**2)*(2.*Ll*B2*32-Ll*Bl*33-Ll**2*31*32-32 
C*33+L1*32**2)*M 
A00=((FXF+FXR-2.*CAF*DELF**2)/DSLF**2)*(33*(31**2*33-2.* 
CB1*B2*32)+32*32*32*32)+(2.*FXF*CAF+4.*CAF**2)*({SI*33)*• 
CLl**2*Bl-2.*Ll*32+33)+2.*L1*B2*32*32-L1**2*31*32*32-3Z 
C*B2*33) 
WRITE(2,S03)A06,A04,A02,A00 
IF(ABS(B2).LT.0.01)GO TO 55 
A=AQ4/A06 
3=A02/A0e 
C=AOO/AOe 
WRITE(2,S10) 
WRITS(2,511)A,3,C 
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C CALCULATE THE ROOTS OF THE CUBIC EQUATION FOR THE STEADY STATE FORWARD 
C SPEED SQUARED 
IF(A3S(32>.GT.0.01)CALL CUBIC(A,B,C,Xl,X2,X3,m,XX2,XX3,II) 
GO TO 58 
55 A02=A02/A04 
A00=A00/A04 
AO4=1.0 
IF(ABS{32).LT.0.01;CALL QUAD(A04,A02,AOO,Xl,X2,XXl,m,II) 
IFdI.EQ.Z) THEN 
IF(XX1.GT.XX2)VX=XX1 
IF(XX1.LT.XX2)VX=XX2 
ELSE 
WRITE{2,612) 
END IF 
C CALCULATE THE STEADY STATE SPEEDS 
58 IF (lI.EO.l) THEN 
IF(XX1.LT.0.0)WRITE(2,613) 
m=A3S(XXl) 
VX0=SQRT(XX1) 
GO TO 16 
ELSE 
VX=0. 
IFdI.GT.l )WRITE( 2,614)XX1 ,XX2 ,XX3 
IF(XXl.GT.O.O) VX=XX1 
IF(VX.GT.O.l) GO TO 19 
IF(m.GT.O.O) VX=XX2 
IF(VX.GT.O.l) GO TO 13 
IF(XX3.GT.0.0) VX=XX3 
19 VX0=5QRT(VX) 
16 END IF 
WRITE (2,500) VXO 
VXT=VXO 
J = 0 
5 J = J + 1 
DEM = 36*33-37*314 
IF(DEM.LT.0.0001)GO TO 21 
A = ((35-33)*36-31*33-(34-32)*37+32*B14+B14*M*VXT**2)*VXT/DEM 
3 = (36*313-(35-33)*31+(34-32)*32-312*314+(34-32)*M*VXT**2) 
C *VXT**2/DEM 
C = (-31*313-(34-32)*312)*VXT**3/DEM 
212 
CALL CUBIC (A,3,C,CXl,CX2,CX3,m,XX2,XX3,II) 
IF (lI.EQ.l) THEN 
WRITE (2,502) CX1,CX2,CX3 
OZT = REAL(CXI) 
ELSE 
WRITE (2,503) X1,X2,X3 
IF (ABS(XXl).GT.O.O) GO TO 10 
OZT = XXI 
IF (XXI.LT.0.0.AND.DELF1.LT.0.0) GO TO 20 
IF (XXl.LT.O.O.ASD.DELFl.GT.0.0) GO TO 20 
10 IF (ABS(XX2).GT.0.0) GO TO 15 
OZT = XX2 
IF {XX2.Lr.0.0.AND.DELF1.LT.0.0) GO TO 20 
IF (XX2.GT.0.0.AND.DELF1.GT.0.0) GO TO 20 
15 IF (ABS(XX3).GT.0.0) GO TO 13 
OZT — XX3 
IF (XX3.LT.0.0.AND.DELF1.LT.0.0) GO TO 20 
IF (XX3.GT.0.0.AND.DELF1.GT.0.0) GO TO 20 
13 OZT =0.0 
WRITE (2,501) 
20 END IF 
GO TO 22 
21 A = ((B5-B3)*B5-Bl*B9-(B4-32)*37+32*B14+314*M*VXT**2)*VXT 
B = (35*313-(35-33)*31+(34-32)*B2-B12*B14+(54-32)*M*VXT**2) 
C *VXT**2 
C = (-31*313-(34-32)*312)*VXT**3 
CALL QUAD(A,B,C,X1,X2,XX1,XX2,II) 
IF(II.EQ.2)THEN 
0ZT=XX1 
ELSE 
OZT=100.00 
END IF 
22 WT - <M*VXT**3*0ZT-312*VXT**2+B2*VXT*0ZT-37*0ZT**2) 
C /(35*0ZT-31*VXT) 
A = 0.0 
3 = -(M*VYT*OZT+B10)/D 
C = -(B8*0ZT+B11*WT)/D 
DD = (B4*VYT*0ZT+35*0ZT**2)/D 
CALL QUART (A,3,C,DD,CX1,CX2,CX3,CX4,XX1,XX2,XX3,XX4,II) 
IF (II.NE.4) GO TO 50 
WRITE (2,504) XX1,XX2,XX3,XX4 
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IF (XXI.L?.0.0) XX1=C.0 
IF (XX2.LT.0.0) XX2=0.0 
IF (XX3.LT.0.0) XX3=0.0 
IF (XX4.LT.0.0) XX4=0.0 
TEMPI = VXT-XXl 
TSMPZ = VXT-XX2 
TEMPS = VXT-XX3 
TEMP4 = VXT-XX4 
VXTS = XXI 
IF (ABS(TEMPI).GT.ABS(TEMP2)) VXTN=XX2 
IF (ABS(TEMP2).GT.ABS(TEMP3)) VXTS=XX3 
IF (ABS(TEMPS).GT.ABS(TEMP4)) VXTN=XX4 
50 IF (II.SE.3) GO TO 60 
WRITE (2,605) XXI,XX2,C3?3,CX4 
IF (XXI.LT.0.0) XX1=0.0 
IF (XX2.LT.O.O) XX2=0.0 
TEMPI = VXT-XXl 
TEMP2 = VXT-XX2 
VXTN = XXI 
IF (ABS(TEMPI).GT.ABS(TEMP2)) VXTS=XX2 
SO IF (II.SE.2) GO TO 70 
WRITE (2,606) CXI,CX2,XX3,XX4 
IF (XXS.LT.O.O) XXS=0.0 
IF (XX4.LT.0.0) XX4=0.0 
TEMPS = VXT-XXS 
TEMP4 = VXT-XX4 
VXTN = XX3 
IF (ABS(TEMP3).GT.ABS(TEMP4)) VXTS=XX4 
70 IF (II.NE.O) GO TO 80 
WRITE (2,607) (%1,(%2,(%3,CX4 
VXTN = VXTA0.9 
80 WRITE (2,608) J,VXT,VYT,OZT 
TEST = VXT-VXTN 
IF (ABS(TEST).LT.0.5.0R.J.GT.10) RETURN 
HVXT=VXT/2. 
IF (VXTN.GT.HVXT) THEN 
VXT = VXTN 
ELSE 
VXT=VXT*0.9 
END IF' 
GO TO 5 
600 FORMAT ( 20X,'FIRST GUESS FOR VXO IS ' E12.5) 
602 FORMAT ( 5X,'OZO S0LNS',/,2X,'(%1= ',G12.5,1X,G12.5, 
C 'I',2X,'CX2= ',G12.5,1X,G12.5,'I',2X,'(X3= 
C G12.5,1X,G12.5,'I') 
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503 FORMAT ( 5X,'OZO SOLNS',/,2X,'}«1= ',G12.5,ZX,'XX2= 
C G12.5,2X,'XX3= ',G12.5) 
501 FORMAT ( 5X,'2RR0R IN FINDING 0X0') 
504 FORMAT ( 5X/VX0 SOLNS',/,2X,'XX1= ' ,G12.5,2X,'XX2= 
C G12.5,2X,'XX3=',G12.5,2X,'XX4= ',G12.5) 
505 FORMAT { 5X,'VX0 SOLNS',/,2X,'XXl= ',G12.5,2X,'XX2= 
C G12.5,/,2X,'CX3= ',G12.5,1X,G12.5,'I',2X, 
C 'CX4= ',G12.5,1X,G12.5,'I') 
605 FORMAT ( 5X/VX0 SOLNS',/,2X,'CX1= ' ,G12.5,1X,G12.5, 
C 'I',ZX,'CX2= ',G12.5,1X,G12.5,'I',/,2X,'XX3= 
C G12.5,2X,'XX4= ',G12.5) 
507 FORMAT ( 5X/VX0 SOLNS',/,2X,'CX1= ' ,G12.5,1X,G12.5, 
C 'I',2X,'CX2= ',G12.5,1X,G12.5,'I',/,2X,'CX3= ', 
C G12.5,1X,G12.5,'I',2X,'CX4= ',G12.5,lX,Gi2.S, 
C 'I') 
508 FORMAT ( 2X,'J= ',I3,2X,'VXT= ',G12.5,2X,'VyT= ',2X,G12.5,2X, 
C 'OZT= 'G12.5,/) 
509 FORMAT ( IX,'A06=',G10.2,1X,'À04=',G10.2,1X,'A02=',G:0.2,1X,'A00=' 
C ,G10.2) 
510 FORMAT < 3X,'THE NORMALIZED COEFFICIENTS ARE') 
611 FORMAT ( IX,'A= ',G10.4,1X,'B= ',G10.4,1X,'C= ',G10.4) 
512 FORMAT ( 5X,'THE STEADY STATE FORWARD SPEED IS COMPLEX,! QUIT') 
513 FORMAT ( 5X,'STEADY STATE FORWARD SPEED IS IMAGINARY?') 
514 FORMAT ( 2X,'XX1= ',E12.4,1X,'XX2= ',E12.4,1X,'XX3= ',E12.4) 
END 
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G SU5R0U7ÎSS ÎIGSS5 
G 
G THIS SUBROUTINE GALGULATSS THE EIGENVALUES FOR THE EXTENDED 
C BICYCLE MODEL FOR THE STEADY STATE SPEEDS DETERMINED BY 
C PROGRAM CHS. THEN WRITES THESE EIGENVALUES AND RETURNS TO 
C THE MAIN PROGRAM. 
SUBROUTINE EIGENS(VXO,VYO,OZO,21,32,33,34,35,BE,37,B8, 
C39,31C,311,B12,B13,314,M,D,AIZ) 
COMPLEX X1,X2,X3 
REAL A{3,3),M,L1,L2,D,DEL? 
C CALCULATE THE ELEMENTS 0? THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX 
A{1,1)=-(2.*M*VXO*VYO*OZO+2.*310*VXO+BB*OZO+21l*VY0-4. 
C*D*VXO*VXO*VXO> 
A(1,2)=-(M*VXO*VXO*OZO+B11*VXO-34*OZO) 
A(i,3)=-(M*VXO*VXO*VYO+BB*VXO-B4*VYO-2.*35*0Z0) 
A(2,1)=3.0*M*VXO*VXO*OZO+Bl*VYO+B2*OZO-2.*B12*VX0 
A(2,2)=B1*VXO-B6*OZO 
A(2,3)=M*VX0*VX0*VX0+32*VX0-aS*VY0-2.*B7*0Z0 
A(3,1)=-((34-32)*VYO+(35-33)*CZC+2.*313*VX0) 
A(3,2)=-((34-32)*VXO+B14*OZO) 
A(3,3)=-((35-33)*VX0+B14*VY0+2.*B3*0Z0) 
C WRITE THESE ELEMENTS 
WRITE(2,503) 
DO 5 1=1,3 
5 WRITE(2,501)(A(I,J),J=1,3) 
A3=AIZ*M*M*VX0**5 
A2=A(3,3)*M**2*VX0**4+A(2,2)*AIZ*M*VXC**4+A(1,1)*M*AI2*^^X0**4 
A1=A(2,2)*A(3,3)*M*VXO**2+A(1,1)*A(3,3)*M*VXO**2+A(1,1)*A;2,2> 
C*AIZ*VXO**Z-A(1,2)*A(2,1)*AIZ*VX0**2-A(3,1)*A(1,3)*M*VX0**2-A( 
C2,3)*A(3,2)*M*VX0**2 
A0=A(1,1)*A(2,2)*A(3,3)-A(2,3)*A(3,2)*A(1,1)-A(1,2)*A(2,1>* 
CA{3,2)+A(1,2)*A(3,1)*A(2,3)+A(1,3)AA(2,1)*A(3,2)-A(l,3t* 
CA(3,1)*A(2,2) 
WRITE(2,504) 
WRITE(2,502)A3,A2,A1,A0 
Q=A2/A3 
R=A1/A3 
S=A0/A3 
GALL CU3IC(Q,R,S,X1,XZ,X3,XX1,XX2,XX3,II) 
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WRITS(2,505) 
ÎF(II.EQ.1)WRITE(2,50S)X1,X2,X3 
I?(II.SQ.3)WRITE{2,507)XX1,XX2,XX3 
501 FORMAT( 10X,8E10.4) 
502 FORMAT( 2X,'A3= ',E12.4,'A2= ',E12.4,'A1= ',E12.4,'A0= ',E12.4) 
503 FORMAT( IX,'THE ELEMENTS OF THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX') 
504 FORMAT( IX/THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE CHARACTERISTIC EQUATION') 
505 FORMAT( lOX/THE EIGENVALUES ARE') 
505 FORMAT( 1X,3(2E12.4)) 
507 FORMAT( 10X,3(ZX,E12.4)) 
RETURN 
END 
